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Management Summary 

The objective of the FUPOL project is the development of a new governance model 

to support the policy design and implementation lifecycle. The innovations are driven 

by the demand of citizens and political decision makers to support policy domains in 

urban regions with appropriate ICT technologies. Those policy domains are very 

important, since more than 80% of the whole population in Europe lives in urban 

regions and the share will further grow in the future. 

Deliverable D3.3 is the (preliminary) test plan for the FUPOL Core Platform. The 

FUPOL Core Platform is a central module of the FUPOL System, providing services to 

the FUPOL users and to the other FUPOL modules: 

 Centralized access and account management (security, user management) 
 Campaign management (support for research activity) 
 Client management (support for multi-client operations) 
 Data and knowledge management including GIS data, semantic and statistical 

data using semantic web technology 
 Social media management including content crawling from Twitter, Facebook 

and other social media sites 
 Operational support (services that support the reliable operations of the 

FUPOL System like logging, journaling) 
 Integration services (messaging middleware, service coupling, …) 

An important note is that this document covers the FUPOL Core Platform, but not the 

complete FUPOL System. Thus most test cases focus on the core platform, even 

those on integration test level. 

In order to fully understand the FUPOL Core Platform we recommend starting with 

D3.1 Software Requirements Specification to get an understanding of the system's 

purpose and the requirements that drive this architecture. This deliverable (D3.3) is 

based on D3.1, as the approach for designing the test cases is based on 

requirements (and/or user stories). 

There are significant dependencies between the content of D3.3 and other 

deliverables, like D3.1, D4.1, D4.2, D5.1, D5.2, D6.1, D7.2 and D7.3 (intermediate 
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version, though) which have to be respected in the test strategy and in the test case 

design. 
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1 Introduction 

This is the test plan of the FUPOL core platform, as being under development by the 

team of work package 3 (WP3), based on the project state of late January 2013 

(pre-pilot). 

The test strategy and the test cases are driven by the requirements that the 

stakeholders provided during the requirements elicitation process (see D3.1 for 

details on this process). 

Please note that due to the fact that FUPOL is a research project it's impossible to 

predefine all requirements of a complex product in advance without accepting major 

changes later on. As the test cases are based on those requirements the same 

applies to quality control. We expect that the overall test strategy will be stable but 

that the test case repository is far from complete as of today. WP3 decided to apply 

an agile development process based on Scrum, so the drivers of our development 

schedule are user stories in the product backlog. These stories are however aligned 

with the requirements in D3.1, but in some cases there's no direct relationship 

between use cases and user stories and thus not between use cases and test cases. 

In reality this is not a problem, as we always test the system based on the user 

acceptance criteria as stated in the user stories. This works perfect in iterative 

development. 

For an introduction to the project and the product under development we suggest to 

start with D3.1 Software Requirements Specification. The following introductional 

section is cited from D3.1. 
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1.1 The Purpose of the Project 

ICT for state-of-the-art policy making shows that many well established 

methodologies exist, but IT has not played a significant role in most of these efforts 

until now (David Osimo et al., 2010). This is especially true for urban policies, which 

are important on a worldwide scale since the majority of the world´s population is 

living in urban areas. In Europe currently more than 79 % of the population are 

urbanized and it is expected that it will further increase and reach 85 % by 2030. It 

means the vast majority of the population in Europe are affected by urban policies in 

their daily lives. 

The Major Cities of Europe Association (MCE), which is participating in the FUPOL 

project through its secretariat BIT has conducted a study on the "Citizen Web 

Empowerment in a network of European Municipalities: "value for citizens" in Web 

2.0 projects (L.Buccoliero et al., University of Milan, 2010). It studies the growing 

demand of citizen empowerment and benchmarks the degree of citizen 

empowerment across the network of European municipalities in four areas e-

information, Web 2.0, e-consultation and e-decision. The major outcome is that e-

information (74 of 100) is sufficiently addressed, while Web 2.0 (23,2 of 100), e-

consultation (32 of 100) and e-decision (8,3 of 100) is not developed yet. It means 

there is a huge demand in Europe to benefit from this hidden potential, which has 

not been exploited yet. 

Consequently research and the development of innovative governance and policy 

models in the urban policy domain will have an enormous impact. 

Based on the above the FUPOL consortium has elaborated a comprehensive 

approach to further advance the research and development in simulation, urban 

policy process modelling, semantic analysis, visualization and integration of those 

technologies. The approach developed seeks the active involvement of all 

stakeholders including policy makers, civil servants, citizens and companies in the 

urban policy making process. 
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While building on the current political environment and the public sector collective 

data on urban regions, it will enable all stakeholders to better forecast and 

understand future trends and meet the needs of the younger generation, which will 

live in the urban environments of the future. 
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1.2 Scientific Approach and Overall Concept 

In order to assist the long-term strategic planning of urban policy operators and to 

better address and shape future developments so that the demands of citizens and 

economy are met, the whole policy design lifecycle is supported with innovative ICT - 

solutions based on complexity research and a spiral policy design approach. 

Jeffrey Johnson (Jeffrey Johnson et al., 2010) has argued that design is an essential 

part of complex systems methodology and in-vivo experimentation, and that, to 

make progress, complexity science must embrace design. To understand the 

dynamics and meta-dynamics of complex systems, the scientist must be embedded 

in real projects, working alongside policy-makers, who are the only ones with the 

mandate and the money to make purposeful interventions intended to change the 

system trajectories to what they ought to be. 

It has been shown that some complex-systems scientists are already deeply engaged 

in the design process, collaborating with policy-makers over significant periods of 

time. In all these cases the scientists provide policy-makers in the public and private 

sectors with useful theories that enable the future behaviour of the system to be 

predicted. It is clear that these scientists could not have done their research isolated 

in the laboratory and detached from policy and implementation of policy through 

design. 

It has been shown that design is a process of co-evolution between problem and 

solution. Design is a way of discovering the problem at the same time as solving it, 

and this is a new way of thinking for many scientists. 

The iterative generate – evaluate process of design is a spiral rather than a cycle, 

because on every iteration the designer learns. The design process discovers systems 

that are adapted to the environment at any time. As the environment changes, the 

fitness of any proposed design solution may change, and designs that were once well 

adapted may become less well adapted, while new and innovative design may be 

enabled. The predictions that are useful are system-specific. 

Design projects and their implementations take many twists and turns. Whether or 

not a given action for intervention will result in a given outcome may be very 
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important at one moment but not at all important at another. Thus the predictions 

that have to be made during the design process are shaped by it. 

The following diagram illustrates this approach. It's important to note that the spiral 

design and its consequences (no predefined workflows, tool-box approach) is a 

major driver of the system's 

architecture. 

 

 

There does not appear to be a set of 

Platonic design problems that can be 

sequentially solved to produce 

eventually a computationally reducible 

design theory, and this is a strength of 

design. Design adapts to the socio-technical environment. Design is able to respond 

to completely new and unknown problems. It can create completely new kinds of 

artificial systems with no a priori science, and the inventor-designer is the first 

scientist to explore the new universe that has been created. 
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1.3 Goals of the Project 

The project goals are described in length in Annex 1 of the "Description of Work". 

Following is a brief summary. Please note that the goals listed here are goals of the 

FUPOL programme and not that of any particular work package. More specific these 

goals will not be achieved soleley by the product that is specified in this document 

but by the whole system. 

 

Objective-1: Preparation of a new Governance Model 

A new governance model to engage all stakeholders in the whole policy design 

lifecycle starting from the early automatic detection of citizens needs. The new 

governance model builds on Web 2.0 as well as existing know-how and government 
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data available to create better policies and decisions based on the citizens‟ 

expectations. 

Objective-2: Preparation of a comprehensive Urban Policy Knowledge 

Database 

The implementation of the governance model will be facilitated by an Urban Policy 

Knowledge Database based on scientific research of best practices recommendations, 

generic models and selected simulations. This urban policy knowledge is a 

conceptual framework and methodology for defining and modelling policies in ICT 

tools with specific recommendations and generic causal models. It will also include 

the relevant laws to policy domains. In order to facilitate broad based acceptance 

and application a repository of generic policy models for typical topics in cities, 

municipalities and urban regions based on cognitive models, causal models specified 

in Coloured Petri Net Formalism and agent behaviour will be build. 

Objective 3: Preparation of an innovative cloud computing based ICT 

Framework 

The FUPOL solution will be based on cloud computing. This is a key success factor 

for large scale take-up and acceptance. During the pilot phase II and after the 

solution it will be accessible to all interested parties in Europe as a web service. The 

generic Cloud computing based ICT framework to support the whole policy design 

lifecycle will consist of: 

 Software simulation components to simulate real-life with agent based models 
 A core platform, which provides 

o a database to store statistical data and a knowledge base 
o a database to store stakeholder collaboration data (feedback, ...) 
o a data import and feed facilities to import available public data 
o a generic data import and export facilities to ensure stakeholder 

multichannel stakeholder collaboration 
 An advanced visualization facility for the interaction with the platform 

features, and the simulation results, 

Objective 4: Prepare Multilingual Training and accompanying material 
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In order to explain the practical application of ICT tools and policy modelling in cities, 

municipalities and urban regions multilingual multimedia training material will be 

developed. This is considered crucial for the overall success of the project. The 

training material will also include Mandarin (Chinese). 

Objective 5: Piloting and evaluation of the FUPOL approach in Europe and 

China 

The work plan includes five demonstrators. They are in China, Croatia, Cyprus, Italy 

and the UK. The pilots already reflect the interest beyond the European Union. The 

pilots have well defined policy areas, namely urban planning, land use and 

sustainable development, migration and urban segregation. The specific policy 

simulation models to be developed and tested represent a dynamic process resulting 

from the interaction of: 

 citizens and businesses, making choices about whether to move, and if they 
move, where to locate; investors making choices of what properties to 
develop or redevelop 

 governments making infrastructure investments, laws, constraints on 
development in the form of land use plans, density constraints etc. 

Objective 6: Large scale dissemination of the result 

Special attention will be given to large scale dissemination of the project results 

through the clusters of European cities. 

The dissemination will be implemented in two major campaigns: 

1. Create Awareness - The objective is to make the project well known to 
governments across Europe and encourage political entities. The objective will 
be met through conferences and workshops across Europe, articles and 
publications. 

2. Disseminate project results – The objective builds on experiences of the 
awareness phase I (e.g. classification of events, identified channels and 
personal contacts). The main difference is that in phase 2 there is marketable 
content to be disseminated to a targeted audience. 

Objective 7: Design and initiation of a sustainable exploitation 
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The objective refers to the elaboration of a sustainability strategy and initiation of 

steps to ensure further exploit the results (4th project year). As one principle FUPOL 

will follow open source license principles as much as possible to ensure broad based 

exploitation, adoption and use of results. 

Since the project has a strong ICT industry involvement it will encourage the FUPOL 

best practice exchange between ICT Industry and the EU Public Sector. 
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2 Test Object 

This chapter describes the test object (or test item). A test object is the software 

system to be tested. In our case it's the FUPOL Core Platform. 

 Definition: test object / test item 

The individual element to be tested. There usually is one test object and many 

test items. See also test object. 

As already mentioned it's important to understand that D3.3 only covers the test 

activities regarding the FUPOL Core Platform and not those that are relevant to the 

whole system. Even those tests regarding to system integration focus mainly on the 

aspects of the core platform. 

2.1.1 Business Context 

For a complete description of the FUPOL core platform's business context, including a 

representative business event list, read D3.1. 

The following diagram illustrates the business context of the FUPOL core platform 

and identifies the test object from that perspective. Note that this is not the context 

diagram of the FUPOL system, but just the part of it covering the important aspects 

of the FUPOL core platform. 
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The business context shows other systems and units which are connected to the 

FUPOL core platform. In the following the interaction between the FUPOL-system 

and the surrounding systems is described. 

External System Connection to FUPOL 

Decision Maker The decision maker is one of the most important 

stakeholders. He is the one that is responsible for the policy 

and uses FUPOL to integrate the eCitizen into the policy 

making process. 

Facilitator The facilititator uses FUPOL for every-day-business. He 

accesses the FUPOL core platform with a web-client and 
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executes campaigns initiated by the decision maker. 

Facilitators are power-users. 

Statistical 

Institutions 

Statistical institutions are collecting and processing statistical 

data (i.e. population per region). Examples are eurostat and 

the municipality's local agencies. 

Institutions 

providing GIS 

data 

GIS-Data-Providers deliver spatial data (i.e. maps, thematic 

map layers, ...). This data will be used for visualization, 

simulation and for georeferencing statistical data. 

Geo-Data 

Infrastructure 

INSPIRE delivers a framework, structure and schemes for 

GIS-Data collection and processing. While not being a physical 

system we added it to the diagram to illustrate the influences 

of this standard on the GIS data and on the FUPOL core 

platform's architecture. 

Web 2.0 

Community / 

Social Media 

The web 2.0/3.0 community of eCitizens and citizen 

organizations is a group of (possibly organized) citizens that 

will be integrated into the policy making process either by 

active eParticipation (the eCitizen provides opinions upon 

request by the policy maker) or by passive eParticipation (the 

eCitizen provides opinions withour an explicit trigger from the 

policy maker). 

The community of eCitizens uses various social media sites for 

expressing their opinions (i.e. Facebook, Twitter, Blogs, ...). 

Furthermore there's the feedback community platform (FCP, 

part of the FUPOL system, WP6) that is used by the reviewers 

for assessing ideas. 

Using Web2.0-technology and its tools e-citizens have the 

possibilty to take part in governmental processes; for example 

they can participate in online-polls. If available e-citizens can 

also use city-websites to leave messages, as well as they can 

leave their opinion in blogs. Social Media in this context can 

also be used for idea management. 

Simulator 

Provider 

A simulator provider offers a toolset for simulation purposes. 

This includes the simulation software and the simulation 

models. Some of them will be developed as part of the FUPOL 

project (WP2/WP4) while others will be off-the-shelf software 

from 3rd parties. Note that building those models and 

configuring them for a municipality's specific situation is a 

very complex task that is performed by the simulation 
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modeler. 

Visualization Visualization tools are used by the facilitator and by the 

domain expert to get insights on FUPOL's data. FUPOL will 

use SEMAVIS, developed by Fraunhofer IGD (WP5). 

Summarization Summarization tools (topic analysis, summary extraction, 

sentiment analysis, user feature extraction) use sophisticated 

algorithms to extract various aspects from the social media 

data the the FUPOL core platform collects from social media 

sites and the web 2.0/3.0 community. 

WP3 acts as a middleware, connecting the modules from WP2/WP4, WP5 and WP6 

to form a common service to the user. 

2.1.2 Logical Context 

The following diagram shows the test object from the logical context, illustrating the 

system's logical components. The components as shown in this diagram are 

important for testing, as they are used to group the logical test cases. 

For a comprehensive description of the logical modules read D3.1/D3.2. D3.2 covers 

an architectural view on different levels of abstractions of these modules, too. 
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2.1.3 Technical/Infrastructure Context 

Finally the technical context shows the test object on technical implementation level. 

Note that the web server is part of the test object as seen by the user, but that we 

don't specifically test its functionalities. 
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2.1.4 Implementation Context 

On implementation level the test object is designed following a service-oriented 

architecture with an enterprise service bus (ESB) as the communication backend. 

Again, read D3.2 for further details. Note that the adapters that connect to the other 

modules are part of the test object: 
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3 Features to be tested 

ISTQB defines the seven fundamental testing principles as follows: 

 

Source: ISTQB Certified Tester; Foundation Level Syllabus, 2011, International Software Testing 

Qualifications Board 

 

One of these principles (principle 2) says that exhaustive testing is impossible given 

limited resources. Thus we have to take priorities. This chapter explains how we take 

these priorities and lists them. 
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3.1 Quality Goals and Non-Functional Requirements 

Deliverable D3.2 contains a table of quality goals: 

 

Source: D3.2, chapter 1.3 (Quality Goals) 

The system's overall quality must be optimized to meet the following quality goals: 

Priority Quality Goal Rationale 

1 Extensibility Social media is in a state of permanent change. 

During our project duration it's very likely that 

additional social media will enter the market and 

the architecture must be able to extend the 

system to integrate these newcomers. 

The same applies to simulation technologies and 

products. The system must be extensible to 

integrate 3rd party simulation products. 

2 Adaptability The system will be operated as a cloud based 

service and must be able to handle various clients 

(customers) at the same time providing a virtual 

partition with exclusive data storage to them. 

3 Accuracy The system must support the users in generating 

accurate and useful data describing current 

trends in social media and precise simulation 

results. Accuracy in this sense is defined as 

generating business value, i.e. the system must 

produce results that are precise and accurate 

enough to be of use in real-life policy making 

scenarios. 

4 Privacy In order to be able to reach a high level of user 

acceptance (especially among the eCitizens) the 

system must protect their privacy with care. 

5 Scalability The pilot scenarios currently cover 5 different 

clients (customers) but the final product must 

scale up to a significantly larger number than that 

(see WP3-79 for details). 

6 Internationalization Our clients (customers) live in different countries 

using various languages (see WP3-15 for details) 
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including non-european languages like Mandarin. 

The system must be able to handle them. 

Non-goals 

The following quality aspects are considered to be of minor relevance to the 

system and its architecture and thus won't be adressed explicitly: 

Non-goal Rationale 

Look&Feel As this is a research project it's not a primary quality goal to 

produce a software system the delivers eye-candy to its users. 

The system must be usable, implement a consistent and 

understandable user experience, but not necessarily appear 

super-attractive. 

However it was decided that those parts that are exposed to the 

public (eCitizens) must be implemented in a way that is consistent 

with the user's expectations of comparable systems. Otherwise we 

could not attract enough users and would lose a significant 

number of opinions. 
 

These quality goals are non-functional. In fact they are the drivers of the architecture 

and our tests must cover them attentively. Unfortunately many of them can only be 

tested once the system has reached an integrated and mature state. 
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3.2 Functional Requirements 

Regarding functional tests the situation is easier. The FUPOL Core Platform is 

planned based on a mixture of traditional requirements engineering (following IREB; 

use cases) and agile development (SCRUM, user stories). The development process 

is driven by user stories - short sentenecs describing the stakeholder, the 

functionality and its purpose - supplemented by user acceptance criteria (UAC). 

These user stories are structured in a hierarchical manner, representing the 

abstraction levels epic, theme and story. See D3.1 for more information on this. 

The following diagram shows the feature tree of the whole FUPOL system. Note that 

this deliverable only covers parts of it (as it only applies to the FUPOL Core 

Platform): 

 

In agile development using Scrum there's a clear indicator of the importance of a 

feature for the business user: the priority in the product backlog. Taking this order 

into account it provides a good guideline for taking the decision which features must 

be thouroughly tested and which features are of less importance and thus don't have 

to be of perfect quality. In short features that have a high priority will be developed 

prior to less-important features. The testing focus should be on them. 

In the case of WP3 the priority was driven both by business value and by the 

demand of features that are needed by the other work packages. As the FUPOL Core 
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Platform is some kind of middleware that provides basic functionality to the other 

work packages and these platform features are a prerequisite for the others to 

develop their modules we have a schedule that is a mixture of business value and 

demand from other work packages. Anyway the backlog priority is a good indicator 

for the required quality level. 

So the decision making process regarding what to test and what not to test is driven 

by: 

 

The diagram shows that taking the "what to test and what not" decision is driven 

by... 

 the product backlog priority - the higher the priority is, the more important the 
feature is and the better it should be tested 

 the user story's size - the larger the story the more work to do (on average) 
and thus the higher the risk of misunderstandings and defects - the higher the 
risk the more should be tested 

 the quality goals - they must be covered 
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To summarize the question regarding "features to be tested" the following 

statements are provided: 

 All features in the product backlog must be tested (at least a manual 
exploratory test is required) 

 On average those user stories with a higher priority must be tested more 
thouroughly than those with a lower priority 

 On average larger user stories must be tested more thouroughly than those of 
smaller size 

 At least the compliance with the non functional requirements listed in the 
quality goals must be tested 

 Obviously only the features that are grounded in the FUPOL Core Platform are 
tested. Even in system integration testing the focus is on the core platform 
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4 Features not to be tested 

As we've discussed in the previous chapter it's not feasible to exhaustively test 

everything that could be tested. Limited testing resources (staff, time) force us to 

neglect several aspects of the test object. 

We decided to test all functional features (but not all of them in the same depth), but 

the decision regarding the non-functional requirements somehow is still open (except 

for the quality goals). Please note that in order to ship commercial-grade software 

more efforts have to be made, but as this project is a research project we leave this 

up to the later exploitation phase. 

Deliverable D3.1 groups the non-functional requirements (NFR) in 8 clusters. The 

following table lists them and explains what shall be tested and what not. Note that 

in the FUPOL project there's some kind of formal testing (as described in this 

document) as well as testing following a more informal approach (pilot operations). 

Some of the non-functional requirements will be - though not in the formal level - 

"tested" by the users in the pilot cities. For this kind of informal tests feedback 

mechanisms will be used. Note further that even if WP3 does not test this aspect 

other work packages might do. For example "precision or accuracy" is not so much of 

an issue for WP3, as there are no calculations etc. involved, but the core platform 

shows the topics that are extracted by WP6 and these have to meet accuracy 

requirements. However, they will be tested by WP6 and not by WP3. 

D3.1 NFR Group NFR Sub-Group Test Part of 
Quality 
Goals 

5.1 Look and Feel 

Requirements 

Appearance Requirements not tested; only feedback  

    Style Requirements not tested; only feedback  

5.2 Usability and 

Humanity 

Requirements 

Ease of Use Requirements not tested; only feedback  
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     Personalization and 

Internationalization 

Requirements 

tested 
 

    Learning Requirements not tested; only feedback  

    Understanding and Politeness 

Requirements 

not tested; only feedback  

    Accessibility Requirements not tested; only feedback  

5.3 Performance 

Requirements 

Speed and Latency 

Requirements 

not tested; only feedback 

(might be tested on 

technical level, though) 

 

    Safety-Critical Requirements n/a (system is not safety 

critical) 

 

    Precision or Accuracy 

Requirements 

not tested (by WP3); only 

feedback 
 

    Reliability and Availability 

Requirements 

not tested; only feedback  

    Robustness or Fault-Tolerance 

Requirements 

not tested; only feedback  

    Capacity Requirements might be tested (decision 

still open) 

 

    Scalability or Extensibility 

Requirements 

tested 
 

    Longevity Requirements not tested  

5.4 Operational and 

Environmental 

Requirements 

Expected Physical Environment n/a  

    Requirements for Interfacing 

with Adjacent Systems 

tested  

    Productization Requirements not tested  

    Release Requirements tested  

5.5 Maintainability 

and Support 

Requirements 

Maintenance Requirements not tested  

    Supportability Requirements not tested; only feedback 

(esp. from WP7) 

 

    Adaptability Requirements (de facto) tested 
 

5.6 Security 

Requirements 

Access Requirements tested  

    Integrity Requirements tested  

    Privacy Requirements tested 
 

    Audit Requirements tested  

     Immunity Requirements not tested  

5.7 Cultural and 

Political 

Cultural Requirements not tested; only feedback  
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Requirements 

    Political Requirements not tested; only feedback   

5.8 Legal 

Requirements 

Compliance Requirements not tested; only feedback 

(i.e. data protection laws 

differ between EU and 

China) 

  

    Standards Requirements n/a   
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5 Test Environment 

All tests shall be performed on a system that is 'near production' meaning that both 

the features and the capacity of the test system should be comparable to the later 

production stage. 
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5.1 Hardware 

As FUPOL will be deployed as a cloud service hardware issues should be irrelevant. 

However during development - as well as during most testing activities - the 

production system will not be available yet and a dedicated test system must be 

used. 

Deliverable D3.2 covers the development/test server configuration in detail: 

 

Source: Deliverable D3.2, chapter 7 (deployment view) 

The following picture shows the physical servers that are used by the FUPOL 

team(s): 

 

The physical server stage includes the following 

hardware... 

 2x Server IBM System x3550 

CPU: Intel Xeon E5659 2,64GHZ 
RAM: 65GB 

 1x IMB Storage TS2900 Tape Autoloader 

 1x IMB DS3500 
12x 800 GB SAS harddisks (RAID) 

 2x SmartUPS 3000 XL (USV) 

 3x Cisco Catalys 2950 (Switch) 

...and the following software components: 

 VMWare Essentials 5 

 Veeam Backup & Replication 6 

 

For testing the server will be configured using a virtualization platform. Note that all 

stages except the later production stage are hosted on this hardware. Due to the fact 

that the final FUPOL system will be available by 2015 and as it will be hosted in the 

cloud we expect that the production system is much more capable if compared to the 

development server. This makes it difficult to test the scalability and performance 
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requirements, but as a rool of thumb we can assume that if the system performs well 

on the virtualized platform it is very likely that it will perform even better on the 

production system. 

On the client side we use off-the-shelf PCs or notebooks. Currently the WP3 team 

works on a variety of client platforms: 

 Macbook Pro (4GB RAM) 
 Lenovo Thinkpad T510/T520 (4GB RAM) 
 HP EliteBook 2540p 
 some no-name PCs 

As the FUPOL Core Platform is a web based system that uses a browser for 

interaction we can safely assume that OS and hardware characteristics can be 

ignored. 

During pilot operations the test users will use the hardware/OS that is available in 

their offices. We hope to get as much feedback as possible from them and are aware 

that we can not test the numerous combinations of browser, operating system and 

hardware that we might find there. Thus it's important that the feedback 

platform/bug tracking system must be able to register the client's 

hardware/OS/browser. 
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5.2 Software 

The software requirements are listed in D3.1/D3.2. 

We didn't limit the client side to a specific browser as the situation of the pilot cities 

is our of our sphere-of-control, but for economic reasons we have to limit the 

number of browsers/versions that we test the system on. So in the development 

team we use... 

 Safari (on the Macbook Pro) 
 Firefox (on the PCs) 
 Firefox (on the automated test environment/continuous integration server) 

We didn't fix the browser version, too, as the project's duration is four years and 

we'll face 2-3 generations of browsers during that time. The developers tend to use 

the latest-and-greatest browsers available, while the municipalities are usually 2 

years behind. Our experience so far is that there are issues that originate from 

different browser versions and if it's easy to do we'll fix them. In case that there's no 

quick fix available we follow the policy of "use the same browser that we use during 

testing". 

A more complete browser compatibility test should be performed during the 

exploitation phase. 

The test tools are covered in chapter 12 (Test Tools). 
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5.3 Stages 

For the FUPOL project (all work packages) there are 6 stages available. 

Deployment 
Stage 

Tasks Primary Actors 1) Comment 

Developer's 

Workstation 

 Coding 

 Building (manually) 

 Debugging 

 Unit testing 

(manually) 

 Unit integration 

testing (manually) 

 Developer   

Continuous 

integration 

 Building 

(automatically) 

 Unit testing 

(automatically) 
 Unit integration 

testing 

(automatically) 
 Automated system 

regression testing (as 

much as feasible) 

 Developer 

 Test Manager 

 Test Engineer 

 Tester 

  

Test stage  System testing  Testmanager 

 Tester 

This stage is 

exclusively for the 

test team. 

Developer can use 

it to reproduce a 

reported incident 

Integration 

test stage 

 System integration 

(modules from WP3-

WP6) 

 Testmanager 

 Tester 

Exit criteria of the 

system test have to 

be completely 

fulfilled 

Demo stage  user feedback 

collection 

 dissemination support 

 User 

 Product Owner 

Exit criteria of the 

system integration 

test have to be 

completely fulfilled 

Production 

stage 

 providing the FUPOL 

service 

 User 

 System 

Administrator 

 System Operator 

  

1) For a comprehensive description of these roles see D3.1, chapter 3.2.4 (The 

Hands-On Users of the Product) 
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The following diagram illustrates the stages that we use. Note that the software will 

not be deployed fully automatic on all stages.  
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5.4  Database 

PostgreSQL was chosen as the primary database used in FUPOL. There's only one 

database server that is shared between all stages and it's hosted on the same server 

hardware as the virtualized server partitions. Of course the database server is not 

virtualized but uses a native installation instead. 
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5.5 Project URLs 

For convenience this chapter lists the most important project URLs. The original 

document of D3.3 is in the form of wiki pages so people can access the test system 

just by clicking these URLs. 

descriptive 
name  

URL  short description  

Developer's 

Workstation 

1. https://localhost:8080/fupol-client/ 

2. https://localhost:8080/fupol-client-
administration/ 

Eclipse IDE and local Tomcat server 

for development purpose 

Note that depending on your actual 

environment you might have to 

tweak the proxy settings (so that 

the browser doesn't use the proxy 

for local adresses) 

Toolserver 1. https://fupol-
3.cellent.at:8080/jenkins/ 

2. https://fupol-

3.cellent.at:8080/sonar/ 
3. https://fupol-3.cellent.at 

1. Jenkins is an open source 
tool and provides 

continuous integration 

services for software 
development. 

2. Sonar is an open platform 
for managing code quality. 

3. Tarantula is a tool for 
managing software testing 

in agile software projects. 

Note that we gave up with 
Tarantula as of December 

2012 and switched over to 
JIRA for test case/result 

management completely 

Test Stage 1. https://fupol-
4.cellent.at:8080/fupol-client/ 

2. https://fupol-
4.cellent.at:8080/fupol-client-

administration/ 

Test Stage for fupol-client and 

fupol-client-administration. The test 

stage is only accessible from inside 

the cellent LAN. Remote users must 

use a VPN connection. 

Integration 

test stage 

    

Demo & 

Acceptance 

Test Stage 

1. https://fupol-6.cellent.at/fupol-

client/ 

2. https://fupol-6.cellent.at/fupol-
client-administration/ 

Demo and Acceptance Test 

Stage Stage for fupol-client and 

fupol-client-administration. Note 

that there's no port in the URL. 

This stage can be accessed from 

outside as long as the user 

http://localhost:8080/fupol-client/
http://localhost:8080/fupol-client/
http://localhost:8080/fupol-client/
http://fupol-3.cellent.at:8080/jenkins/
http://fupol-3.cellent.at:8080/jenkins/
http://fupol-3.cellent.at:8080/sonar/
http://fupol-3.cellent.at:8080/sonar/
http://fupol-3.cellent.at:8080/sonar/
http://fupol-4.cellent.at:8080/fupol-client/
http://fupol-4.cellent.at:8080/fupol-client/
http://fupol-4.cellent.at:8080/fupol-client-administration/
http://fupol-4.cellent.at:8080/fupol-client-administration/
http://fupol-4.cellent.at:8080/fupol-client-administration/
http://fupol-4.cellent.at:8080/fupol-client/
http://fupol-4.cellent.at:8080/fupol-client/
http://fupol-4.cellent.at:8080/fupol-client-administration/
http://fupol-4.cellent.at:8080/fupol-client-administration/
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authenticates on the cellent proxy 

using his FUPOL account. 
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6 Test Types 

The tests that have to be done can be grouped in several classes, depending on the 

point of view: 

 test layers - focus on different aspects of the system 
 functional vs. non-functional tests 
 validating vs. verifying tests - fit for use vs. fit for purpose 
 manual vs. automated tests 
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6.1 Test Layers 

ISTQB defines five test layers that each focus on different aspects of the system and 

that use different approaches for finding defects. Deliverable D3.2 describes them in 

chapter 9.16 (Testability). 

 

Source: D3.2, chapter 9.16 (Testability) 

ISTQB defines several test layers that are targetted at different views of the 

system's quality. (..) 

 

6.1.1 Unit/Unit Integration Test 

Unit/unit integration tests are low-level tests developed by the programmer himself. 

The components are tested using jUnit as the test framework. The code coverage is 

measured with Sonar (http://www.sonarsource.org/). 

http://www.sonarsource.org/
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By committing new source, the automated unit test suite will be triggered as part of 

the continuous integration build process and it will be executed before building a new 

deployable. In case of failed unit tests the result will be a broken build. This forces 

the developers to keep the quality level on a minimum acceptable level. 

The coverage of our unit tests has to be at least 70% on selected parts of the 

system (i.e. the services layer, but not on the presentation layer). 

 

Source: Certified Tester Foundation Level Syllabus, chapter 2.2.1 (p24). 2011, International 

Software Testing Qualifications Board 

Unit Testing 

Test basis: 

 Module requirements 
 Detailed design 
 Code 

Typical test objects: 

 Components 
 Programs 
 Data conversion/migration programs 
 Database modules 

Module testing (also known as unit, component or program testing) searches for 

defects in, and verifies the functioning of, software modules, programs, objects, 

classes, etc., that are separately testable. It may be done in isolation from the rest 

of the system, depending on the context of the development life cycle and the 

system. Stubs, drivers and simulators may be used. 

Module testing may include testing of functionality and specific non-functional 

characteristics, such as resource-behaviour (e.g. searching for memory leaks) or 

robustness testing, as well as structural testing (e.g. decision coverage). Test 

cases are derived from work products such as a specification of the module, the 
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software design or the data model. 

Typically, module testing occurs with access to the code being tested and with the 

support of a development environment, such as a unit test framework or 

debugging tool. In practice, module testing usually involves the programmer who 

wrote the code. Defects are typically fixed as soon as possible as they are found, 

without formally managing these defects. 

One approach to component testing is to prepare and automate test cases before 

coding. This is called a test-first approach or test-driven development. This 

approach is highly iterative and is based on cycles of developing test cases, then 

building and integrating small pieces of code, and executing the component tests 

correcting any issues and iterating until they pass. 

 

 

Source: Certified Tester Foundation Level Syllabus, chapter 2.2.2 (p25). 2011, International 

Software Testing Qualifications Board 

Unit Integration Testing 

Test basis: 

 Software and system design 
 Architecture 
 Workflows 
 Use cases 

Typical test objects: 

 Subsystems 
 Database implementation 
 Infrastructure 
 Interfaces 
 System configuration and configuration data 

(Unit) integration testing tests interfaces between components, interactions with 

different parts of a system, such as the operating system, file system and 
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hardware, and interfaces between systems. 1) 

There may be more than one level of integration testing and it may be carried out 

on test objects of varying size as follows: 

1. Component integration testing tests the interactions between software 
comppnents and is done after component testing 

2. System integration testing tests the interactions between different systems 
or between hardware and software and may be done after system testing. 
In this case, the developing organization may control only one side of the 
interface. This might be considered as a risk. Business processes 
implemented as workflows may involve a series of systems. Cross-platform 
issues may be significant. 

The greater the scope of integration, the more difficult it becomes to isolate 

defects to a specific component or system, which may lead to increased risk and 

additional time for troubleshooting. 

Systematic integration strategies may be based on the system architecture (such 

as top-down and bottom-up), functional tasks, transaction processing sequences, 

or some other aspect of the system or components. In order to ease fault isolation 

and detect defects early, integration should normally be incremental rather than 

"big bang". 

Testing of specific non-functional characteristics (e.g. performance) may be 

included in integration testing as well as functional testing. 

At each stage of integration, testers sconcentrate solely on the integration itself. 

For example, if they are integrating module A with module B they are interested in 

testing the comunication between the modules, not th efunctionality of the 

individual module as that was done during component testing. Both functional and 

structural approaches may be used. 

Ideally, testers should understand the architecture and influence integration 

planning. If integration tests are planned before components or systems are built, 

those components can be built in the order required for most efficient testing. 
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1) Note that in this document we distinguish between unit integration tests and 

system integration tests. Unit integration tests are done by the developer test the 

integration of modules/components of the FUPOL core platform solely while system 

integration tests are done by the (professional) tester and focus on the integration of 

the system's components. One of these components is the FUPOL Core Platform. 

Others are the simulator(s), the community feedback platform etc. 

6.1.2 System Test 

System testing is performed by the FUPOL WP3 team, but usually done by 

professional testers inside the team. It's a black-box test that uses the same 

instruments that the hands-on users of the system will be useing later (web browser) 

to access the system. 

 

Source: Certified Tester Foundation Level Syllabus, chapter 2.2.3 (p26). 2011, International 

Software Testing Qualifications Board 

System Testing 

Test basis: 

 System and software requirements specification 1) 
 Use cases 
 Functional specification 
 Risk analysis report 

Typical test objects: 

 System, user and operation manuals 
 System configuration and configuration data 

System testing is concerned with the behaviour of a whole system/product. The 

testing scope shall be clearly addressed in the master and/or level test plan for 

that test level. 

In system testing, the test nvironment should correspond to the final target or 

production environment as much as possible in order to minimize the risk of 
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environment-specific failures not being found in testing. 

System testing may include tests based on risks and/or on requirement 

specifications, business processes, use cases, or other high level text descriptions 

or models of system behaviour, interactions with the operating system, and 

system resources. 

System testing should investigate functional and non-functional requirements of 

the system, and data quality characteristics. Testers also need to deal with 

incomplete or undocumented requirements. System testing of functional 

requirements starts by using the most appropriate specification-based (black-box) 

techniques for the aspect of the system to be tested. For example, a decision 

table may be created for combinations of effects described in business rules. 

Structure-based techniques (white-box) may then be used to assess the 

thoroughness of the testing with respect to a structural element, such as menu 

structure or web page navigation (..). 

An independent test team often carries out system testing. 2) 

1) Note that in FUPOL WP3 we use the software requirements specification as an 

artifact of documentation and not as a development (feature) driver. Features will be 

primarily listed in the product backlog in the form of user stories and the system test 

cases will be linked to these stories, but not to the use cases. This allows better 

integration with Scrum. 

2) Note that in Scrum the test activities are usually done by the development team in 

order to prevent a hand-over situation and to enforce commitment and foster the 

team's responsibility for the product. This is somehow a contradiction to the "isolate 

the test from development" approach that ISTQB usually suggests. In WP3 we 

decided to integrate the "professional" testers in the team as well, but their main 

task is to perform the quality assurance tasks and thus support the rest of the team. 
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From time to time other team members support in testing, especially when it comes 

to test automation, which is a cross-over activity between testing and coding. 

6.1.3 System Integration Test 

The system integration test will mostly be done manually, using a smoke test set. 

However as system integration is part of the continuous integration process there's 

some (not very structured, though) coverage on that, too. 

Some of the system integration tests will be automated, though. These automated 

tests focus on testing the interface specifications, but not the system as seen by the 

user. 

For the definition of the system integration test see the unit test above. 

6.1.4 Acceptance Test 

The acceptance test will be executed by the test team and the end users. A test set 

for this test phase will be created and provided. 

As FUPOL is a research project with a strong focus on pilot operations we expect that 

the acceptance test will be more or less hypertrophic after 2-3 years of real-life 

usage in the pilot cities. However we might have to perform one for legal or formal 

reasons in some cities before going into production. 

 

Source: Certified Tester Foundation Level Syllabus, chapter 2.2.4 (p26). 2011, International 

Software Testing Qualifications Board 

Acceptance Testing 

Test basis: 

 User requirements 
 System requirements 
 Use cases 1) 
 Business processes 
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 Risk analysis reports 

Typical test objects: 

 Business processes on fully integrated system 
 Operational and maintenance processes 
 User procedures 
 Forms 
 Reports 
 Configuration data 

Acceptance testing is often the responsibility of the customer or users of a 

system; other stakeholders may be involved as well. 

The goal in acceptance testing is to establish confidence in the system, parts of 

the system or specific non-functional characteristics of the system. Finding defects 

is not the main focus in acceptance testing. Acceptance testing may addess the 

system's readiness for deployment and use, although it is not necessary the final 

level of testing. For example, a large-scale system integration test may come after 

the acceptance test for a system. 

Acceptance testing may occur at various times in the life cycle, for example: 

 A COTS (commercial off-the-shelf) software product may be acceptance 
tested when it is installed or integrated 

 Acceptance testing of the usability of a component may be done during 
component testing 

 Acceptance testing of a new functional enhancement may come before 
system testing 

Typical forms of acceptance testing include the following: 

User acceptance testing 

Typically verifies the fitness for use of the system by business users 

Operational (acceptance) testing 
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The acceptance of the system by the system administrators, including: 

 Testing of backup/restore 
 Disaster recovery 
 User management 
 Maintenance tasks 
 Data load and migration tasks 
 Periodic checks of security vulnerabilities 

Contract and regulation acceptance testing 

Contract acceptance testing is performed against a contract's acceptance criteria 

for producing custom-developed software. Acceptance criteria should be defined 

when the parties agree to the contract. Regulation acceptance testing is 

performed against any regulations that must be adhered to, such as government, 

legal or safety regulations. 

Alpha and beta (or field) testing 2) 

Developers of market, or COTS, software often want to get feedback from 

potential or existing customers in their market before the software product is put 

up for sale commercially. Alpha testing is performed at the developing 

organization's site but not by the developing team. Beta testing, or field-testing, is 

performed by customers or potential customers at their own locations. 

Organizations may use other terms as well, such as factory acceptance testing 

and site acceptance testing for systems that are tested before and after being 

moved to a customer's site. 

1) Again, as we're using Scrum for development we drive our schedule with user 

stories. All test cases will be linked to user stories, but not to use cases (although 

this could be done as well, but we don't see much value in it). 

2) In fact this is more or less what we do during pilot operations 
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6.2 Functional and Non-Functional Tests 

6.2.1 Functional Tests 

ISTQB defines functional testing as "Testing based on an analysis of the specification 

of the functionality of a component or system. See also black box testing.". 

 

Source: Certified Tester Foundation Level Syllabus, chapter 2.3.1 (p28). 2011, International 

Software Testing Qualifications Board 

Testing of Function (Functional Testing) 

The functions that a system, subsystem or component are to perform may be 

described in work products such as a requirements specification, use cases, or a 

functional specification, or they may be undocumented. The functions are "what" 

the system does. 

Functional tests are based on functions and features (described in documents or 

understood by the testers) and their interoperability with specific systems, and 

may be performed at all test levels (e.g. tests for components may be based on a 

component specification). 

Specification-based techniques may be used to derive test conditions and test 

cases from the functionality of the software or system (..). Functional testing 

considers the external behaviour of the software (black-box testing). 

A type of functional testing, security testing, investigates the functions (e.g. a 

firewall) relating to detections of threats, such as viruses, from malicious 

outsiders. Another type of functional testing, interoperability testing, evaluates the 

capability of the software product to interact with one or more specified 

components or systems. 

The following table illustrates the functional test approach taken for the various 

architectural layers. Note that a check mark means that the layer is a primary test 
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focus of the specific test level. Other levels might be covered implicitly, but they're 

not in the main focus of that test level. 

Technical 
Layer 

Technol
ogy 
Used 

Unit 
Test 

Unit 
Integration 

Test 

System 
Test 

System 
Integrati
on Test 

Acceptan
ce Test 

Presentation 

Layer 

Wicket untested untested 
   

Interface 

Layer 

REST untested 
 

untested 
 

untested 

Service 

Layer 

Wicket 

(service 

classes 

for the 

GUI) 

untested 
 

untested untested untested 

Business 

Logic Layer 

Java/Spri

ng 
 

untested untested untested untested 

Persistence 

Layer 

Hibernate, 

DAOs 

mocked 
 

untested untested untested 

Data 

Storage 

Layer 

Postgres 

Database 

mocked 
 

untested untested untested 

Test Tool JUnit JUnit/WicketTest/

Mockito 

manual/ 

scripted with 

Selenium 

manual/ 

JUnit 

manual 

6.2.2 Non-Functional Tests 

ISTQB defines non-functional testing as "Testing the attributes of a component of 

system that do not relate to functionality, e.g. reliability, efficiency, usability, 

maintainability and portability.". 

 

Source: Certified Tester Foundation Level Syllabus, chapter 2.3.2 (p28). 2011, International 

Software Testing Qualifications Board 

Testing of Non-functional Software Characteristics (Non-functional 

Testing) 

Non-functional testing includes, but is not limited to, performance testing, load 

testing, stress testing, usability testing, maintainability testing, reliability testing 
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and portability testing. It is the testing of "how" the system works. 

Non-functional testing may be performed at all test levels. The term non-

functional testing describes the tests required to measure characteristics of 

systems and sotware that can be quantified on a varying scale, such as response 

times for performance testing. These tests can be referenced to a quality model 

such as the one defined in "Software Engineering - Software Product Quality" (ISO 

9126). Non-functional testing considers the external behaviour of the software 

and in most cases uses black-box test design techniquesa to accomplish that. 

In FUPOL the non-functional tests are somehow unincisive. We'll perform non-

functional tests whenever necessary, but not on the same large scale as with 

functional tests. We don't develop a marketable system that must be "done" before 

shipping it. Instead of that we have a beta-tesing phase with the pilot cities that lasts 

for three years, so the product is "tested" - or better, evaluated - under real-life 

conditions. However there are some non-functional aspects that must be adressed 

during alpha-testing, especially on those parts where the development team is 

lacking experience. Examples are... 

 Performance and scalabiltiy tests of RDF/SparQL (using the JENA framework) - 
this valid concern has been adressed in 2012's project review 

 Performance and scalability tests of the ESB (using MULE) 
 Performance and scalability tests with SEMAVIS fetching data on-the-fly 

(together with WP5) 
 Security tests that cover data protection in a multi-client system (so that each 

pilot city is only able to see its own data and not that of the other pilot cities) 
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6.3 Validating vs. Verifying Tests 

An important distinction is that between validating and verifying tests (it's the same 

as with "fit for use" vs. "fit for purpose"). 

According to ISTQB these are defined as... 

 Validation - Confirmation by examination and through provision of objective 
evidence that the requirements for a specific intended use or application have 
been fulfilled [ISO 9000]. 

 Verification - Confirmation by examination and through the provision of 
objective evidence that specified requirements have been fulfilled [ISO 9000]. 

So verification tries to address the question "Did we do it in the right way ?" while 

verification focuses on "Did we do the right thing ?". 

FUPOL WP3 uses Scrum, an agile method, for development. According to the agile 

manifesto the business value (output) is more important then internal functionality. 

Thus in agile development there's a strong focus on validation. Note that this is a 

perfect fit for a research project, as there's only a vague vision, based on 

assumptions that might be right or wrong, but anyway the system still has to prove 

that it delivers actual value to its users. That's why there are pilot cities in the project 

and that there's a 3-years-long pilot phase where the system will be evaluated under 

real-life-conditions that the scientists and engineers might not have anticipated in 

their full depth. 

Verifying test are quite common in commercial software development. They are 

perfectly covered with functional and non-functional tests and there are plenty of 

tools, frameworks and standards available, but with validating tests the situation is 

difficult. Assessing the delivered business value is often a very subjective issue that 

has some bias on personal belief and that is thus prone to error. Quantifying it is 

often nearly impossible, so most projects use qualitative measure for that 

(interviews, questionaires, ...). 
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In FUPOL we take the same approach and that's another reason why the pilot 

operation is so important for the project. Reality will show if our approach is of the 

assumed value for the municipalities. Please note that validation in that sense is part 

of WP7 (large scale demonstrators) and that the research/engineering work 

packages mostly focus on verifying tests. 

The following diagram illustrates the different focus of validation and verification: 

 

As our development process is driven by user stories we can extract indicators for 

both validation and verification from them. User stories follow a syntax pattern: As 

<stakeholder> I want to <functionality> in order to <purpose>. The <functionality> 

is a good source for verifying tests, while the <purpose> is an indication for a 

validating test: 
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6.4 Manual vs. Automated Tests 

The FUPOL system test is split in activities based on ... 

 manual testing 
 test automation 

The test automation is used for regression testing during development - it is also 

included in the daily/nightly build. After building and deploying the project on the 

test automation environment, the tests are started and included in the result of the 

daily build. 

Unfortunately not everything can be automated in an economic way and so we still 

have to rely on manual tests for selected parts of the application (i.e. testing the 

JavaScript-based map viewer). This increases the test effort and reduces the 

accuracy of the regression tests, but there's no feasible workaround for that. 

Although manual tests may find many defects in a software application, it is a 

laborious and time consuming process. In addition, it may not be effective in finding 

certain classes of defects. Test automation is the process of writing a computer 

program to do testing that would otherwise need to be done manually. Once tests 

have been automated, they can be run quickly and repeatedly. This is often the most 

cost effective method for software products that have a long maintenance life, 

because even minor patches over the lifetime of the application can cause features 

to break which were working at an earlier point in time. 

There are two general approaches to test automation: 

 Code-driven testing - the public interfaces to classes, modules or libraries are 
tested with a variety of input arguments to validate that the results that are 
returned are correct. 

 Graphical user interface testing - a testing framework (test driver) generates 
user interface events such as keystrokes and mouse clicks, and observes the 
changes that result in the user interface, to validate that the observable 
behavior of the program is correct. 
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In FUPOL WP3 we take both approaches, but usually on different test levels: 

 Code-driven testing is done in unit- and unit-integration tests; some system 
integration tests fall into that category, too (for regression tests of the 
interface implementation) 

 Graphical user interface testing is done in system and acceptance tests; we 
use Selenium-scripts and the FUPOL test automation framework for that 

Test automation is a key success factor in agile and iterative development, as the 

work is split into sprints of equal length and the most important quality requirement 

is that the software shall be of "near-production" quality at the end of every sprint. 

As it's not feasible to retest the whole system manually every two weeks most of the 

regression testing must be automated. Otherwise the development team will build up 

technical dept that will most likely lead into total chaos and mediocre quality after 

only a few sprints. 
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7 Test Approach 

FUPOL WP3 uses Scrum for software development. Agile methodologies like Scrum 

impose several requirements and constraints on the testing activities that might not 

be so important in non-agile processes. 
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7.1 Agile Testing 

The main challenges are: 

 Frequent delivery - the product is shipped at the end of every sprint (every 2 
weeks) 

 Permanent quality - the quality commitment is that the product is of "near-
production" quality at the end of every sprint 

 Incremental development - the product is growing in small steps during each 
sprint; re-testing already shipped functionality is mandatory 

 Timeboxing - sprints are time-boxed (2 weeks); the tests must fit into this 
timeframe 

These conditions require a very strict quality control approach that differs 

significantly from ISTQB's fundamental test process (which is based in the V-model). 

There are several test processes and test methods available in the industry. ISTQB is 

one of the de-facto-standards. 

ISTQB defines a method, processes and artifacts, recommends tools, structures and 

standards. Using ISTQB makes it easier for us to integrate test staff into the team, as 

there are ISTQB certified test managers, test engineers, testers etc. available on the 

labour market. 

Note that as our development process is based on SCRUM the fundamental test 

process that ISTQB is based on (V-model) can't be applied. Therefore we'll adopt 

slightly: 

 we put a strong focus on test automation 
 regression tests must be automated 
 continuous integration forces frequent regression test execution 

WP3-61 The test process and the test methodology must be based on 
ISTQB recommendations 

Description: The test process and the test methodology must be based on 

ISTQB recommendations, meaning that the level of compatibility 

between the FUPOL way and ISTQB must be high. Deviations from 

ISTQB are possible, but should be choosen with care. 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-61
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Originator: Rumm 

Stakeholders: developers 

Fit Criterion: 1. The test artifacts are based on ISTQB recommendations 
2. The test organization (roles) is based on ISTQB 

recommendations 
3. The test wording is based on ISTQB recommendations 

In agile development we plan the product using so-called user stories. A user story 

is a sentence describing a stakeholder's interest in some functionality, and the 

purpose if that. User stories are artifacts that are managed as small pieces of a 

product backlog. The product backlog lists all user stories, sorted by their business 

value. Those user stories that are more valuable to the business are given a higher 

priority. 

In D3.1 chapter 2.3.6 we described the process of story writing. 

 

User stories evolve over time. Initially they are just a sentence that is pushed into 

the product backlog at the most appropriate position. A user story resides in the 

backlog as long as the development team (who pulls stories in the order of their 

priority) doesn't find time to process it. The backlog itself changes over time. As the 

stakeholders learn about the product stories can get higher or lower priority, or some 
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stories are dropped because their functionality is not needed any more, or additional 

stories are added to the backlog. 

The typical lifecycle of a user story is as follows. Note how the user story evolves 

from a single sentence to a complete description. However, in order to prevent 

wasteful work, the evolvement of the user story is deferred to the 'last responsible 

moment', meaning that the team will only analyze the story deeper if it's very likely 

that the story will be implemented. So stories with a low priority will be left as they 

are for a long time, because there's a good chance that they won't be implemented 

at all. If these dropped stories would've been analyzed earlier then the effort spent 

on that would be wasted. 

Time Actor Activity User Story 
0 Decision 

Maker 

A stakeholder has a new idea of 

what the product should be able to 
do 

- 

0 

(immediately) 

Decision 

Maker 

The stakeholder writes a user story 

for it 

As a decision maker I want a 

list of hot topics in order to 
prioritize my policies 

0 + 1 week Product 

Owner 

The product owner tries to 

understand the functionality and the 

purpose behind the user story and 
decides if the user story is worth of 

being put into the product backlog. 
Upon talking with the stakeholder he 

adds additional information to the 
user story (in this case he found out 

that the decision maker wants the list 

of hot topics daily). Finally he inserts 
the story into the right position, 

based on its business value. 

As a decision maker I want a 

daily list of hot topics in order to 

prioritize my policies 

0 + 2 weeks Team The development team regularly 
grooms through the product backlog 

and thus keeps a high level of 
product feature awareness. New 

stories are recognized and the team 

tries to understand them. Their size 
is estimated by the team (that's 

important: the team does the 
estimations, not the product owner 

or the customer). 

As a decision maker I want a 
daily list of hot topics in order to 

prioritize my policies. 

Size = 13 story points 

0 + 4 weeks Team The user story has ascended in the 

backlog. Either the team has finished 
all stories with a priority that was 

slightly higher than that of our story, 
or the product owner increased its 

As a decision maker I want a 

daily list of hot topics in order to 
prioritize my policies. 
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priority. Any way, the story is to be 

implemented soon. So the team digs 
deeper into the story. It might 

interview the stakeholder again, 

prepare a preliminary screen mockup 
etc. 

New information is added to the user 

story. For example the team 

discusses the user acceptance 
criteria that describe what the 

stakeholder expects from the story. 

Size = 13 story points 

User acceptance criteria: 

 The hot topics shall be 

shown in list form 
 The list is sorted by 

priority 

 The user can click on a 

hot topic and the 

system shows the 
content that best 

matches the topic 
 The topic extraction 

takes place every day at 

01:00 local time 

0 + 5 weeks Team The team talks again with the 

stakeholder. They present him their 

screen mockup and the stakeholder 
adds some final changes to it. Again, 

additional information is added to the 
user story 

As a decision maker I want a 

daily list of hot topics in order to 

prioritize my policies. 

Size = 13 story points 

User acceptance criteria: 

 The hot topics shall be 

shown in list form 

 The list is sorted by 

priority 

 A very important new 

topic is rendered with a 
red box around it 

 The user can click on a 

hot topic and the 
system shows the 

content that best 
matches the topic 

 The topic extraction 

takes place every day at 

01:00 local time 

Constraints: 

 The hot topics must be 

stored in the database 

 The hot topic list must 

be shown within 2 
seconds of opening it 

 The list headers must 

be localized 
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Now the team is able to commit to the delivery of the story. Everything is clear to 

them and they pull it into the next sprint. This is a very important event for test 

planning: the team commits the delivery of the story. This includes that the delivered 

story must be of "production-near" quality. Thus all testing activities have to take 

place within the next sprint. This includes... 

 planning the tests (based on the user stories and the collaboration that took 
place with the stakeholder, the user stories risk is an important input) 

 implementing the test, if it requires automatization 
 performing the test (manually or automated) 
 documenting the test result 
 accepting the product increment from QA's perspective 

All these activities have to be done for every story. 

 Getting the math behind it 

 The WP3 team currently has a velocity of about 60 story points per sprint, 
so they'll pull user stories worth approximately 50-60 story points every two 
weeks 

 Most stories have a size between 5 and 20 story points 
 In a typical sprint the team delivers 5-7 user stories 
 A sprint takes 2 weeks, or 10 working days. The first day is for sprint 

planning (commitment, design) and the final day for the review (presenting 
the new functionality to the stakeholder; something like an informal 
acceptance test). So the team has about 8 working days for each sprint. 

 This means that a user story usually is done within 1-2 days 
 Everything is time boxed. There's no way of deferring the test to the next 

sprint. Untested user stories are rejected by the product owner. 

It's quite clear that this will only work if the development process's quality is very 

high. 

One indicator for the process quality is the shape of the burndown chart. The 

burndown chart visualizes the remaining work (or better: remaining size of 

functionality) that is due until the end of the sprint: 
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As you can see the ideal course would be a straight line between the full size of 

the sprint's user stories (day 1) to the final day of the sprint. Ideally the team 

delivers all stories and so the remaining work is zero. 

Unfortunately the ideal course is something that is difficult to achieve: 

 Estimations are wrong (story size) 
 There's no direct correlation between story size and amount of work 
 Team members get sick 
 ... 

So in reality the burndown chart's shape is unlikely to follow the ideal course. 
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Good Process Quality Bad Process Quality Bad Process Quality 

   

 Process is running 

pretty well 

 Team is likely to meet 

their commitment 

 Testers find a good 

process environment 

 Team has 

underestimated their 

productivity 

 Team might pull 

additional stories to fill 
up the sprint 

 Testers find a good 

process environment 
(plenty of time for 

testing) 

 Process is running bad 

(why ?) 

 Developers deliver new 

functions to the testers 

very late 
 Testers are unlikely to 

finish their work in time 

As the above burndown chart examples show the quality of the development 

process (Scrum) directly affects the quality of the testing activities. Most important 

the developers will have to deliver stories one-by-one and prevent a situation 

where the development capacity gets scattered over many (at worst: all) user 

stories at the same time. It's impossible for the testers to test everything in the 

last two days. 
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7.2 Quality Gates 

In opposite to traditional (non-iterative) development processes Scrum teams deliver 

new product increments after every sprint. On the sprint's final day the team will 

present the new functionality to the product owner and to other stakeholders. This is 

some kind of informal acceptance test. 

During each sprint all user stories are processed by the team. The story's current 

development state is visualized on the story board: 

 

The taskboard shows the user stories in the first column. To the right of it are the 

various development stages that each task that is used to build the story has to 

pass: 

 To Do - these tasks have been defined, but no one is working on them yet 
 In Process - someone in the team is working on that task 
 To verify - something has (supposedly) been finished and it's up to the testers 

to assess if this assumption is correct 
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 Done - the task has passed the test. If all tasks of a user story are "done" 
then the story meets the definition of done and subsequently its result is 
presented to the product owner 

Testing activities happen in all of these stages. All test activities are written as tasks 

that are managed on the board in the same way as all other tasks are. Typical test 

tasks are... 

 Define the system tests for the story 
 Implement the automated tests for the story 
 Review the requirements specification 
 Execute the tests 
 Document the test results 
 Extract metrics from the results 

Based on these stages and the pre- and post-sprint activities we can define quality 

gates. 

 

Note that we deliver every sprint to the test stage (only for internal use) and every 

two sprints to the demo/production platform. 

7.2.1 Quality Gate 1: Commitment to the Delivery 

The first quality gate is internal and takes place during the sprint planning meeting 1, 

when the product owner describes the top-priority user stories and the team pulls 

their workload for the next sprint (based on their velocity). Each story has to be 

thoroughly understood by the team. There should not be the slightest 

misunderstanding here because otherwise the team could not commit to the delivery. 

Scrum focuses on "honest" commitments, meaning that if the team commits to the 
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delivery they should really be able to deliver, which is impossible if they don't 

understand the functionality and purpose behind the user story. 

So if the product owner did not specify the story accordingly (not necessarily a 

written specification) or the team is unable to fully understand it they have the right 

to reject the story (for good reason) which indicates the product owner to do a 

better job next time. In fact this quality gate is some kind of informal peer review 

with the whole team taking an important decision. If they accept the story and 

commit to the delivery the responsibility for the product's quality is taken by them, 

too. 

Rejected stories are moved back into the product backlog. 

Entry Criteria 

 Each user story is "specified" (the "sentence", user acceptance criteria, 
constraints) 

 The product owner prepared a short (informal) presentation of the story, 
especially explaining its purpose in the context of the stakeholder's business 

Exit Criteria 

 The team honestly believes in being able to deliver the functionality at the end 
of the upcoming sprint 

 There are no open questions regarding the user story 
 All required resources are available (staff, skills, infrastructure, supplemental 

documents, real-life test data, ...) 

7.2.2 Quality Gate 2: Definition of Done 

Internally the team will set up a quality gate that ensures a high quality of the 

delivered stories while at the same time provides testable criteria to assess the 

compliance with these rules. The set of rules is called the definition of done. 

The WP3 team has set up the following definition of done: 

 The Definition of Done 
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We, the WP3 team, consider a user story to be done if and only if all of the 

following requirements are met. If any rule isn't met we refuse to present the user 

story's realization in the review meeting and the story is moved back into the 

product backlog. 

Product 

 The source code is checked in and the deliverables used for testing have 
been built using Jenkins (the build server) 

 All check-ins relate to a story (using the story's id in the check-in-comment) 
 Sonar doesn't find any violations of severity "Blocker" or "Critical" 
 There are no methods with a complexity (Mc Cabe) greater than 10 
 The architecture and design in D3.2 2. Architecture Constraints that relate 

to the user story are complete (to a feasible level of detail) and consistent 
with the implementation 

Requirements 

 The requirements in D3.1 Software Requirements Specification that relate 
to the user story are complete (to a feasible level of detail) and consistent 
with the implementation 

Tests 

 The test cases on levels "system test" and above are consistent with the 
requirements specification 

 All unit/unit integration tests execute green 
 The coverage of the unit/unit integration tests is 70% or above for the 

service layer 
 There are no issues of priority "Blocker" or "Critical" in the system test 

result 
 Issues of priority "Major", "Minor" or "Trivial" are listed in the release notes 
 The quality report is available in the wiki/Sonar including code quality 

metrics 

Note that the team is responsible for setting up the above policy and they can 

change it whenever the want, but it must help them to keep the product quality at 

an acceptable level. So if there are quality problems the definition of done is a good 

https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/wp3/D3.2+2.+Architecture+Constraints
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/wp3/D3.1+Software+Requirements+Specification
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place to intervene. Of course the compliance with the definition of done must be 

tested, too. 

Entry Criteria 

 The team has finished all tasks (except the later test activities) that relate to 
the story 

 The team has done everything that is stated in the definition of done 

Exit Criteria 

 The user story passes the definition of done (tested by the tester; note that 
much of it can be automated) 

7.2.3 Quality Gate 3: Review Meeting 

At the end of each sprint the team summons the product owner (and the customer 

or any other relevant stakeholder) to join the review meeting. The review meeting is 

(again, an informal) presentation of the achieved results and can be compared to an 

intermediate acceptance test: 

 The meeting takes place in the team's room - no Powerpoint slides, just the 
product 

 The team presents the new product increment to the product owner and to 
the customer - story by story 

 The stakeholders can evaluate the implementation hands on by using the 
product on the available notebooks 

 The stakeholders provide feedback and decide if they accept the result or not 
o User stories that were not accepted are moved back to the product 

backlog and the product owner decides what to do with them (redo or 
drop) 

o User stories that have been accepted are dropped from the product 
backlog and make it into the release and the team is redeemed from 
their commitment 

The idea behind this quality goal is - in the sense of the agile manifesto - to get 

"honest feedback" and to be able to make a better product. There's no point in 

"faking" functionality that has not been finished or that was implemented in 

mediocre quality. This behaviour is considered to be an anti-pattern and will lead to 

the build-up of "technical debt" (reducing quality immediately and productivity later) 
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and damage the relationship between the developer team and the product 

owner/customer. Losing trust between client and production in a software 

development project is a good way to failed projects. 

Entry Criteria 

 All stories that are going to be presented have passed the definition of done 
test 

 The product increment is deployed and client PCs/notebooks are set up in 
order to use the product 

Exit Criteria 

 The product owner has accepted/rejected the user stories, taking into 
consideration the feedback from the end users or other stakeholders 

7.2.4 Pilot Phase 

Finally there's the pilot phase. Though not being an official quality goal for the 

development team it will provide valuable feedback to improve the product's overall 

quality. In most cases this feedback will be written in user stories and pushed back 

into the product backlog, where the product owner will decide if the new or changed 

features will be implemented or not, given the available resources (developer 

capacity, funds, time) and the current product's state (backlog). 
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7.3 Test Case Design Methodology 

Creating test cases will be requirement-driven, based on the user stories and the 

collaboration with the stakeholders (interviews, feedback, ...). See chapter 7 on 

details. 

In general test case design is less-formal in agile projects than in traditional software 

development projects. The reason for that is that following a lean approach the team 

focuses on output (business value) and less on fulfilling a contract. Experience shows 

that the most important success factor in agile testing is a comprehensive test 

automation suite (test harness). Building up this test suite consumes most test 

efforts, but usually pays off as there are numerous regression tests necessary in 

iterative development.  

7.3.1 Unit/Unit Integration Test 

Test cases in unit/unit integration tests are designed, implemented and executed by 

the same developer that implemented the functionality under test. It's up to the 

developer to decide where to spend his valuable development time, but still there are 

some quality measures that must be achieved. 

Above all there are some (white box) test metrics that will be automatically extracted 

from the continuous integration build and that will be used to assess the quality of 

the unit/unit integration test. 

Unit tests are primarily focusing on: 

 Testing low level functionality (database/API access, calculations, validations, 
...) 

 Testing the services layer (business functions)  

We do not intend to write unit tests for user-perceivable functionality (i.e. accessing 

the functionality using the web interface), so there are no httpunit tests etc. This will 

be covered on system test level. 
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Entry Criteria 

 None (test driven development; we encourage the developers to implement 
the tests before they implement the function) 

Exit Criteria 

 The unit/unit integration test suite executes green ("error free") 
 The test coverage is above the level that has been specified in the definition 

of done 

7.3.2 System Test 

System test cases are always based on a requirement (user story) and test if the 

user can do what is defined therein. They focus primarily on verification ("did we do 

the things right") and less on validation ("did we do the right things"). In other 

words, the system test will assess if the specified functionality was implemented in 

the correct way and the user can do what he wants to do with the system (input 

target). The purpose of the function is not questioned here (this is deferred to the 

acceptance tests). 

Entry Criteria 

 The unit/unit integration tests pass 
 The product increment has been deployed on the test stage 

Exit Criteria 

 The system tests pass (according to the level of conformity as defined in the 
definition of done) - note that this doesn't imply that the product is free of 
known defects; it just says that we don't tolerate defects above a certain level 

 The test results have been documented (including test metrics) 
 The release notes have been updated with the test results (especially with the 

known errors of that release) 

7.3.3 System Integration Test 

System integration tests as seen by the FUPOL Core Platform can be split into to 

major groups: 
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 Technical integration tests assess if the API was implemented in the correct 
way (and if the other system is available at all during integration, too). They 
are implemented against the API specification and we use the same tools as 
with unit integration testing (JUNit) 

 Functional integration tests assess if the technically integrated system (API is 
working, systems are connected) performs well as seen from the user's 
perspective. These tests are done by accessing the system with the 
technology that the end users will use (web browser). So they are some kind 
of black box test. 

Entry Criteria 

 The system test of all involved systems that are integrated have passed 
 All relevant systems have been deployed on the integration stage and are - 

technically - integrated (i.e. they can access the communication partner's 
interfaces, ...) 

Exit Criteria 

 The system integration tests pass (according to the level of conformity as 
defined in the definition of done) - note that this doesn't imply that the 
product is free of known defects; it just says that we don't tolerate defects 
above a certain level 

 The test results have been documented (including test metrics) 
 The release notes have been updated with the test results (especially with the 

known errors of that release) 

7.3.4 Acceptance Test 

Acceptance test design is not a big issue for the FUPOL Core Platform. There's the 

review meeting (every two weeks) where the product owner accepts or rejects the 

user stories and every month a new release is shipped to the pilot cities which will - 

upon using it in their real-life environment - provide feedback (to WP7). WP7 will 

collect this feedback and add new user stories or defect reports for that. 

So somehow the pilot phase can be seen as a substitute to a formal acceptance test. 
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7.4 Notification / Escalation Procedures 

In case that there are defects found the following notification/escalation procedures 

apply: 

Defect found in 
test level 

Notification to Communication channel 

Unit/unit 

integration test 

n/a (the developer fixes the 

defect immediately) 

n/a 

System test Developer team Defect tracking tool (JIRA) 

System integration 

test 

Developer team WP3 and others Defect tracking tool (JIRA) 

Acceptance 

test/review 

Developer team During the meeting 

Issues will be either new user stories or 

bug reports in JIRA 

In all questions regarding the product scope Peter Sonntagbauer will be the final 

decision maker. 
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8 Test Controlling and Reporting 

Test controlling and reporting will be automated to the highest feasible extent. 

There are several mechanisms for that: 

 The continuous integration server will trigger an automated regression test 
upon every continuous or scheduled build (unit/unit integration test, system 
test, maybe some system integration tests depending on the maturity of the 
system) 

 Upon every automated build Sonar is triggered and will perform several tests: 
o Code coverage of the unit/unit integration tests is measured/reported 
o Several white box tests are performed and measured/reported 

Furthermore the test manager will (manually) create a test report at the end of each 

sprint (in the wiki). 

Scrum defines various steps in the development process that are related to quality 

control. As everything is time boxed there's not so much freedom in test schedule 

planning and test controlling, but due to the fact that the product is shippable every 

two weeks feature development and testing are usually well-aligned (if the process 

quality is high). Furthermore there's frequent feedback (monthly) by the end users, 

working in their real-life environment, so the chance to build up technical debt is 

dramatically reduced. In a traditional project with its long phases and release 

milestones with several month in between them it's much more difficult to 

synchronize testing and development. Usually these two processes are not 

synchronized at all and testing tends to be a last-fence activity right before shipment, 

with very bad influences on product quality. 

So our policy here is that we'll generate test metrics and reports frequently, try to 

automate as much as possible and reduce the amount of manual labour to the 

minimum. Again, according to the agile manifesto, it's more important to produce 

something of actual value to the end users than to stick to formal reports and 

produce something well-documented, but of mediocre quality. 
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9 Test measurement and metrics 

In agile development the speed of development is usually high and the teams tend 

to be more productive than in traditional projects. However, keeping the pace with 

quality control and testing has proven to be a challenge for most teams. A high level 

of test automation is a very important prerequisite to perform an iteration based 

incremental product development cycle. 

But automating tests alone is not enough. The team has to be aware of their quality. 

So we use several metrics to measure that (above all, the test coverage). 

Furthermore the code basis itself can be measured on a permanent basis given that 

the team is using continuous integration. This prevents the build up of technical 

debt, helps in finding design issues, "code smell" and assessing the team's 

productivity (although line of code per time unit is quite a bad metric for that).  

The following metrics will be extracted: 

Metric Classification Actor Tool Report Report 
schedule 

Code size 

 lines of code 

 number of 

statements 

 number of source 

files 
 number of classes 

 number of 

packages 

 number of 

methods 
 number of 

accessors 

Code quality automated Sonar Sonar (on 

the fly; 

archived 

for each 

build) 

every build 

Comments 

 comment to code 

ratio 

 number of 

Code quality automated Sonar Sonar (on 

the fly; 

archived 

for each 

every build 
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commented lines 

 number of 

documented 
functions 

 number of 

undocumented 

functions 

build) 

Duplications 

 percentage of 

duplicate code 
 number of 

duplicated lines 

 number of 

duplicated blocks 
 number of files 

affected 

Code quality automated Sonar Sonar (on 

the fly; 

archived 

for each 

build) 

every build 

Cyclomatic complexity 

(Mc Cabe) 1) 

 avg. complexity 

per method 
 avg. complexity 

per class 

 avg. complexity 

per file 

 total complexity 

 histogram 

(complexity per 
class/method) 

Code quality automated Sonar Sonar (on 

the fly; 

archived 

for each 

build) 

every build 

Static code quality 

analysis 

 total number of 

violations 
 rules compliance 

percentage 

 number of 

violations per 

severity (blocker, 
critical, major, 

minor, info) 

Code quality automated Sonar Sonar (on 

the fly; 

archived 

for each 

build) 

every build 

Dependencies 

 package tangle 

index percentage 
 number of cyclic 

dependencies 

 number of 

Code quality automated Sonar Sonar (on 

the fly; 

archived 

for each 

build) 

every build 
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dependencies 

between packages 
 number of 

dependencies 

between files 

Lack of cohesion 

methods (LCOM4) 2) 

 LCOM4 per class 

 percentage of 

classes with 
LCOM4>1 

 response for class 

(per class) 

Code quality automated Sonar Sonar (on 

the fly; 

archived 

for each 

build) 

every build 

Integration test coverage 

 coverage 

(percentage) 
 line coverage 

(percentage) 

 branch coverage 

(percentage) 

Test quality automated Sonar 

Cobertura 

Sonar (on 

the fly; 

archived 

for each 

build) 

every build 

Code coverage (unit/unit 

integration tests) 

 coverage 

(percentage) 

 line coverage 

(percentage) 

 branch coverage 

(percentage) 

Test quality automated Sonar 

Cobertura 

Sonar (on 

the fly; 

archived 

for each 

build) 

every build 

Unit test success 

 success ratio 

(percentage) 
 number of failures 

 number of errors 

 number of tests 

 number of test 

skipped 

 duration 

(seconds) 

Unit test result automated Sonar 

Cobertura 

Sonar (on 

the fly; 

archived 

for each 

build) 

every build 

(local builds 

by the 

developer 

produce only 

a subset of 

this metric) 

System tests 

 number of system 

tests defined 
 number of 

Test quality automated JIRA JIRA every sprint 
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automated tests 

 system test 

automation ratio 
 number of system 

tests active 

 number of 

automated system 

tests active 

System test result 

 success ratio 

(percentage) 
 number of failures 

per severity 

 number of errors 

 number of tests 

executed 
 number of test 

skipped 

System test 

result 

automated JIRA  JIRA  every sprint 

Integration tests 

 number of 

integration tests 

defined 
 number of 

automated tests 

 system test 

automation ratio 
 number of 

integration tests 

active 

 number of 

automated 
integration tests 

active 

Test quality automated JIRA JIRA every sprint 

Integration test result 

 success ratio 

(percentage) 
 number of failures 

per severity 

 number of errors 

 number of tests 

executed 
 number of test 

skipped 

Integration test 

result 

automated JIRA  JIRA  every sprint 
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1) In FUPOL we use the McCabe metric to identify methods or classes with a 

complexity that is too large. These classes/methods have to be refactored/split, as 

they are usually implementing a bad design and thus impose technical risk. 

 Cyclomatic Complexity (McCabe) 

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyclomatic_complexity 

Cyclomatic complexity (or conditional complexity) is a software 

metric (measurement). It was developed by Thomas J. McCabe, Sr. in 1976 and is 

used to indicate the complexity of a program. It directly measures the number of 

linearly independent paths through a program's source code. The concept, 

although not the method, is somewhat similar to that of general text complexity 

measured by the Flesch-Kincaid Readability Test. 

Cyclomatic complexity is computed using the control flow graph of the program: 

the nodes of the graph correspond to indivisible groups of commands of a 

program, and a directed edge connects two nodes if the second command might 

be executed immediately after the first command. Cyclomatic complexity may also 

be applied to individual functions, modules, methods or classes within a program. 

One testing strategy, called Basis Path Testing by McCabe who first proposed it, is 

to test each linearly independent path through the program; in this case, the 

number of test cases will equal the cyclomatic complexity of the program. 

Description 

 "The cyclomatic complexity of a section of source code is the count of the 

number of linearly independent paths through the source code. For instance, if the 

source code contained no decision points such as IF statements or FOR loops, the 

complexity would be 1, since there is only a single path through the code. If the 

code had a single IF statement containing a single condition there would be two 

paths through the code, one path where the IF statement is evaluated as TRUE 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyclomatic_complexity
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and one path where the IF statement is evaluated as FALSE." 

Mathematically, the cyclomatic complexity of a structured program is defined with 

reference to the control flow graph of the program, a directed graph containing 

the basic blocks of the program, with an edge between two basic blocks if control 

may pass from the first to the second. The complexity M is then defined as: 

M = E − N + 2P 

where 

E = the number of edges of the graph 

N = the number of nodes of the graph 

P = the number of connected components (exit nodes). 

An alternative formulation is to use a graph in which each exit point is connected 

back to the entry point. In this case, the graph is said to be strongly connected, 

and the cyclomatic complexity of the program is equal to the 

cyclomatic number of its graph (also known as the first Betti number), which is 

defined as: 

M = E − N + P 

This may be seen as calculating the number of linearly independent cycles that 

exist in the graph, i.e. those cycles that do not contain other cycles within 

themselves. Note that because each exit point loops back to the entry point, there 

is at least one such cycle for each exit point. 

For a single program (or subroutine or method), P is always equal to 1. Cyclomatic 

complexity may, however, be applied to several such programs or subprograms at 

the same time (e.g., to all of the methods in a class), and in these cases P will be 

equal to the number of programs in question, as each subprogram will appear as 

a disconnected subset of the graph. 

It can be shown that the cyclomatic complexity of any structured program with 

only one entrance point and one exit point is equal to the number of decision 
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points (i.e., 'if' statements or conditional loops) contained in that program plus 

one. 

Cyclomatic complexity may be extended to a program with multiple exit points; in 

this case it is equal to: 

         π - s + 2 

where π is the number of decision points in the program, and s is the number of 

exit points. 

Formal definition 

An even subgraph of a graph (also known as an Eulerian subgraph) is one where 

every vertex is incident with an even number of edges; such subgraphs are unions 

of cycles and isolated vertices. In the following, even subgraphs will be identified 

with their edge sets, which is equivalent to only considering those even subgraphs 

which contain all vertices of the full graph. 

The set of all even subgraphs of a graph is closed under symmetric difference, 

and may thus be viewed as a vector space over GF(2); this vector space is called 

the cycle space of the graph. The cyclomatic numberof the graph is defined as the 

dimension of this space. Since GF(2) has two elements and the cycle space is 

necessarily finite, the cyclomatic number is also equal to the 2-logarithm of the 

number of elements in the cycle space. 

A basis for the cycle space is easily constructed by first fixing a maximal spanning 

forest of the graph, and then considering the cycles formed by one edge not in 

the forest and the path in the forest connecting the endpoints of that edge; these 

cycles constitute a basis for the cycle space. Hence, the cyclomatic number also 

equals the number of edges not in a maximal spanning forest of a graph. Since 

the number of edges in a maximal spanning forest of a graph is equal to the 

number of vertices minus the number of components, the formula 
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 above for the cyclomatic number follows. 

For the more topologically inclined, cyclomatic complexity can alternatively be 

defined as a relative Betti number, the size of a relative homology group: 

 

which is read as “the first homology of the graph G, relative to the terminal 

nodes t”. This is a technical way of saying “the number of linearly independent 

paths through the flow graph from an entry to an exit”, where: 

 “linearly independent” corresponds to homology, and means one does not 
double-count backtracking; 

 “paths” corresponds to first homology: a path is a 1-dimensional object; 
 “relative” means the path must begin and end at an entry or exit point. 

This corresponds to the intuitive notion of cyclomatic complexity, and can be 

calculated as above. 

Alternatively, one can compute this via absolute Betti number (absolute homology 

– not relative) by identifying (gluing together) all terminal nodes on a given 

component (or equivalently, draw paths connecting the exits to the entrance), in 

which case (calling the new, augmented graph , which is ), one obtains: 

 

It can also be computed via homotopy. If one considers the control flow graph as 

a 1-dimensional CW complex called , then the fundamental group of  will 

me . The value of  is the cyclomatic complexity. The 

fundamental group counts how many loops there are through the graph, up to 

homotopy, and hence aligns with what we would intuitively expect. 

This corresponds to the characterization of cyclomatic complexity as “number of 

loops plus number of components”. 
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Example 

 

A control flow graph of a simple program. The program begins executing at the red node, then 

enters a loop (group of three nodes immediately below the red node). On exiting the loop, there is 

a conditional statement (group below the loop), and finally the program exits at the blue node. For 

this graph, E = 9, N = 8 and P = 1, so the cyclomatic complexity of the program is 9 - 8 + (2*1) = 

3. 

 

The same function as above, shown as astrongly connected control flow graph, for calculation via 

the alternative method. For this graph, E = 10, N = 8 and P = 1, so the cyclomatic complexity of 

the program is 10 - 8 + 1 = 3. 

  

2) In FUPOL we use the LCOM4 metric to identify classes that should be split into 

several smaller units. 

 LCOM4 in Sonar 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Control_flow_graph_of_function_with_loop_and_an_if_statement_without_loop_back.svg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Control_flow_graph_of_function_with_loop_and_an_if_statement.svg
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Source: http://docs.codehaus.org/display/SONAR/LCOM4+-+Lack+of+Cohesion+of+Methods 

Cohesion is the degree to which the methods of a single class are tight together. 

When two methods in a class do not use a common attribute or a common 

method, it means that they share nothing and should probably not belong to the 

same class to respect the Single Responsibility Principle. In other words you can 

split your class into several new classes to gain modularity at class level. 

Sonar computes the LCOM4 (Lack of Cohesion of Methods) metric based on Hitz & 

Montazeri. (..) 

The best value for this metric is 1. 

 

 Introduction to the LCOM4 metric 

Source: http://www.aivosto.com/project/help/pm-oo-cohesion.html#LCOM4 

LCOM4 (Hitz & Montazeri) recommended metric 

LCOM4 is the lack of cohesion metric (..). LCOM4 measures the number 

of "connected components" in a class. A connected component is a set of related 

methods (and class-level variables). There should be only one such a component 

in each class. If there are 2 or more components, the class should be split into so 

many smaller classes. 

Which methods are related? Methods a and b are related if: 

1. they both access the same class-level variable, or 
2. a calls b, or b calls a. 

After determining the related methods, we draw a graph linking the related 

methods to each other. LCOM4 equals the number of connected groups of 

methods. 

http://docs.codehaus.org/display/SONAR/LCOM4+-+Lack+of+Cohesion+of+Methods
http://www.aivosto.com/project/help/pm-oo-cohesion.html#LCOM4
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 LCOM4=1 indicates a cohesive class, which is the "good" class. 
 LCOM4>=2 indicates a problem. The class should be split into so many 

smaller classes. 
 LCOM4=0 happens when there are no methods in a class. This is also a 

"bad" class. 

 

The example on the left shows a class 

consisting of methods A through E and 

variables x and y. A calls B and B accesses x. 

Both C and D access y. D calls E, but E 

doesn't access any variables. 

This class consists of 2 unrelated components 

(LCOM4=2). You could split it as {A, B, x} and 

{C, D, E, y}. 

In the example on the right, we made C 

access x to increase cohesion. 

Now the class consists of a single component 

(LCOM4=1). It is a cohesive class. 

(..) 

Suggested use. Use (..) Cohesion diagrams to determine how the classes could 

be split. It is good to remove dead code before searching for uncohesive classes. 

Dead procedures can increase LCOM4 as the dead parts can be disconnected from 

the other parts of the class. 
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10 Testing Deliverables 

As we're using an agile process the formal aspects are reduced to a feasible 

minimum. In general we try to extract what can be automated and reduce the 

amount of manual labour to the minimum. The same applies to the test deliverables, 

where we try to keep their number as small as possible. 

The testing deliverables for the FUPOL Core Platform are as follows: 

 Test plan and test strategy (this document) 
 Internal test status report (though not an official document, we regularly take 

care of our metrics and use it to strengthen our development process) 
 Release notes including a report on the known errors of that release 

Note that most of this information is generated from tools. 

Furthermore there are some "official" deliverables regarding the test results: 

 D3.6 Test reports prototype 
 D3.10 Test reports advanced prototype 

These will contain comprehensive test result reports, metrics etc. 
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11 Risk and Contingencies 

This chapter lists risks and contingencies that might compromise the test process. 

Note that these risks are not product risks, but process risks. 

Index Risk Probability Severity Explanation and Risk Mitigation 

1 Low quality of the 

development 

process - stories 

are handed over 

to the test stage 

too late 

high medium  The Scrum master must take 

precautions to achieve and hold a 
high level of process quality 

 Sprint burndown chart must be 

updated daily 

 Daily Scrum must discuss the sprint 

burndown chart's shape 
 Work-in-progress must be limited to 

two, so the team must not work on 

more than two stories at the same 
time 

2 Bad test basis - 

requirements 

unclear 

medium medium  The Scrum master must ensure that 

the team provides an honest 
commitment. If the product owner 

tries to push more stories than the 

team can handle the Scrum master 
must intervene 

 The same applies to stories that 

were not prepared/documented well 

3 Problems with the 

test tools 

medium high  There are many test tools in use. Not 

all of them are known to the team or 

to the test manager. If possible try 

to stick to tools that at least one 
team member has experience with. 

 Keep the number of tools small 

4 Rich user 

interface is 

difficult to use in 

test automation 

high high  Massive use of Ajax/Java Script in 

the user interface can severely 
reduce our test automation 

productivity or prevent the 
automation of tests at all. Use Eye 

Candy to beef up the user interface, 

but allow the user (and thus the test 
automation framework) to control 

the application without Java Script if 
possible. 

5 Efforts for test 

automation are 

too high 

high high  Test automation effort is difficult to 

estimate, as it's influenced by many 

factors. Given our rich set of 
technologies we might find it difficult 
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to achieve a high level of test 

automation and/or coverage. 
 Have an eye on the test metrics and 

take decisions in time. Prevent 

wasteful work there. The test 

automation staff is likely a bottleneck 
resource. 

6 Test automation 

ratio is too small 

high high  If we don't succeed in automating a 

large share of our system tests we'll 
build up technical debt. It's unlikely 

that the team can catch up with this 

later. 
 Measure the test automation ratio 

and take decisions early. 

 If there are many tests that are 

required, but that can't be 
automated then it might be worth to 

change the product's design 
 Use test driven development even on 

system test level in order to enforce 

a testable design 

7 Resources for 

integration tests 

are not available 

medium high  Integration involves many people 

from other work packages. 
Sometimes our (combined) activities 

might be difficult to synchronize. It 
might even be that the others didn't 

perform system tests at the required 

quality level. 
 Define clear entry criteria for the 

integration tests that must be met by 

all integration partners prior to 
integration 
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12 Tools 

The WP3 team uses several tools for supporting our test activities. We use tools 

because... 

 they increase our test productivity 
 they provide traceability of our testing activities 
 they handle our test data, test cases and test results 
 they generate metrics and reports  
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12.1 Test Management 

In order to manage the test cases, their relation to the requirements and the test 

results a tool is required. 

The tool provides an overview of the requirements (from JIRA) and their test 

coverage. Thus it should be possible to identify requirements that are not tested to 

the required extent. 

WP3-188 JIRA must be used as the test management tool 

Description: JIRA is a highly configurable commercial test management tool that 

is optimized for agile development (together with the Greenhopper 

plugin) 

Originator: Rumm 

Stakeholders: tester 

testmanager 

Fit Criterion: 1. JIRA is used for managing the test cases on level system 
test and above 

2. JIRA is used for managing the test runs and for registering 
their test results on level system test and above 

3. JIRA provides an overview of the requirements and their 
coverage by tests (again on level system test and above) 

1) Note that requirement WP3-188 originally claimed that we had to use Tarantula 

for test management. Experience has shown that for better requirements coverage 

tracking and better integration JIRA has advantages over Tarantula, so finally we 

gave up with Tarantula and switched over to JIRA (with our own extensions) 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-188
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12.2 Defect Tracking 

In order to track issues (bugs, errors, ...) a tool is required. FUPOL uses Atlassian 

JIRA for that purpose. 

A defect tracking tool is a database application that is used to create, edit, assign, 

resolve and close defects. The main purpose is to enforce a defined defect workflow 

and to standardize communication between the qa team and the developers. 

Atlassian JIRA is a very common commercial tool that integrates well with the wiki 

(Atlassian Confluence). As we use JIRA for other purposes (task management, 

requirements management, ...) it's obvious that this is a good choice. 

WP3-81 JIRA must be used as a the defect tracking tool 

Description: The WP3 team will use Atlassian JIRA as the tool for defect 

tracking. 

Originator: Rumm 

Stakeholders: developers 

testers 

Fit Criterion:  JIRA is available for every team member 
 Defects follow a defined workflow 
 Everyone is allowed to create defects 
 By default defects are assigned to the module's lead 

developer 
 Developers must not be able to close defects. Only members 

of the QA team are allowed to do that. 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-81
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12.3 Test Automation 

Regarding test automation we use several tools on different test levels:  

Test Level Test 
Management 

Tool 

Defect 
Tracker 

Test Result 
Management 

Code Metrics Tool 

Unit test n/a (no formal test 

management) 

n/a (defects 

will be fixed on 

the fly) 

n/a  Cobertura 

 Findbugs 

 Sonar 

Unit 

integration 

test 

n/a (no formal test 

management) 

n/a (defects 

will be fixed on 

the fly) 

n/a  Cobertura 

 Findbugs 

 Sonar 

System test JIRA JIRA JIRA n/a 

System 

integration 

test 

JIRA JIRA JIRA n/a 

Acceptance 

test 

JIRA / product 

backlog 

JIRA JIRA n/a 

Unit and unit integration tests are the bottom layers of the ISTQB test stack. In order 

to create an automated regression test suite that is essential to an agile development 

process like SCRUM we need a commong testing framework that supports the 

lifecycle of tests, inducing test data, cleaning up the test candidate, writing test 

drivers, test stubs etc. 

JUnit is the de-facto standard for that purpose in Java environments. 

Note that we might use add-ons to JUnit (like HttpUnit, JUnitPerf) for special 

purposes. 

Note further that we might use JUnit for test automation on higher levels, too (like 

system test automation). 

WP3-60 JUnit must be used for unit/unit integration tests 

Description: WP3 needs a test automation framework for lower level tests (unit 

test, unit integration test). JUnit has been choosen as an 

appropriate tool. 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-60
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Originator: Rumm 

Stakeholders: developers 

sysop 

Fit Criterion: 1. Unit tests are implemented based on the JUnit framework 
2. Unit integration tests are implemented based on the JUnit 

framework 
3. Regression test suites for unit/unit integration tests are 

based on JUnit 

In order to be able to perform regression tests as often as possible and to get 

immediate feedback (test harness) test automation is required. This is done on 

several levels. 

On the top level Selenium must be used to automate the tests. 

WP3-281 Selenium must be used for GUI based test automation 

Description: Selenium is a sophisticated test automation tool/framework that is 

well suited for automizing black box tests that access the system 

using the web based graphical user interface (GUI). 

The tool works as a batch script interpreter that simulates a user's 

system interaction using a mouse/keyboard (accessing html 

elements using their id) while at the same time comparing the 

system's output with the desired results. 

Originator: akamenicky 

Stakeholders: Developers 

testers 

Fit Criterion: 1. Selenium is used for automating the system test cases 
(black box tests using the GUI for accessing the system) 

2. The Selenium tests are integrated into the continuous 
integration process 

3. The coverage of the Selenium tests is measured and effects 
the overall test coverage that is historized and visualized 

Furthermore we developed a simple test automation framework that supports the 

automation of system test cases. See D3.2, chapter 11.3.6. or Appendix II for details 

on that. 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-281
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12.4 Test Result Management 

Again, JIRA is used to manage the results of each test run. This we have full 

traceability between... 

 the requirement (user story in JIRA) 
 the test case (JIRA) 
 the test result (JIRA) 
 the binary that produced the test result (Jenkins) 
 the sources that were used to build the binary (Subversion) 
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12.5 Code Metrics 

In order to assess the quality of tests (especially automated regression tests) and to 

realize trends in the test quality tools must be used that generate some test quality 

metrics. 

One of these metrics is the test coverage, measuring the proportion of product code 

that is touched by one or all tests. 

The test manager will use this figure to get a feeling for the current quality of the 

regression tests. By observing developments of this metric he can see trends in test 

quality that finally provide input for anticipating the current product quality level. 

WP3-63 The test coverage must be measured, historized and interpreted 

Description: The test coverage must be measured using tools like Cobertura. 

It's important that the rulesets are not changed unintentionally. 

Usually this is the task of the test manager. 

Originator: Rumm 

Stakeholders: developers 

tester 

testmanager 

Fit Criterion: 1. a test coverage metrics tool is used to measure the code 
coverage of the regression test suite 

2. the test coverage is measured at least once per day (daily 
build) 

3. the generated reports are historized and statistics regarding 
the development of the test coverage metric are generated 

In order to get permanent feedback on code quality an automated code metrics 

analysis is mandatory. This includes the generation of metrics as... 

 artifact counts (lines of code, number of classes, ...) 
 comments to code ratio 
 number of duplicate lines 
 programming style violations 
 dubious code constructs that introduce possible errors (from static code 

analysis) 
 test coverage 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-63
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 average code complexity (McCabe) 
 questionable dependencies 
 ...and the historical development of these indicators 

The goal here is to be aware of developments in the source code quality that will 

possibly (and likely) lead to product quality issues. This is done by preventing the 

build-up of technical dept in the source code. As we use an iterative and agile 

approach for project management (Scrum) a permanently high level of product 

quality is mandatory. 

WP3-432 Sonar must be used as a code quality server 

Description: Sonar is a common code quality metrics server. Being a mature 

open source product Sonar allows the integration of many add-ons 

(reporting tools, test coverage tools, ...) and integrates well with 

SVN and Jenkins. 

The following summary was taken from the Sonar homepage: 

All in one 

Sonar is an open platform to manage code quality. As such, it 

covers the 7 axes of code quality: 

 Architecture & design 
 Duplications 
 Unit tests 
 Complexity 
 Potential bugs 
 Coding rules 
 Comments 

Extend with plugins 

Covering new languages, adding rules engines, computing 

advanced metrics can be done through a powerful extension 

mechanism. More than 50 plugins are already available. 

Languages covered 

Java is built in. Open Source and commercial plugins enable to 

cover C, C#, Flex, Natural, PHP, PL/SQL, Cobol and Visual Basic 6. 

In 3 clicks 

Sonar has got a very efficient way of navigating, a balance 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-432
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between high-level view, dashboard, TimeMachine and defect 

hunting tools. This enables to quickly uncover projects and / or 

components that are in Technical Debt to establish action plans. 

Quality is central 

Sonar is a web-based application. Rules, alerts, thresholds, 

exclusions, settings can be configured online. By leveraging its 

database, Sonar not only allows to combine metrics altogether but 

also to mix them with historical measures. 

See http://www.sonarsource.org/ for further details on Sonar. 

Originator: Rumm 

Stakeholders: developers 

Fit Criterion:  Sonar is used for generating code metrics 
 Sonar is triggered by the Jenkins build server (see the build 

plans for details on that) 
 Sonar historizes the results and generates diagrams 

illustrating trends of a selected set of code metrics:  
o lines of code 
o test coverage 
o complexity 

  

http://www.sonarsource.org/
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13 System Test Case Repository 

This chapter provides an overview of the current system tests. 

Note that we don't define unit/unit integration tests formally. Instead of that they're 

just coded by the developer who implemented the functionality. 

Regarding the integration tests we currently have automated technical integration 

tests using JUnit, but still lack business integration tests. 
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13.1 System Tests 

The core focus of the system tests is to test the FUPOL Core Platform - without 

integration with the other modules - as a black box as seen by the user. This test 

level is being performed by dedicated experts (testers, test manager) and much of it 

is automated and used in regression testing. 
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13.2 Baseline for System Tests - Preconditions 

In order to extract reproduceable and consistent results from executing the system 

tests they must be performed in a defined environment. Besides system level 

requirements (database is up and running, ...) there are many internal settings 

(application state) that must be set accordingly. These settings are called 

preconditions and this chapter lists the most important ones. 

We grouped the preconditions into logical clusters. These clusters are referenced in 

the individual test cases, so that it's clear to the tester how the test environment has 

to be set up. 

Id Title Setup 
PRE 1 Activated System 

Administrator 

 client exists 

 user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 

 password for system administrator has been set 

PRE 2 Activated Facilitator  client exists 

 user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
 password for system administrator has been set 

 user with facilitator role has been added by the system 

administrator of the created client 

 password for facilitator has been set 

PRE 3 Activated User  client exists 

 user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 

 password for system administrator has been set 

 user with any role has been added by the system 

administrator of the created client 
 password for user has been set 

PRE 4 Inactive User  client exists 

 user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 

 password for system administrator has been set 

 user with any role has been added by the system 

administrator of the created client 
 user is inactive 

PRE 5 Locked User  client exists 

 user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 

 password for system administrator has been set 
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 user with any role has been added by the system 

administrator of the created client 

 user has locked status 

PRE 6 Inactive System 

Administrator 

 client exists 

 user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
 password for system administrator has been set 

PRE 7 Valid Facebook 

account 

 client exists 

 user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 

 password for system administrator has been set 

 valid social media account for Facebook created 

PRE 8 Invalid Facebook 

account 

 client exists 

 user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 

 password for system administrator has been set 

 social media account with invalid user credentials for 

Facebook created 

PRE 9 Valid Twitter 

account 

 client exists 

 user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 

 password for system administrator has been set 

 valid social media account for Facebook created 

PRE 10 Invalid Twitter 

account 

 client exists 

 user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
 password for system administrator has been set 

 social media account with invalid user credentials for 

Facebook created 

PRE 11 Activated 

Communicator 

 client exists 

 user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
 password for system administrator has been set 

 user with facilitator role has been added by the system 

administrator of the created client 

 password for facilitator has been set 

PRE 12 Created Campaign  client exists 

 user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 

 password for system administrator has been set 

 user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
 password for system administrator has been set 

 user with any role has been added by the system 

administrator of the created client 

 password for user has been set 
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 campaign has been created 

PRE 13 Created Opinion 

map 

 client exists 

 user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 

 password for system administrator has been set 

 user with system administrator role has been added by the 

system operator 
 password for system administrator has been set 

 user with any role has been added by the system 

administrator of the created client 

 password for user has been set 

 campaign has been created 

 opinion map has been added to created campaign 
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13.3 System Test Case List 

The following system test cases are currently part of the test case repository. They 

are grouped by module. 

Note that the "Summary" that describes the test case usually is prefixed with the 

JIRA id of the user story that it applies to. 

System Test Cases WP3 (202 issues)  

Component Key Summary 

Access Management  WP3-545  Sign-In  

Access Management  WP3-582  WP3-371 - Authenticate using facebook account  

Access Management  WP3-583  WP3-371 - Authenticate using twitter account  

Access Management  WP3-584  WP3-367 - Facilitator stops opinion gathering process  

Access Management  WP3-585  WP3-367 - Decision maker try to stop opinion gathering 

process  

Access Management  WP3-586  WP3-367 - Communicator try to stop opinion gathering 

process  

Access Management  WP3-587  WP3-367 - Simulation modeler stops opinion gathering 

process  

Access Management  WP3-588  WP3-367 - Domain expert stops opinion gathering process  

Access Management  WP3-589  WP3-367 - Communicator with facilitator role stops opinion 

gathering process  

Access Management  WP3-679  WP3-248 - check clients data  

Account Management  WP3-540  WP3-483 check email notification link  

Account Management  WP3-546  WP3-483 - check links  

Account Management, 

Campaign Management, 

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-560  WP3-494 - delete assigned campaign member  

Account Management, 

Campaign Management  

WP3-561  WP3-494 - delete user of closed campaign  

Account Management  WP3-596  WP3-103 - add communicator  

Account Management  WP3-597  WP3-103 - add facilitator  

Account Management  WP3-598  WP3-103 - add decision maker  

Account Management  WP3-599  WP3-103 - add Simulation modeler  

Account Management  WP3-600  WP3-103 - add Domain Expert  

Account Management  WP3-601  WP3-103 - hyphen in last name  

Account Management  WP3-602  WP3-97 - Change password logged in as system operator  

Account Management  WP3-603  WP3-97 - Change password logged in as system 

administrator  

Account Management  WP3-604  WP3-97 - Change password logged in as user  

Account Management  WP3-605  WP3-103 - check error notifications  

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/secure/IssueNavigator.jspa?requestId=11103&tempMax=1000
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-545
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-545
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-582
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-582
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-583
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-583
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-584
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-584
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-585
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-585
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-585
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-586
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-586
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-586
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-587
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-587
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-587
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-588
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-588
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-589
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-589
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-589
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-679
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-679
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-540
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-540
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-546
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-546
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-560
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-560
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-561
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-561
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-596
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-596
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-597
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-597
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-598
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-598
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-599
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-599
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-600
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-600
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-601
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-601
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-602
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-602
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-603
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-603
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-603
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-604
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-604
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-605
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-605
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Account Management  WP3-606  WP3-103 - check missing role error notification  

Account Management  WP3-607  WP3-97 - Check notification errors  

Account Management  WP3-608  WP3-103 - username to short  

Account Management  WP3-609  WP3-103 - email address considering only at sign  

Account Management  WP3-610  WP3-103 - email address considering only postfix including 

at sign  

Account Management  WP3-611  WP3-97 - Check notification error for valid old password  

Account Management  WP3-612  WP3-103 - add user with more than one role  

Account Management  WP3-613  WP3-97 - new character-password with length > 5 - new 

character confirm password with length < 5  

Account Management  WP3-614  WP3-97 - invalid new character-only-password with length 

> 5  

Account Management  WP3-615  WP3-104 - user list verification  

Account Management  WP3-616  WP3-97 - new character-password with length < 5 - new 

character confirm password with length > 5  

Account Management  WP3-618  WP3-90 - Lock all user  

Account Management  WP3-619  WP3-90 - Cancel locking user process  

Account Management  WP3-620  WP3-99 - reset password of user  

Account Management  WP3-621  WP3-99 - reset own password as system administrator  

Account Management  WP3-623  WP3-97 - new digits-password with length > 5 - new digits 

confirm password with length < 5  

Account Management  WP3-625  WP3-97 - new digits-password with length < 5 - new digits 

confirm password with length > 5  

Account Management  WP3-626  WP3-97 - invalid new digits-only-password with length > 5  

Account Management  WP3-628  WP3-97 - invalid new digits-only-password with length < 5  

Account Management  WP3-629  WP3-97 - invalid new character-only-password with length 

< 5  

Account Management  WP3-630  WP3-98 - Activate user with valid password  

Account Management  WP3-631  WP3-98 - Check notification error - Letters only password 

< 5  

Account Management  WP3-632  WP3-99 - cancel reset password of user  

Account Management  WP3-633  WP3-100 - Lock user  

Account Management  WP3-634  WP3-100 - Unlock user  

Account Management  WP3-635  WP3-101 - Delete activated user  

Account Management  WP3-636  WP3-101 - Delete locked user  

Account Management  WP3-637  WP3-100 - Cancel locking user  

Account Management  WP3-639  WP3-101 - Cancel user deletion  

Account Management  WP3-640  WP3-98 - Check notification error - Empty password fields  

Account Management  WP3-641  WP3-98 - Check notification error - Letters only password 

> 5  

Account Management  WP3-642  WP3-98 - Check notification error - Digits only password > 

5  

Account Management  WP3-644  WP3-98 - Check notification error - Digits only password < 

5  

Account Management  WP3-645  WP3-102 edit user by clicking username  

Account Management  WP3-646  WP3-102 edit user by clicking edit link  

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-606
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-606
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-607
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-607
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-608
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-608
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-609
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-609
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-610
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-610
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-610
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-611
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-611
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-612
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-612
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-613
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-613
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-613
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-614
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-614
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-614
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-615
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-615
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-616
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-616
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-616
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-618
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-618
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-619
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-619
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-620
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-620
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-621
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-621
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-623
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-623
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-623
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-625
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-625
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-625
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-626
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-626
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-628
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-628
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-629
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-629
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-629
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-630
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-630
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-631
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-631
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-631
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-632
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-632
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-633
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-633
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-634
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-634
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-635
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-635
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-636
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-636
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-637
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-637
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-639
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-639
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-640
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-640
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-641
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-641
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-641
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-642
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-642
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-642
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-644
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-644
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-644
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-645
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-645
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-646
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-646
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Account Management  WP3-647  WP3-102 edit user and change roles  

Account Management  WP3-648  WP3-102 edit other system administrator  

Account Management  WP3-650  WP3-116 - Edit account data - check validators for empty 

fields  

Account Management  WP3-651  WP3-116 - Edit account data - check validators for digits 

only  

Account Management  WP3-652  WP3-116 - Edit account data - check validators for letters 

only  

Campaign Management  WP3-555  WP3-492 - no campaign assigned  

Campaign Management  WP3-556  WP3-492 - assigned campaign  

Campaign Management  WP3-557  WP3-492 - reassign campaign  

Campaign Management, 

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-558  WP3-493 - remove campaign assignment  

Campaign Management, 

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-559  WP3-493 - remove smw owner from campaign  

Campaign Management, 

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-562  WP3-495 - active campaigns  

Campaign Management  WP3-705  WP3-321 - create a map to collect georeferenced opinions  

Campaign Management  WP3-712  WP-317 - campaign list - my campaigns  

Campaign Management  WP3-713  WP-317 - campaign list - all campaigns  

Campaign Management  WP3-714  WP3-138 - close campaign  

Campaign Management  WP3-715  WP3-138 - cancel closing campaign  

Campaign Management  WP3-716  WP3-138 - close campaign with achievment over 100%  

Campaign Management  WP3-717  WP3-138 - close campaign with achievment below 0%  

Campaign Management  WP3-718  WP3-138 - campaigns detail page  

Campaign Management  WP3-719  WP-317 - campaign detail page  

Campaign Management  WP3-720  WP-317 - closed campaign detail page  

Campaign Management  WP3-721  WP-317 - edit campaign data  

Campaign Management  WP3-722  WP-317 - cancel editing campaign data  

Campaign Management  WP3-723  WP3-370 - check authentication of opinionmap  

Campaign Management  WP3-725  WP3-168 - cancel opinion creation using twitter credentials  

Campaign Management  WP3-726  WP3-168 - create opinion using twitter credentials  

Campaign Management  WP3-727  WP3-168 - cancel opinion creation using facebook 

credentials  

Campaign Management  WP3-728  WP3-168 - create opinion check sanitizing  

Campaign Management  WP3-729  WP3-168 - edit opinion using twitter credentials  

Campaign Management  WP3-730  WP3-168 - edit opinion using facebook credentials  

Campaign Management  WP3-731  WP3-168 - cancel editing opinion using facebook 

credentials  

Campaign Management  WP3-732  WP3-168 - cancel editing opinion using twitter credentials  

Campaign Management  WP3-733  WP3-168 - edit opinion using twitter credentials, remove 

whole text  

Campaign Management  WP3-734  WP3-168 - edit opinion using facebook credentials, remove 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-647
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-647
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-648
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-648
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-650
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-650
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-650
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-651
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-651
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-651
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-652
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-652
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-652
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-555
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-555
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-556
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-556
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-557
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-557
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-558
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-558
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-559
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-559
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-562
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-562
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-705
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-705
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-712
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-712
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-713
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-713
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-714
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-714
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-715
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-715
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-716
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-716
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-717
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-717
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-718
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-718
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-719
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-719
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-720
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-720
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-721
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-721
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-722
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-722
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-723
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-723
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-725
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-725
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-726
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-726
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-727
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-727
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-727
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-728
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-728
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-729
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-729
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-730
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-730
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-731
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-731
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-731
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-732
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-732
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-733
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-733
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-733
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-734
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-734
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whole text  

Campaign Management  WP3-735  WP3-168 - create opinion using facebook credentials  

Campaign Management  WP3-736  WP3-168 - create opinion using facebook credentials, no 

text  

Campaign Management  WP3-737  WP3-168 - create opinion using twitter credentials, no text  

Campaign Management  WP3-738  WP3-392 - show opinion map list  

Campaign Management  WP3-739  WP3-363 - collected opinions on opinion map detail view  

Campaign Management  WP3-741  WP3-368 - see only my opinions  

Campaign Management  WP3-742  WP3-368 - cancel setting opinion visibility to My  

Campaign Management  WP3-743  WP3-368 - lock opinion map gathering  

Campaign Management  WP3-745  WP3-368 - cancel locking opinion map gathering  

Campaign Management  WP3-747  WP3-366 - set opinionmap offline  

Campaign Management  WP3-748  WP3-366 - cancel setting opinionmap offline  

Campaign Management  WP3-749  WP3-418 - logout from facebook  

Campaign Management  WP3-750  WP3-418 - logout from twitter  

Campaign Management  WP3-762  WP3-362 - integrate a campaign's map on a homepage  

Client Management  WP3-591  WP3-94 - create client with bounding box using input fields  

Client Management  WP3-592  WP3-94 - check error notifications on client creation page  

Client Management  WP3-593  WP3-94 - create client with bounding box using draw mode  

Client Management  WP3-594  WP3-94 - reset already drawn bounding box  

Client Management  WP3-595  WP3-94 - cancel client creation process  

Client Management  WP3-649  WP3-94 - create client with bounding box using input fields 

using preview  

Client Management  WP3-653  WP3-92 - delete client  

Client Management  WP3-654  WP3-92 - cancel client deletion  

Client Management  WP3-655  WP3-207 - Check log in validator for active and unlocked 

user  

Client Management  WP3-656  WP3-207 - Check log in validator for active and locked user  

Client Management  WP3-657  WP3-93 - edit client data  

Client Management  WP3-658  WP3-207 - Check log in validator for inactive and locked 

user  

Client Management  WP3-659  WP3-93 - cancel edit client data  

Client Management  WP3-660  WP3-93 - edit client data leave name field blank  

Operational Support  WP3-691  WP3-280 - See the current FUPOL version on the bottom of 

the screen  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-533  facilitator browses facebook content  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-534  facilitator browses twitter content  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-535  communicator browses facebook content  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-537  communicator browses twitter content  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-538  decisionmaker try to browse facebook content  

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-735
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-735
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-736
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-736
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-736
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-737
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-737
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-738
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-738
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-739
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-739
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-741
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-741
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-742
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-742
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-743
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-743
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-745
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-745
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-747
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-747
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-748
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-748
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-749
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-749
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-750
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-750
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-762
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-762
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-591
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-591
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-592
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-592
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-593
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-593
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-594
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-594
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-595
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-595
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-649
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-649
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-649
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-653
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-653
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-654
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-654
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-655
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-655
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-655
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-656
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-656
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-657
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-657
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-658
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-658
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-658
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-659
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-659
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-660
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-660
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-691
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-691
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-691
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-533
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-533
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-534
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-534
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-535
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-535
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-537
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-537
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-538
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-538
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Social Media 

Management  

WP3-539  decisionmaker try to browse twitter content  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-547  WP3-491 - assign social media window to campaign  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-548  WP3-491 - assign social media window to closed campaign  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-549  WP3-491 - reassign assigned social media window to 

campaign  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-550  WP3-491 - campaign member uses social media window  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-551  WP3-491 - client user uses social media window  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-552  WP3-491 - assign already assigned smw  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-553  WP3-490 - storing search results  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-554  WP3-490 - no search results  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-563  WP3-475 - check FOAF  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-564  WP3-475 - check SIOC  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-565  WP3-475 - check DUBLIN CORE  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-566  WP3-302 - add one facebook target  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-567  WP3-302 - combine social media targets - two facebook 

targets  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-568  WP3-302 - add one twitter and one facebook target  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-569  WP3-302 - add one twitter target  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-570  WP3-302 - combine social media targets - two twitter 

targets  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-571  WP3-302 - search with one facebook target  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-572  WP3-302 - search with one twitter target  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-573  WP3-302 - search with twitter and facebook target  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-574  WP3-302 - right side layout with different targets  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-575  WP3-302 - no twitter keywords  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-576  WP3-302 - no facebook keywords  

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-539
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-539
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-547
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-547
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-548
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-548
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-549
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-549
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-549
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-550
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-550
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-551
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-551
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-552
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-552
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-553
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-553
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-554
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-554
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-563
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-563
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-564
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-564
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-565
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-565
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-566
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-566
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-567
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-567
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-567
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-568
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-568
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-569
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-569
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-570
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-570
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-570
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-571
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-571
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-572
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-572
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-573
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-573
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-574
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-574
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-575
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-575
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-576
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-576
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Social Media 

Management  

WP3-577  WP3-302 - no facebook keywords - submit via return key  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-578  WP3-302 - no twitter keywords - submit via return key  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-579  WP3-302 - save one facebook target - no campaign, no 

scheduler  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-580  WP3-302 - save one twitter target - no campaign, no 

scheduler  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-661  WP3-108 - Add facebook account  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-662  WP3-108 - Add twitter account  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-663  WP3-108 - Add facebook account, leave input fields blank  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-664  WP3-108 - Add twitter account, leave input fields blank  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-665  WP3-108 - cancel adding facebook account  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-666  WP3-108 - cancel adding twitter account  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-667  WP3-244 - Validating only a valid Facebook account  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-668  WP3-244 - Validating only a valid Twitter account  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-669  WP3-244 - Validating all valid Social Media accounts  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-670  WP3-108 - pre-check of facebook account credentials, 

blank input fields, notfications check  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-671  WP3-244 - Checking an invalid Facebook account  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-672  WP3-108 - pre-check of twitter account credentials, blank 

input fields, notfications check  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-673  WP3-244 - Checking an invalid Twitter account  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-674  WP3-108 - pre-check of facebook account credentials  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-675  WP3-108 - pre-check twitter account credentials  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-676  WP3-108 - pre-check invalid twitter account credentials  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-677  WP3-108 - pre-check invalid facebook account credentials  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-678  WP3-279 - Checking list of invalid Social Media accounts  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-680  WP3-245 - edit twitter account  

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-577
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-577
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-578
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-578
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-579
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-579
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-579
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-580
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-580
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-580
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-661
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-661
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-662
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-662
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-663
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-663
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-664
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-664
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-665
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-665
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-666
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-666
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-667
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-667
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-668
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-668
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-669
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-669
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-670
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-670
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-670
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-671
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-671
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-672
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-672
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-672
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-673
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-673
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-674
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-674
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-675
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-675
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-676
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-676
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-677
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-677
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-678
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-678
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-680
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-680
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Social Media 

Management  

WP3-681  WP3-245 - edit facebook account  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-682  WP3-245 - chancel editing twitter account  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-684  WP3-245 - cancel editing facebook account  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-685  WP3-246 - delete facebook account  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-686  WP3-246 - cancel deleting facebook account  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-687  WP3-246 - delete twitter account  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-688  WP3-246 - chancel deleting twitter account  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-689  WP3-279 - Checking list of valid Social Media accounts  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-690  WP3-247 - show list of all Facebook/Twitter accounts and 

their current status  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-699  WP3-282 - define new Twitter keyword search  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-700  WP3-286 - define new Facebook keyword search  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-701  WP3-282 - chancel defining new Twitter keyword search  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-702  WP3-286 - chancel defining new Facebook keyword search  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-703  WP3-298 - social media content is ordered by timestamp  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-704  WP3-301 - search social media content by social media 

target list  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-707  WP3-298 - social media content facebook as facilitator  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-708  WP3-298 - social media content facebook as communicator  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-709  WP3-298 - social media content twitter as communicator  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-710  WP3-298 - social media content twitter as facilitator  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-711  WP3-298 - social media content facebook and twitter as 

facilitator  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-751  WP3-426 - store social media window with facebook 

keywords  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-752  WP3-426 - cancel storing social media window with 

facebook keywords  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-753  WP3-426 - cancel storing social media window with twitter 

keywords  

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-681
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-681
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-682
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-682
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-684
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-684
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-685
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-685
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-686
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-686
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-687
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-687
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-688
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-688
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-689
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-689
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-690
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-690
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-690
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-699
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-699
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-700
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-700
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-701
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-701
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-702
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-702
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-703
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-703
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-704
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-704
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-704
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-707
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-707
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-708
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-708
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-709
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-709
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-710
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-710
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-711
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-711
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-711
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-751
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-751
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-751
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-752
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-752
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-752
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-753
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-753
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-753
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Social Media 

Management  

WP3-754  WP3-426 - store social media window with twitter 

keywords  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-755  WP3-426 - store social media window with twitter and 

facebook keywords  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-756  WP3-445 - show stored social media windows  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-757  WP3-445 - cancel editing social media window data  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-758  WP3-446 - delete social media window  

Social Media 

Management  

WP3-759  WP3-446 - cancel deletion of social media window  

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-754
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-754
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-754
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-755
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-755
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-755
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-756
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-756
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-757
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-757
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-758
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-758
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-759
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-759
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13.4 Sprint Overview and Requirements Coverage 

The following table lists all already delivered user stories - grouped by sprints - and 

the system tests that were defined to assess the stories' quality. 

Finally all requirements should be covered by at least one test. We did not yet 

implement all of these tests as part of our automated test suite, so some of them are 

still executed manually, but we're working hard on automating the rest. Please note 

that the following list is not complete, as it just covers all positive/negative tests, but 

there are more tests available (i.e. boundary tests) that are not formally defined. 

Sprint 
number 

User Story (Requirement) Test Cases 

2 WP3-94 As a system operator I want to 

define a client's geographical bounding 

box in order to limit GIS data access to 

the area that is covered by this box  

WP3-591 WP3-94 - create client with 

bounding box using input fields  

2 WP3-103 As a system administrator I 

want to add users in order to grant 

system access  

WP3-596 WP3-103 - add communicator  

WP3-597 WP3-103 - add facilitator  

WP3-598 WP3-103 - add decision maker  

2 WP3-104 As a system administrator I 

want to see a list of all users that can be 

administered by myself in order to be 

able to track their state  

WP3-615 WP3-104 - user list verification  

3 WP3-97 As a user I want to change my 

password in order to maintain a high 

level of security regarding access to my 

own account  

WP3-602 WP3-97 - Change password logged 

in as system operator  

WP3-603 WP3-97 - Change password logged 

in as system administrator  

WP3-604 WP3-97 - Change password logged 

in as user  

WP3-607 WP3-97 - Check notification errors  

3 WP3-98 As a user I want to activate my 

account in order to be able to access the 

system  

WP3-630 WP3-98 - Activate user with valid 

password  

3 WP3-116 As a user I want to edit my 

account data (i.e. name) in order to 

WP3-650 WP3-116 - Edit account data - 
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identify myself  check validators for empty fields  

WP3-651 WP3-116 - Edit account data - 

check validators for digits only  

WP3-652 WP3-116 - Edit account data - 

check validators for letters only  

3 WP3-207 As a system administrator I 

want all users to log in/log out in order to 

restrict access to active and unlocked 

users  

WP3-655 WP3-207 - Check log in validator 

for active and unlocked user  

WP3-656 WP3-207 - Check log in validator 

for active and locked user  

WP3-658 WP3-207 - Check log in validator 

for inactive and locked user  

4 WP3-208 As a system operator I want to 

see a client's geographical bounding box 

upon preview/save/view of a client in 

order to visually validate the client's 

bounding box  

WP3-591 WP3-94 - create client with 

bounding box using input fields  

WP3-593 WP3-94 - create client with 

bounding box using draw mode  

WP3-594 WP3-94 - reset already drawn 

bounding box  

WP3-649 WP3-94 - create client with 

bounding box using input fields using 

preview  

4 WP3-90 As a system operator I want to 

lock all user accounts of a client in order 

to have a convenient way to temporarily 

prevent a client from accessing the 

system  

WP3-618 WP3-90 - Lock all user  

WP3-619 WP3-90 - Cancel locking user 

process  

4 WP3-99 As a system administrator I want 

to reset a user's password in order to 

support the user in getting system access 

again  

WP3-620 WP3-99 - reset password of user  

WP3-621 WP3-99 - reset own password as 

system administrator  

WP3-632 WP3-99 - cancel reset password of 

user  

4 WP3-100 As a system administrator I 

want to lock/unlock accounts in order to 

temporarily prevent users from accessing 

the system  

 WP3-633 WP3-100 - Lock user   

WP3-634 WP3-100 - Unlock user   

WP3-637 WP3-100 - Cancel locking user   

4 WP3-101 As a system administrator I 

want to delete a user's account in order 

to eliminate unused accounts and keep 

WP3-635 WP3-101 - Delete activated user   
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the number of people who are granted 

system access low  

WP3-636 WP3-101 - Delete locked user   

WP3-639 WP3-101 - Cancel user deletion  

4 WP3-102 As a system administrator I 

want to view/edit a user's account data in 

order to maintain his/her data in case of 

support incidents  

WP3-645 WP3-102 edit user by clicking 

username  

WP3-646 WP3-102 edit user by clicking edit 

link  

WP3-647 WP3-102 edit user and change 

roles  

WP3-648 WP3-102 edit other system 

administrator  

4 WP3-208 As a system operator I want to 

see a client's geographical bounding box 

upon preview/save/view of a client in 

order to visually validate the client's 

bounding box  

WP3-591 WP3-94 - create client with 

bounding box using input fields  

WP3-593 WP3-94 - create client with 

bounding box using draw mode  

WP3-594 WP3-94 - reset already drawn 

bounding box  

WP3-649 WP3-94 - create client with 

bounding box using input fields using 

preview  

4 WP3-229 Preparation Sprint 5  - 

5  WP3-92 As a system operator I want to 

delete a client in order to prevent all his 

users from accessing the system again  

WP3-653 WP3-92 - delete client  

WP3-654  WP3-92 - cancel client deletion  

5  WP3-93 As a system operator I want to 

edit a client's data in order to maintain it  

WP3-657 WP3-93 - edit client data  

WP3-659 WP3-93 - cancel edit client data  

WP3-660 WP3-93 - edit client data leave 

name field blank  

5  WP3-108 As a system administrator I 

want to add Facebook/Twitter accounts 

to a client in order to use them for 

crawling content  

- 

5 WP3-248 As a system operator I want to 

view a client's data in order to be aware 

of his contents, especially the 

geographical bounding box  

 WP3-679 WP3-248 - check clients data  

6  WP3-244 As a system administrator I 

want to verify a Facebook/Twitter 

account in order to validate its usability  

 WP3-667 WP3-244 - Validating only a valid 

Facebook account  
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WP3-668 WP3-244 - Validating only a valid 

Twitter account  

WP3-669 WP3-244 - Validating all valid 

Social Media accounts  

WP3-671 WP3-244 - Checking an invalid 

Facebook account  

WP3-671 WP3-244 - Checking an invalid 

Facebook account  

WP3-673 WP3-244 - Checking an invalid 

Twitter account  

6  WP3-245 As a system administrator I 

want to edit a Facebook/Twitter account 

in order to update its data  

WP3-680 WP3-245 - edit twitter account  

WP3-681 WP3-245 - edit facebook account  

WP3-682 WP3-245 - chancel editing twitter 

account  

WP3-684 WP3-245 - cancel editing facebook 

account  

6  WP3-246 As a system administrator I 

want to delete a Facebook/Twitter 

account in order to remove it from the 

system  

WP3-685 WP3-246 - delete facebook 

account  

WP3-686 WP3-246 - cancel deleting 

facebook account  

WP3-687 WP3-246 - delete twitter account  

WP3-688 WP3-246 - chancel deleting twitter 

account  

6  WP3-247 As a system administrator I 

want to get a list of all Facebook/Twitter 

accounts including their current status in 

order to maintain their data  

WP3-690 WP3-247 - show list of all 

Facebook/Twitter accounts and their current 

status  

6  WP3-279 As a facilitator I want to verify 

all social media accounts in order to get 

their current connection status in a 

convenient way  

WP3-678 WP3-279 - Checking list of invalid 

Social Media accounts  

WP3-689 WP3-279 - Checking list of valid 

Social Media accounts  

6   WP3-691 WP3-280 - See the current FUPOL 

version on the bottom of the screen  

7 WP3-282 As a facilitator/communicator I 

want to define a social media target for 

WP3-699 WP3-282 - define new Twitter 
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Twitter keyword search in order to crawl 

content from it  

keyword search  

WP3-701 WP3-282 - chancel defining new 

Twitter keyword search  

7 WP3-286 As a facilitator/communicator I 

want to define a social media target for 

Facebook in order to retrieve content 

from it  

WP3-700 WP3-286 - define new Facebook 

keyword search  

WP3-702 WP3-286 - chancel defining new 

Facebook keyword search  

7 WP3-298 As a facilitator/communicator I 

want to see the social media content in 

it's temporal context (ordered by 

timestamp) in order to understand the 

temporal correlations  

WP3-707 WP3-298 - social media content 

facebook as facilitator  

WP3-708 WP3-298 - social media content 

facebook as communicator  

WP3-709 WP3-298 - social media content 

twitter as communicator  

WP3-710 WP3-298 - social media content 

twitter as facilitator  

WP3-711 WP3-298 - social media content 

facebook and twitter as facilitator  

7 WP3-301 As a facilitator/communicator I 

want to search for social media content 

by means of a social media window and 

have the system use the defined social 

media accounts in a clever way in order 

to utilize the defined resources in an 

efficient way  

WP3-704 WP3-301 - search social media 

content by social media target list  

8 WP3-138 As a facilitator I want to write a 

campaign result report that covers the 

campaign's results in order to publish a 

condensed view of the campaign's 

outcome  

 WP3-714 WP3-138 - close campaign  

WP3-715 WP3-138 - cancel closing 

campaign  

WP3-716 WP3-138 - close campaign with 

achievment over 100%  

WP3-717 WP3-138 - close campaign with 

achievment below 0%  

WP3-718 WP3-138 - campaigns detail page  

8 WP3-139 As a facilitator I want to write a 

campaign start assignment report that 

covers the campaign's goals in order to 

keep focus  

- 

8 WP3-317 As a user I want to get a list of WP3-712 WP-317 - campaign list - my 
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all campaigns that I'm participating in in 

order to get an overview of my research 

activities  

campaigns  

WP3-713 WP-317 - campaign list - all 

campaigns  

8 WP3-319 As a user I want to see a 

campaign's details in order to get an 

overview  

WP3-719 WP-317 - campaign detail page  

WP3-720 WP-317 - closed campaign detail 

page  

8 WP3-320 As a facilitator I want to edit a 

campaign's data in order to update its 

contents  

WP3-721 WP-317 - edit campaign data  

WP3-722 WP-317 - cancel editing campaign 

data  

9 WP3-321 As a facilitator I want to publish 

a selectable region of a map as part of a 

campaign in order to collect 

georeferenced opinions  

 WP3-705 WP3-321 - create a map to collect 

georeferenced opinions  

9 WP3-362 As a facilitator/social media 

manager I want to integrate a campaign's 

map on my homepage in order to provide 

a consistent look&feel to the eCitizens  

WP3-762 WP3-362 - integrate a campaign's 

map on a homepage  

10 WP3-168 As an eCitizen I want to be able 

to add comments to a specific location on 

an interactive map in order to express my 

interests in a spatial manner  

- 

10 WP3-363 As a campaign member I want 

to take a look at the collected opinions 

using the map in the FUPOL console 

whenever I want in order to get the 

current situation  

WP3-729 WP3-168 - edit opinion using 

twitter credentials  

10 WP3-364 As an eCitizen I want to edit my 

own opinions on the map in order to 

correct any errors that I might have 

found  

WP3-730 WP3-168 - edit opinion using 

facebook credentials  

WP3-731 WP3-168 - cancel editing opinion 

using facebook credentials  

WP3-732 WP3-168 - cancel editing opinion 

using twitter credentials  

WP3-733 WP3-168 - edit opinion using 

twitter credentials, remove whole text  

10 WP3-370 As a facilitator I want to force 

the eCitizens to authenticate with the 

map if they want to provide opinions in 

order to prevent fraud/vandalism  

WP3-723 WP3-370 - check authentication of 

opinionmap  

10 WP3-392 As a campaign member I want 

to see a list of opinion maps in order to 

get an overview of the current campaign  

WP3-738 WP3-392 - show opinion map list  
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11 WP3-365 As an eCitizen I want to delete 

my opinions in order to revoke them  

 - 

11 WP3-367 As a facilitator I want to stop 

the spatial opinion gathering process on 

my own command in order to freeze the 

current result   

WP3-584 WP3-367 - Facilitator stops opinion 

gathering process  

WP3-589 WP3-367 - Communicator with 

facilitator role stops opinion gathering 

process  

WP3-585 WP3-367 - Decision maker try to 

stop opinion gathering process  

WP3-586 WP3-367 - Communicator try to 

stop opinion gathering process  

WP3-587 WP3-367 - Simulation modeler 

stops opinion gathering process  

11 WP3-368 As a facilitator I want to decide 

whether if the eCitizens can see the 

opinions of the others during the opinion 

collection process in order to 

allow/prevent mutual influence   

WP3-741 WP3-368 - see only my opinions  

WP3-742 WP3-368 - cancel setting opinion 

visibility to My  

11 WP3-369 As a facilitator I want to be able 

to publish the resulting opinion map to 

the public without access restrictions in 

order to disseminate the result   

WP3-743 WP3-368 - lock opinion map 

gathering  

WP3-745 WP3-368 - cancel locking opinion 

map gathering  

11 WP3-371 As an eCitizen I want to 

authenticate using my existing 

Facebook/Twitter account so that I don't 

have to create another web account for 

that  

WP3-582 WP3-371 - Authenticate using 

facebook account  

WP3-583 WP3-371 - Authenticate using 

twitter account  

12 WP3-366 As a facilitator I want the map 

be withdrawn from the public upon my 

own command in order to prevent 

citizens from viewing it  

WP3-747 WP3-366 - set opinionmap offline  

WP3-748 WP3-366 - cancel setting 

opinionmap offline  

12 WP3-418 As an eCitizen I want to log out 

from the opinion map in order to use the 

map as an anonymous user  

WP3-749 WP3-418 - logout from facebook  

WP3-750 WP3-418 - logout from twitter  

12 WP3-426 As a user I want to store a 

social media window's definition in order 

to use it later for content retrieval  

WP3-751 WP3-426 - store social media 

window with facebook keywords  

WP3-752 WP3-426 - cancel storing social 

media window with facebook keywords  

WP3-753 WP3-426 - cancel storing social 
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media window with twitter keywords  

WP3-754 WP3-426 - store social media 

window with twitter keywords  

12 WP3-427 As a user I want to see and 

manage a list of all my social media 

windows in order to access them  

- 

12 WP3-443 As a campaign member I want 

to see a preview of the public opinion 

maps in order to understand the settings  

- 

12 WP3-445 As a user I want to edit an 

existing social media window in order to 

change the search criteria  

WP3-756 WP3-445 - show stored social 

media windows  

WP3-757 WP3-445 - cancel editing social 

media window data  

12 WP3-446 As a user I want to delete my 

social media window in order to get rid of 

it  

WP3-758 WP3-446 - delete social media 

window  

WP3-759 WP3-446 - cancel deletion of social 

media window  

12 WP3-448 As an eCitizen I want to 

distinguish my own opinions from those 

of the others in order to identify them 

quickly  

- 

13 WP3-302 As a facilitator/communicator I 

want to combine several social media 

targets in a single social media window in 

order to get a fine-grained way of 

defining my searches  

WP3-566 WP3-302 - add one facebook 

target  

WP3-567 WP3-302 - combine social media 

targets - two facebook targets  

WP3-568 WP3-302 - add one twitter and one 

facebook target  

WP3-569 WP3-302 - add one twitter target  

13 WP3-434 As a campaign member I want 

to set the schedule of a social media 

window in order to regularly crawl 

content from there  

- 

14 WP3-475 As a used I want to access 

social media results using my browser in 

order to process the data using sematic 

web tools  

WP3-563 WP3-475 - check FOAF  

WP3-564 WP3-475 - check SIOC  

WP3-565 WP3-475 - check DUBLIN CORE  

15 WP3-478 As WP5/WP6 I want an 

ontology for expressing user accounts in 

order to analyze/visualize them in a 

common way  

Review 
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15 WP3-479 As WP5/WP6 I want an 

ontology for expressing Facebook posts in 

order to analyze/visualize them  

Review 

15 WP3-480 As WP5/WP6 I want an 

ontology for expressing Twitter content in 

order to analyze/visualize it  

Review 

15 WP3-481 As WP5/WP6 I want an 

ontology for expressing Wordpress blog 

posts in order to analyze/visualize them  

Review 

15 WP3-483 As an administrator I want an 

email link for sending the user an 

activation email  

WP3-546 WP3-483 - check links  

WP3-540 WP3-483 check email notification 

link  

15 WP3-490 As a campaign member I want 

to store an interactive social media 

search result and add the data to the 

campaign  

WP3-553 WP3-490 - storing search results  

WP3-554 WP3-490 - no search results  

15 WP3-491 As a campaign member I want 

to use one of my social media windows in 

a campaign in order to crawl content 

from it  

WP3-547 WP3-491 - assign social media 

window to campaign  

WP3-548 WP3-491 - assign social media 

window to closed campaign  

WP3-549 WP3-491 - reassign assigned social 

media window to campaign  

15 WP3-492 As a user I want to see the 

campaign that a social media window is 

associated with in order to understand its 

use  

WP3-555 WP3-492 - no campaign assigned  

WP3-556 WP3-492 - assigned campaign  

WP3-557 WP3-492 - reassign campaign  

15 WP3-493 As a user I want to remove a 

social media window from a campaign in 

order to stop sharing it  

WP3-558 WP3-493 - remove campaign 

assignment  

WP3-559 WP3-493 - remove smw owner 

from campaign  

15 WP3-494 As an administratorr I want the 

system to prevent me from deleting a 

user that is a member in a campaign in 

order to prevent situations where 

campaigns would be rendered unusable  

WP3-560 WP3-494 - delete assigned 

campaign member  

WP3-561 WP3-494 - delete user of closed 

campaign  

15 WP3-495 As a campaign member I want 

to see a list of all associated social media 

windows in order to access them  

WP3-562 WP3-495 - active campaigns  

16 WP3-372 As a facilitator I want the 

search terms highlighted in the social 

media results list  

- 

16 WP3-463 As a campaign member I want - 
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to pause a scheduled crawling process in 

order to stop content retrieval  

16 WP3-466 As a campaign member I want 

to save a Facebook social media target's 

crawled content in order to analyse/use it 

later  

- 

16 WP3-467 As a campaign member I want 

to save a Twitter social media target's 

crawled content in order to analyse/use it 

later  

- 

16 WP3-469 As a campaign member I want 

to see the crawled social media content 

in order to get its content  

- 

16 WP3-471 As a campaign user I want to 

crawl social media content as defined by 

the social media window's schedule in 

order to store it  

- 

16 WP3-488 As a campaign member I want 

to see a list of all (past) crawling jobs in 

order to access the collected data  

- 

17 WP3-300 As a facilitator/communicator I 

want to browse to the social media 

content's original position with just one 

mouse click in order to participate in a 

discussion without breaking the policy on 

anonymizing content  

 WP3-533 facilitator browses facebook 

content  

WP3-534 facilitator browses twitter content  

WP3-535  communicator browses facebook 

content  

17 WP3-522 As a user I want to see a 

posting's topics in the result list in order 

to get an overview of its content  

 - 

17 WP3-523 As a user I want the topics of 

each posting being analyzed as part of 

the social media content retrieval  

- 
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The following chapters list all system tests that are currently defined. We 

acknowledge that this is the 'boring' part of the test plan, but we tried to keep the 

number of test cases listed here low by omitting i.e. all boundary tests. 

Furthermore note that this is only the system tests and there are unit/unit integration 

tests, integration tests and acceptance tests as well. 

The test case data was automatically extracted from JIRA. 

 

How to read the test cases 

Field Content 

ID (top left field) ID of the test case 

Summary (top right field) Title of the test case. A sentence that describes 

what the test case is all about. We prefixed each 

test case title with the ID of the user story that the 

test case relates to. 

Test Type Defines whether this is an automated test or a 

manual test 

User Story The user story(s) that the test relates to 

Sprint The sprint when the user story was implemented 

and thus tested for the first time 

Assignee, Reporter The person that is responsible for 

executing/defining the test 

Status The status of the test case. Not all test cases are 

already implemented. Some are still in the 

"template" stage 

Preconditions The entry criteria that must be met before 

executing the test. This refers to the system state 

that must be set up before testing. 

Steps to Complete Instructions on how to perform the test - step by 

step 

Expected Outcome The expected outcome of every (numbered) step 

from "Steps to Complete". Note that i.e. the 

expected result with the number 2) refers to the 

output of step 2)  
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13.4.1 Access Management 

13.4.1.1 Test Case WP3-582: WP3-371 - Authenticate using facebook account 

WP3-582 WP3-371 - Authenticate using facebook account 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-371 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open published opinion map (url is shown on the 
opinion map page) 

2. click on the facebook logo to sign using a facebook 
account 

3. enter facebook credentials and click sign in 
4. right click in the area of the opinionmap 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. opinion map is shown 
2. page redirects to facebook 
3. facebook redirects to the fupol-client page 
4. popup appears with possibility entering an opinion 

13.4.1.2 Test Case WP3-583: WP3-371 - Authenticate using twitter account 

WP3-583 WP3-371 - Authenticate using twitter account 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-371 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open published opinion map (URL is shown on the 
opinion map page) 

2. click on the twitter logo to sign using a twitter account 
3. enter twitter credentials and click sign in 
4. right click in the area of the opinion map 

Expected 1. opinion map is shown 
2. page redirects to twitter 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-582
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-583
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Outcome: 3. twitter redirects to the fupol-client page 
4. popup appears with possibility entering an opinion 

13.4.1.3 Test Case WP3-584: WP3-367 - Facilitator stops opinion gathering process 

WP3-584 WP3-367 - Facilitator stops opinion gathering process 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-367 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
2. PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
3. PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 

Steps to Complete: 1. sign in as facilitator 
2. open campaign 
3. click on opinion map link (name of opinion map) 
4. check locking state 
5. open the opinion map using the external link 
6. authenticate and set an opinion 
7. return to the opinion map detail page 
8. set the locking state to lock 
9. switch to the opinion map 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. successful sign in 
2. list including all created opinion maps 
3. opinion map detail page opens 
4. locking state is unlocked 
5. - 
6. pin with opinion has been set 
7. - 
8. the lock state is highlighted 
9. the pin is visible but  

o not editable 
o not deleteable 
o and adding new opinions is not possible 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-584
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13.4.1.4 Test Case WP3-585: WP3-367 - Decision maker try to stop opinion 

gathering process 

WP3-585 WP3-367 - Decision maker try to stop opinion gathering 
process 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-367 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. sign in as decision maker 
2. open campaign 
3. click on opinion map link (name of opinion map) 
4. check locking state 
5. open the opinion map using the external link 
6. authenticate and set an opinion 
7. return to the opinion map detail page 
8. set the locking state to lock 
9. switch to the opinion map 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. successful sign in 
2. list including all created opinion maps 
3. opinion map detail page opens 
4. locking state is unlocked 
5. - 
6. pin with opinion has been set 
7. - 
8. locking is not possible 
9. status has not changed 

13.4.1.5 Test Case WP3-586: WP3-367 - Communicator try to stop opinion 

gathering process 

WP3-586 WP3-367 - Communicator try to stop opinion gathering 
process 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-367 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-585
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-586
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Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. sign in as communicator 
2. open campaign 
3. click on opinion map link (name of opinion map) 
4. check locking state 
5. open the opinion map using the external link 
6. authenticate and set an opinion 
7. return to the opinion map detail page 
8. set the locking state to lock 
9. switch to the opinion map 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. successful sign in 
2. list including all created opinion maps 
3. opinion map detail page opens 
4. locking state is unlocked 
5. - 
6. pin with opinion has been set 
7. - 
8. locking is not possible 
9. status has not changed 

13.4.1.6 Test Case WP3-587: WP3-367 - Simulation modeler stops opinion gathering 

process 

WP3-587 WP3-367 - Simulation modeler stops opinion gathering 
process 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-367 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. sign in as Simulation modeler 
2. open campaign 
3. click on opinion map link (name of opinion map) 
4. check locking state 
5. open the opinion map using the external link 
6. authenticate and set an opinion 
7. return to the opinion map detail page 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-587
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8. set the locking state to lock 
9. switch to the opinion map 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. successful sign in 
2. list including all created opinion maps 
3. opinion map detail page opens 
4. locking state is unlocked 
5. - 
6. pin with opinion has been set 
7. - 
8. the lock state is highlighted 
9. the pin is visible but  

o not editable 
o not deleteable 
o and adding new opinions is not possible 

13.4.1.7 Test Case WP3-588: WP3-367 - Domain expert stops opinion gathering 

process 

WP3-588 WP3-367 - Domain expert stops opinion gathering process 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-367 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. sign in as Domain expert 
2. open campaign 
3. click on opinion map link (name of opinion map) 
4. check locking state 
5. open the opinion map using the external link 
6. authenticate and set an opinion 
7. return to the opinion map detail page 
8. set the locking state to lock 
9. switch to the opinion map 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. successful sign in 
2. list including all created opinion maps 
3. opinion map detail page opens 
4. locking state is unlocked 
5. - 
6. pin with opinion has been set 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-588
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7. - 
8. the lock state is highlighted 
9. the pin is visible but  

o not editable 
o not deleteable 
o and adding new opinions is not possible 

13.4.1.8 Test Case WP3-589: WP3-367 - Communicator with facilitator role stops 

opinion gathering process 

WP3-589 WP3-367 - Communicator with facilitator role stops opinion 
gathering process 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-367 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. sign in with user which has the communicator AND a 
facilitator role 

2. open campaign 
3. click on opinion map link (name of opinion map) 
4. check locking state 
5. open the opinion map using the external link 
6. authenticate and set an opinion 
7. return to the opinion map detail page 
8. set the locking state to lock 
9. switch to the opinion map 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. successful sign in 
2. list including all created opinion maps 
3. opinion map detail page opens 
4. locking state is unlocked 
5. - 
6. pin with opinion has been set 
7. - 
8. the lock state is highlighted 
9. the pin is visible but  

o not editable 
o not deleteable 
o and adding new opinions is not possible 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-589
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13.4.1.9 Test Case WP3-679: WP3-248 - check clients data 

WP3-679 WP3-248 - check clients data 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-248 

Sprint: Sprint 5 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. system operator already signed in 
2. ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click show user list 
2. select client in the combo box 
3. click "View client" 
4. check client detail page 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. user list page opens, no client is preselected 
2. user list is shown and a "View client" link is visible 

beside the combo box 
3. client detail page is shown 
4. check following:  

o client name 
o default language 
o coordinates 
o whether bounding box is shown as a rectangle 

  

  

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-679
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13.4.2 Account Management 

13.4.2.1 Test Case WP3-540: WP3-483 check email notification link 

WP3-540 WP3-483 check email notification link 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-483 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: In Progress 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open user details page 
2. check the link text 
3. click the link 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. user details are shown 
2. text "account activation email..." is shown 
3. email application opens an new email with  

o subject: FUPOL account activation 
o and body: 

 
Dear first name, 
 
You can activate your account here: activation 
url 
Once you did that you can log into the FUPOL 
system here: login url 
 
Yours sincerely 
[name of the admin] 

13.4.2.2 Test Case WP3-546: WP3-483 - check links 

WP3-546 WP3-483 - check links 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-483 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-540
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/pages/createpage.action?spaceKey=wp3&title=first+name&linkCreation=true&fromPageId=22905066
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/pages/createpage.action?spaceKey=wp3&title=activation+url&linkCreation=true&fromPageId=22905066
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/pages/createpage.action?spaceKey=wp3&title=activation+url&linkCreation=true&fromPageId=22905066
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/pages/createpage.action?spaceKey=wp3&title=login+url&linkCreation=true&fromPageId=22905066
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-546
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Steps to Complete: 1. check the activation link 
2. check the fupol-client application link 

Expected Outcome: 1. link points to the activation page 
2. link points to the sign-in page 

13.4.2.3 Test Case WP3-560: WP3-494 - delete assigned campaign member 

WP3-560 WP3-494 - delete assigned campaign member 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-494 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. create a campaign and assign user X as team member 
2. sign out and sign in as an administrator 
3. navigate to the user list (administration section) 
4. open detail page of user X by clicking on the user 

name 
5. click "Delete user" link 
6. confirm popup 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. campaign has been created and user X is team 
member 

2. - 
3. list of all client user is shown 
4. user detail page opens 
5. popup notification with following text appears: 

"You can not delete this user! He is a campaign 
member of:" 

6. return to user detail page and user is NOT deleted 

13.4.2.4 Test Case WP3-561: WP3-494 - delete user of closed campaign 

WP3-561 WP3-494 - delete user of closed campaign 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-494 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-560
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-561
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Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. create a campaign and assign user X as team member 
2. close campaign 
3. sign out and sign in as an administrator 
4. navigate to the user list (administration section) 
5. open detail page of user X by clicking on the user 

name 
6. click "Delete user" link 
7. check deletion of user X 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. campaign has been created and user X is team 
member 

2. campaign is closed 
3. - 
4. list of all client user is shown 
5. user detail page opens 
6. popup notification with following text appears: 

"You can not delete this user! He is a campaign 
member of:" 

7. user has been deleted 

13.4.2.5 Test Case WP3-596: WP3-103 - add communicator 

WP3-596 WP3-103 - add communicator 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. sign in as system administrator 
2. click ADMINISTRATION 
3. click "Add user" 
4. enter  

o Username 
o First name 
o Last name 
o eMail 

5. select communicator role 
6. click save 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-596
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7. open the users detail page by clicking the given 
username 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. successful sign in 
2. navigation tree on the left side is shown 
3. user creation page opens  

o client name is displayed 
4. - 
5. selected role switches to the right side (selected) 
6. creation page closes and the user list is shown. 

furthermore check whether  
o shown in the user list 
o the activation sign is a red cross (means the user 

inactive) 
o user is not locked 
o username is shown 
o first name is shown 
o last name is shown 
o email address is shown 

7. check whether the selected role is displayed 

13.4.2.6 Test Case WP3-597: WP3-103 - add facilitator 

WP3-597 WP3-103 - add facilitator 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. sign in as system administrator 
2. click ADMINISTRATION 
3. click "Add user" 
4. enter  

o Username 
o First name 
o Last name 
o eMail 

5. select facilitator role 
6. click save 
7. open the users detail page by clicking the given 

username 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-597
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Expected 

Outcome: 

1. successful sign in 
2. navigation tree on the left side is shown 
3. user creation page opens  

o client name is displayed 
4. - 
5. selected role switches to the right side (selected) 
6. creation page closes and the user list is shown. 

furthermore check whether  
o shown in the user list 
o the activation sign is a red cross (means the user 

inactive) 
o user is not locked 
o username is shown 
o first name is shown 
o last name is shown 
o email address is shown 

7. check whether the selected role is displayed 

13.4.2.7 Test Case WP3-598: WP3-103 - add decision maker 

WP3-598 WP3-103 - add decision maker 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. sign in as system administrator 
2. click ADMINISTRATION 
3. click "Add user" 
4. enter  

o Username 
o First name 
o Last name 
o eMail 

5. select decision maker role 
6. click save 
7. open the users detail page by clicking the given 

username 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. successful sign in 
2. navigation tree on the left side is shown 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-598
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3. user creation page opens  
o client name is displayed 

4. - 
5. selected role switches to the right side (selected) 
6. creation page closes and the user list is shown. 

furthermore check whether  
o shown in the user list 
o the activation sign is a red cross (means the user 

inactive) 
o user is not locked 
o username is shown 
o first name is shown 
o last name is shown 
o email address is shown 

7. check whether the selected role is displayed 

13.4.2.8 Test Case WP3-599: WP3-103 - add Simulation modeler 

WP3-599 WP3-103 - add Simulation modeler 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. sign in as system administrator 
2. click ADMINISTRATION 
3. click "Add user" 
4. enter  

o Username 
o First name 
o Last name 
o eMail 

5. select Simulation modeler role 
6. click save 
7. open the users detail page by clicking the given 

username 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. successful sign in 
2. navigation tree on the left side is shown 
3. user creation page opens  

o client name is displayed 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-599
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4. - 
5. selected role switches to the right side (selected) 
6. creation page closes and the user list is shown. 

furthermore check whether  
o shown in the user list 
o the activation sign is a red cross (means the user 

inactive) 
o user is not locked 
o username is shown 
o first name is shown 
o last name is shown 
o email address is shown 

7. check whether the selected role is displayed 

13.4.2.9 Test Case WP3-600: WP3-103 - add Domain Expert 

WP3-600 WP3-103 - add Domain Expert 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. sign in as system administrator 
2. click ADMINISTRATION 
3. click "Add user" 
4. enter  

o Username 
o First name 
o Last name 
o eMail 

5. select Domain Expert role 
6. click save 
7. open the users detail page by clicking the given 

username 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. successful sign in 
2. navigation tree on the left side is shown 
3. user creation page opens  

o client name is displayed 
4. - 
5. selected role switches to the right side (selected) 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-600
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6. creation page closes and the user list is shown. 
furthermore check whether  

o shown in the user list 
o the activation sign is a red cross (means the user 

inactive) 
o user is not locked 
o username is shown 
o first name is shown 
o last name is shown 
o email address is shown 

7. check whether the selected role is displayed 

13.4.2.10 Test Case WP3-601: WP3-103 - hyphen in last name 

WP3-601 WP3-103 - hyphen in last name 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-235 

WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click "Add user" 
2. enter  

o Username 
o First name 
o Last name with hyphen - e.g. mueller-meyer 
o eMail 

3. select Domain Expert role 
4. click save 
5. open the users detail page by clicking the given 

username 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. user creation page opens  
o client name is displayed 

2. - 
3. selected role switches to the right side (selected) 
4. creation page closes and the user list is shown. 

furthermore check whether  
o shown in the user list 
o the activation sign is a red cross (means the user 

inactive) 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-601
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o user is not locked 
o username is shown 
o first name is shown 
o last name is shown 
o email address is shown 

5. check whether the selected role is displayed 

13.4.2.11 Test Case WP3-602: WP3-97 - Change password logged in as system 

operator 

WP3-602 WP3-97 - Change password logged in as system operator 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  System Operator is signed in 

Steps to Complete: 1. click my profile 
2. click change password 
3. fill out following fields  

o valid old password 
o valid new password 
o valid confirm password 

4. click save 
5. sign out 
6. sign in with new password 

Expected Outcome: 1. account data view opens 
2. change password field 
3. - 
4. dialog closes 
5. successful signed out 
6. successful signed in 

13.4.2.12 Test Case WP3-603: WP3-97 - Change password logged in as system 

administrator 

WP3-603 WP3-97 - Change password logged in as system 
administrator 

Test Type: Manual 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-602
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-603
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User Story: WP3-97 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 System Administrator already signed in 

Steps to Complete: 1. click my profile 
2. click change password 
3. fill out following fields  

o valid old password 
o valid new password 
o valid confirm password 

4. click save 
5. sign out 
6. sign in with new password 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. account data view opens 
2. change password field 
3. - 
4. dialog closes 
5. successful signed out 
6. successful signed in 

13.4.2.13 Test Case WP3-604: WP3-97 - Change password logged in as user 

WP3-604 WP3-97 - Change password logged in as user 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 3 - Activated User 
 User already signed in 

Steps to Complete: 1. click my profile 
2. click change password 
3. fill out following fields  

o valid old password 
o valid new password 
o valid confirm password 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-604
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4. click save 
5. sign out 
6. sign in with new password 

Expected Outcome: 1. account data view opens 
2. change password field 
3. - 
4. dialog closes 
5. successful signed out 
6. successful signed in 

13.4.2.14 Test Case WP3-605: WP3-103 - check error notifications 

WP3-605 WP3-103 - check error notifications 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  Activated System Administrator 
 system administrator already signed in 
 Add user dialog already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. following notification errors are shown  
o Username required 
o First name required 
o Last name required 
o eMail required 

13.4.2.15 Test Case WP3-606: WP3-103 - check missing role error notification 

WP3-606 WP3-103 - check missing role error notification 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-605
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-606
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Preconditions:  Activated System Administrator 
 system administrator already signed in 
 Add user dialog already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. fill out following input fields  
o Username 
o First name 
o Last name 
o eMail 

2. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. following notification error is shown  

o Missing role 

13.4.2.16 Test Case WP3-607: WP3-97 - Check notification errors 

WP3-607 WP3-97 - Check notification errors 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-97 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 3 - Activated User 
 User already signed in 
 Change Password dialog opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. leave all password fields empty 
2. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. following error notifications are shown  

o Old Password required 
o New Password required 
o Confirm new password required 

13.4.2.17 Test Case WP3-608: WP3-103 - username to short 

WP3-608 WP3-103 - username to short 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-103 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-607
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-608
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Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  Activated System Administrator 
 system administrator already signed in 
 Add user dialog already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. fill out following input fields  
o Username with length < 5 
o First name 
o Last name 
o eMail 

2. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. - 
2. following notification error is shown  

o 'Username' is shorter than the minimum of 5 
characters. 

13.4.2.18 Test Case WP3-609: WP3-103 - email address considering only at sign 

WP3-609 WP3-103 - email address considering only at sign 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  Activated System Administrator 
 system administrator already signed in 
 Add user dialog already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. fill out following input fields  
o Username 
o First name 
o Last name 
o eMail-input: @ 

2. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. following notification error is shown  

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-609
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o @ is not a valid email address. 

13.4.2.19 Test Case WP3-610: WP3-103 - email address considering only postfix 

including at sign 

WP3-610 WP3-103 - email address considering only postfix including at 
sign 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  Activated System Administrator 
 system administrator already signed in 
 Add user dialog already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. fill out following input fields  
o Username 
o First name 
o Last name 
o eMail-input: @test.at 

2. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. - 
2. following notification error is shown  

o @test.at is not a valid email address. 

13.4.2.20 Test Case WP3-611: WP3-97 - Check notification error for valid old 

password 

WP3-611 WP3-97 - Check notification error for valid old password 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 3 - Activated User 
 User already signed in 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-610
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-611
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 Change Password dialog opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. enter valid old password 
2. leave other fields empty 
3. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. following error notifications are shown  

o New Password required 
o Confirm new password required 

13.4.2.21 Test Case WP3-612: WP3-103 - add user with more than one role 

WP3-612 WP3-103 - add user with more than one role 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-103 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. sign in as system administrator 
2. click ADMINISTRATION 
3. click "Add user" 
4. enter  

o Username 
o First name 
o Last name 
o eMail 

5. assign two roles 
6. click save 
7. open the users detail page by clicking the given 

username 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. successful sign in 
2. navigation tree on the left side is shown 
3. user creation page opens  

o client name is displayed 
4. - 
5. selected roles are switching to the right side (selected) 
6. creation page closes and the user list is shown. 

furthermore check whether  

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-612
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o shown in the user list 
o the activation sign is a red cross (means the user 

inactive) 
o user is not locked 
o username is shown 
o first name is shown 
o last name is shown 
o email address is shown 

7. check whether the selected roles are displayed 

13.4.2.22 Test Case WP3-613: WP3-97 - new character-password with length > 5 - 

new character confirm password with length < 5 

WP3-613 WP3-97 - new character-password with length > 5 - new 
character confirm password with length < 5 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 

WP3-57 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 3 - Activated User 
 User already signed in 
 Change Password dialog opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. enter valid old password 
2. new password field: character only, length > 5 
3. confirm password field: <new password>, length < 5 
4. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. following error notifications are shown  

o Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 
combination of characters and numbers (Non 
alphabetic characters are allowed) 

o Invalid Confirm Password! Your password must be 
a combination of characters and numbers (Non 
alphabetic characters are allowed) 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-613
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13.4.2.23 Test Case WP3-614: WP3-97 - invalid new character-only-password with 

length > 5 

WP3-614 WP3-97 - invalid new character-only-password with length > 5 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 User already signed in 
 Change Password dialog opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. enter valid old password 
2. new password field: character only, length > 5 
3. confirm password field: <new password>, length > 5 
4. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. following error notifications are shown  

o Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 
combination of characters and numbers (Non 
alphabetic characters are allowed) 

o Invalid Confirm Password! Your password must be 
a combination of characters and numbers (Non 
alphabetic characters are allowed) 

13.4.2.24 Test Case WP3-615: WP3-104 - user list verification 

WP3-615 WP3-104 - user list verification 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-104 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 3 - Activated user 
 PRE 4 - Inactive user 
 PRE 5 - locked user 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-614
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-615
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 system administrator already signed in 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click ADMINISTRATION 
2. check active user 
3. check inactive user 
4. check locked user 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. user list is shown 
2. active user is shown. furthermore check whether  

o shown in the user list 
o the activation sign is a green check mark (means 

the user active) 
o user is not locked 
o username is shown 
o first name is shown 
o last name is shown 
o email address is shown 

3. inactive user is shown. furthermore check whether  
o shown in the user list 
o the activation sign is a red cross (means the user 

inactive) 
o user is not locked 
o username is shown 
o first name is shown 
o last name is shown 
o email address is shown 

4. locked user is shown. furthermore check whether  
o shown in the user list 
o the activation sign is a green check mark (means 

the user active) 
o user is locked 
o username is shown 
o first name is shown 
o last name is shown 
o email address is shown 

13.4.2.25 Test Case WP3-616: WP3-97 - new character-password with length < 5 - 

new character confirm password with length > 5 

WP3-616 WP3-97 - new character-password with length < 5 - new 
character confirm password with length > 5 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-616
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Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 3 - Activated User 
 User already signed in 
 Change Password dialog opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. enter valid old password 
2. enter new character password < 5 
3. enter confirm password > 5 
4. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. following error notification is shown  

o Invalid Confirm Password! Your password must be 
a combination of characters and numbers (Non 
alphabetic characters are allowed) 

13.4.2.26 Test Case WP3-618: WP3-90 - Lock all user 

WP3-618 WP3-90 - Lock all user 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-90 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
 PRE 3 - Activated User 
 PRE 4 - Inactive User 
 PRE 5 - Locked User 
 system operator already signed in 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click ADMINISTRATION 
2. open the created client by selecting it from the client 

combo box 
3. click "View client" 
4. click "Lock all users" 
5. confirm dialog with OK 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-618
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Expected 

Outcome: 

1. User Administration navigation on the left side is shown 
2. user list is shown 
3. client detail page opens 
4. Dialog box with text "Do you really want to lock all 

users?" popping up 
5. user list is shown and  

o the activation state is unmodified 
o the locking state is locked (closed padlock icon) 

13.4.2.27 Test Case WP3-619: WP3-90 - Cancel locking user process 

WP3-619 WP3-90 - Cancel locking user process 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-90 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
 PRE 3 - Activated User 
 PRE 4 - Inactive User 
 PRE 5 - Locked User 
 system operator already signed in 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click ADMINISTRATION 
2. open the created client by selecting it from the client 

combo box 
3. click "View client" 
4. click "Lock all users" 
5. confirm dialog with Cancel 
6. click back button 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. User Administration navigation on the left side is shown 
2. user list is shown 
3. client detail page opens 
4. Dialog box with text "Do you really want to lock all 

users?" popping up 
5. detail page is shown 
6. user list is shown and  

o the activation state is unmodified 
o the locking state is unmodified 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-619
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13.4.2.28 Test Case WP3-620: WP3-99 - reset password of user 

WP3-620 WP3-99 - reset password of user 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-99 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 PRE 3 - Activated User 
 system administrator already signed in 
 administration section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open user detail page by clicking on the username in the 
user list 

2. click "Reset password" 
3. confirm dialog with OK 
4. sign out 
5. sign in with reset username 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. user detail page is shown 
2. dialog with notification "Do you really want to reset the 

password" is shown 
3. detail page is shown and activation state switches to 

inactive (red cross is shown) 
4. successful sign out 
5. notification "User is not activated!" is shown 

13.4.2.29 Test Case WP3-621: WP3-99 - reset own password as system 

administrator 

WP3-621 WP3-99 - reset own password as system administrator 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-622 

WP3-99 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 system administrator already signed in 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-620
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-621
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 administration section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open own detail page by clicking on the username in 
the user list 

2. click "Reset password" 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. user detail page is shown 
2. not possible because no link is shown 

13.4.2.30 Test Case WP3-623: WP3-97 - new digits-password with length > 5 - new 

digits confirm password with length < 5 

WP3-623 WP3-97 - new digits-password with length > 5 - new digits 
confirm password with length < 5 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 

WP3-57 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 3 - Activated User 
 User already signed in 
 Change Password dialog opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. enter valid old password 
2. new password field: digits only, length > 5 
3. confirm password field: <new password>, length < 5 
4. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. following error notifications are shown  

o Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 
combination of characters and numbers (Non 
alphabetic characters are allowed) 

o Invalid Confirm Password! Your password must be 
a combination of characters and numbers (Non 
alphabetic characters are allowed) 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-623
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13.4.2.31 Test Case WP3-625: WP3-97 - new digits-password with length < 5 - new 

digits confirm password with length > 5 

WP3-625 WP3-97 - new digits-password with length < 5 - new digits 
confirm password with length > 5 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 

WP3-57 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 3 - Activated User 
 User already signed in 
 Change Password dialog opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. enter valid old password 
2. new password field: digits only, length < 5 
3. confirm password field: <new password>, length > 5 
4. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. following error notifications are shown  

o Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 
combination of characters and numbers (Non 
alphabetic characters are allowed) 

o Invalid Confirm Password! Your password must be 
a combination of characters and numbers (Non 
alphabetic characters are allowed) 

13.4.2.32 Test Case WP3-626: WP3-97 - invalid new digits-only-password with 

length > 5 

WP3-626 WP3-97 - invalid new digits-only-password with length > 5 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-625
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-626
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Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 User already signed in 
 Change Password dialog opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. enter valid old password 
2. new password field: digits only, length > 5 
3. confirm password field: <new password>, length > 5 
4. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. following error notifications are shown  

o Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 
combination of characters and numbers (Non 
alphabetic characters are allowed) 

o Invalid Confirm Password! Your password must be 
a combination of characters and numbers (Non 
alphabetic characters are allowed) 

13.4.2.33 Test Case WP3-628: WP3-97 - invalid new digits-only-password with 

length < 5 

WP3-628 WP3-97 - invalid new digits-only-password with length < 5 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 User already signed in 
 Change Password dialog opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. enter valid old password 
2. new password field: digits only, length < 5 
3. confirm password field: <new password>, length < 5 
4. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. - 
2. - 
3. - 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-628
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4. following error notifications are shown  
o Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 

combination of characters and numbers (Non 
alphabetic characters are allowed) 

o Invalid Confirm Password! Your password must be 
a combination of characters and numbers (Non 
alphabetic characters are allowed) 

13.4.2.34 Test Case WP3-629: WP3-97 - invalid new character-only-password with 

length < 5 

WP3-629 WP3-97 - invalid new character-only-password with length < 5 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-97 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 User already signed in 
 Change Password dialog opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. enter valid old password 
2. new password field: character only, length < 5 
3. confirm password field: <new password>, length < 5 
4. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. following error notifications are shown  

o Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 
combination of characters and numbers (Non 
alphabetic characters are allowed) 

o Invalid Confirm Password! Your password must be 
a combination of characters and numbers (Non 
alphabetic characters are allowed) 

13.4.2.35 Test Case WP3-630: WP3-98 - Activate user with valid password 

WP3-630 WP3-98 - Activate user with valid password 

Test Type: Automated 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-629
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-630
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User Story: WP3-98 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 Logged in as System Administrator 
 PRE 4 - Inactive User 
 View User Page 

Steps to Complete: 1. send password reset email 
2. click on the activation link 
3. enter a new valid password 
4. confirm <a new valid password> 
5. save 

Expected Outcome: 1. mail client opens with activation link 
2. activate user page opens 
3. - 
4. - 
5. user is activated 

13.4.2.36 Test Case WP3-631: WP3-98 - Check notification error - Letters only 

password < 5 

WP3-631 WP3-98 - Check notification error - Letters only password < 5 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-98 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 Logged in as System Administrator 
 PRE 4 - Inactive User 
 View User Page 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. send password reset email 
2. click on the activation link 
3. letters only-new password < 5 
4. confirm <letters only-new password < 5> 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-631
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5. save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. mail client opens with activation link 
2. activate user page opens 
3. - 
4. - 
5. Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 

combination of letters and numbers. At least 5 characters. 
(Non alphabetic characters are allowed) 

6. Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 
combination of letters and numbers. At least 5 characters. 
(Non alphabetic characters are allowed) 

13.4.2.37 Test Case WP3-632: WP3-99 - cancel reset password of user 

WP3-632 WP3-99 - cancel reset password of user 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-99 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 PRE 3 - Activated User 
 system administrator already signed in 
 administration section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open user detail page by clicking on the username in 
the user list 

2. click "Reset password" 
3. confirm dialog with Cancel 
4. sign out 
5. sign in with reset username 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. user detail page is shown 
2. dialog with notification "Do you really want to reset the 

password" is shown 
3. detail page is shown, nothing has changed 
4. successful sign out 
5. sign in with user credentials still possibly 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-632
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13.4.2.38 Test Case WP3-633: WP3-100 - Lock user  

WP3-633 WP3-100 - Lock user  

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-100 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 PRE 3 - Activated User 
 system administrator already signed in 
 ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click on username in user list 
2. click "Lock user" 
3. confirm locking dialog with OK 
4. sign out 
5. sign in using the user credentials of the locked user 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. detail page opens 
2. notification "Do you really want to lock the user?" is 

shown 
3. detail page is shown  

o the padlock of the user switches to locked 
o "Lock user" link changes to "Unlock user" 

4. successful signed out 
5. sign not possible, following error notifications are 

shown  
o User is locked! Contact your system 

administrator! 
o Sign in failed 

13.4.2.39 Test Case WP3-634: WP3-100 - Unlock user  

WP3-634 WP3-100 - Unlock user  

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-100 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-633
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-634
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Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 PRE 5 - Locked User 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. sign in using the user credentials of the locked user 
2. sign in as system administrator 
3. click ADMINISTRATION 
4. click "Show user list" 
5. click on username in user list 
6. click "Unlock user" 
7. sign out 
8. sign in using the user credentials of the unlocked user 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. sign not possible, following error notifications are 
shown  

o User is locked! Contact your system 
administrator! 

o Sign in failed 
2. successful sign in 
3. navigation tree on the right side is shown 
4. user list is shown 
5. detail page opens 
6. detail page is shown  

o the padlock of the user switches to unlocked 
o "Unlock user" link changes to "Lock user" 

7. successful signed out 
8. successful sign in 

13.4.2.40 Test Case WP3-635: WP3-101 - Delete activated user  

WP3-635 WP3-101 - Delete activated user  

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-101 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 PRE 3 - Activated User 
 system administrator already signed in 
 ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click on username in user list 
2. click "Delete user" 
3. confirm deletion dialog with OK 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-635
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4. sign out 
5. sign in using the user credentials of the deleted user 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. detail page opens 
2. notification "Do you really want to delete this user?" is 

shown 
3. user list is shown  

o user isn't in the list anymore 
4. successful signed out 
5. sign not possible, following error notifications are 

shown  
o User is deleted! Contact your system 

administrator! 
o Sign in failed 

13.4.2.41 Test Case WP3-636: WP3-101 - Delete locked user  

WP3-636 WP3-101 - Delete locked user  

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-101 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 PRE 5 - Locked User 
 system administrator already signed in 
 ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click on username in user list 
2. click "Delete user" 
3. confirm deletion dialog with OK 
4. sign out 
5. sign in using the user credentials of the deleted user 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. detail page opens 
2. notification "Do you really want to delete this user?" is 

shown 
3. user list is shown  

o user isn't in the list anymore 
4. successful signed out 
5. sign not possible, following error notifications are 

shown  
o User is deleted! Contact your system 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-636
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administrator! 
o Sign in failed 

13.4.2.42 Test Case WP3-637: WP3-100 - Cancel locking user  

WP3-637 WP3-100 - Cancel locking user  

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-100 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 PRE 3 - Activated User 
 system administrator already signed in 
 ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click on username in user list 
2. click "Lock user" 
3. confirm locking dialog with Cancel 
4. sign out 
5. sign in using the user credentials of the user 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. detail page opens 
2. notification "Do you really want to lock the user?" is 

shown 
3. detail page is shown, nothing has been changed 
4. successful signed out 
5. sign in successful 

13.4.2.43 Test Case WP3-639: WP3-101 - Cancel user deletion 

WP3-639 WP3-101 - Cancel user deletion 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-101 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 PRE 3 - Activated User 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-637
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-639
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 system administrator already signed in 
 ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click on username in user list 
2. click "Delete user" 
3. confirm deletion dialog with Cancel 
4. sign out 
5. sign in using the user credentials of the deleted user 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. detail page opens 
2. notification "Do you really want to delete this user?" is 

shown 
3. user detail page is shown 
4. successful signed out 
5. sign successful  

o User is deleted! Contact your system 
administrator! 

o Sign in failed 

13.4.2.44 Test Case WP3-640: WP3-98 - Check notification error - Empty password 

fields 

WP3-640 WP3-98 - Check notification error - Empty password fields 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-98 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 Logged in as System Administrator 
 PRE 4 - Inactive User 
 View User Page 

Steps to Complete: 1. send password reset email 
2. click on the activation link 
3. leave new password empty 
4. leave the confirm password field empty 
5. save 

Expected Outcome: 1. mail client opens with activation link 
2. activate user page opens 
3. - 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-640
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4. - 
5. New Password required 
6. Confirm new password required 

13.4.2.45 Test Case WP3-641: WP3-98 - Check notification error - Letters only 

password > 5 

WP3-641 WP3-98 - Check notification error - Letters only password > 5 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-98 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 Logged in as System Administrator 
 PRE 4 - Inactive User 
 View User Page 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. send password reset email 
2. click on the activation link 
3. letters only-new password > 5 
4. confirm <letters only-new password > 5> 
5. save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. mail client opens with activation link 
2. activate user page opens 
3. - 
4. - 
5. Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 

combination of letters and numbers. At least 5 characters. 
(Non alphabetic characters are allowed) 

6. Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 
combination of letters and numbers. At least 5 characters. 
(Non alphabetic characters are allowed) 

13.4.2.46 Test Case WP3-642: WP3-98 - Check notification error - Digits only 

password > 5 

WP3-642 WP3-98 - Check notification error - Digits only password > 5 

Test Type: Automated 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-641
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-642
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User Story: WP3-98 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 Logged in as System Administrator 
 PRE 4 - Inactive User 
 View User Page 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. send password reset email 
2. click on the activation link 
3. digits only-new password > 5 
4. confirm <digits only-new password > 5> 
5. save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. mail client opens with activation link 
2. activate user page opens 
3. - 
4. - 
5. Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 

combination of letters and numbers. At least 5 characters. 
(Non alphabetic characters are allowed) 

6. Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 
combination of letters and numbers. At least 5 characters. 
(Non alphabetic characters are allowed) 

13.4.2.47 Test Case WP3-644: WP3-98 - Check notification error - Digits only 

password < 5 

WP3-644 WP3-98 - Check notification error - Digits only password < 5 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-98 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 Logged in as System Administrator 
 PRE 4 - Inactive User 
 View User Page 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-644
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Steps to 

Complete: 

1. send password reset email 
2. click on the activation link 
3. digits only-new password < 5 
4. confirm <digits only-new password < 5> 
5. save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. mail client opens with activation link 
2. activate user page opens 
3. - 
4. - 
5. Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 

combination of letters and numbers. At least 5 characters. 
(Non alphabetic characters are allowed) 

6. Invalid New Password! Your password must be a 
combination of letters and numbers. At least 5 characters. 
(Non alphabetic characters are allowed) 

13.4.2.48 Test Case WP3-645: WP3-102 edit user by clicking username 

WP3-645 WP3-102 edit user by clicking username 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-102 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 PRE 3 - Activated User 
 system administrator already signed in 
 ADMINISTRATION section already opened 
 user list is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click on username 
2. click edit button 
3. change following values  

o Last name 
o First name 
o email 

4. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. users detail page opens 
2. following labels are switching input fields are shown  

o Last name 
o First name 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-645
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o email 
o role assignment 

3. - 
4. changed values are displayed as values 

13.4.2.49 Test Case WP3-646: WP3-102 edit user by clicking edit link 

WP3-646 WP3-102 edit user by clicking edit link 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-102 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 PRE 3 - Activated User 
 system administrator already signed in 
 ADMINISTRATION section already opened 
 user list is shown 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click edit link in the users row 
2. change following values  

o Last name 
o First name 
o email 

3. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. users detail page opens and following labels are 
switching input fields are shown  

o Last name 
o First name 
o email 
o role assignment 

2. - 
3. changed values are displayed as values 

13.4.2.50 Test Case WP3-647: WP3-102 edit user and change roles 

WP3-647 WP3-102 edit user and change roles 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-102 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-646
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Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 PRE 2 - Activated facilitator 
 system administrator already signed in 
 ADMINISTRATION section already opened 
 user list is shown 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click edit link in the users row 
2. change the facilitator role to the communicator role 
3. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. users detail page opens and following labels are 
switching input fields are shown  

o Last name 
o First name 
o emails 
o role assignment 

2. - 
3. role has changed to communicator 

13.4.2.51 Test Case WP3-648: WP3-102 edit other system administrator 

WP3-648 WP3-102 edit other system administrator 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-102 

Sprint: Sprint 4 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 system administrator already signed in 
 ADMINISTRATION section already opened 
 user list is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click username of the other system administrator 
2. click edit button 

Expected Outcome: 1. users detail page opens 
2. no edit button available 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-648
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13.4.2.52 Test Case WP3-650: WP3-116 - Edit account data - check validators for 

empty fields 

WP3-650 WP3-116 - Edit account data - check validators for empty 
fields 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-116 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. Any logged in user of the Fupol system 
2. Edit user page is opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. leave new first name empty 
2. leave new last name empty 
3. leave new email empty 
4. save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. First name required 
5. Last name required 
6. eMail required 

13.4.2.53 Test Case WP3-651: WP3-116 - Edit account data - check validators for 

digits only 

WP3-651 WP3-116 - Edit account data - check validators for digits only 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-116 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. Any logged in user of the Fupol system 
2. Edit user page is opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. enter only digits in the new first name 
2. enter only digits in the new last name 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-650
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3. enter only digits in the new email 
4. save 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. Only non digits are allowed in first name 
5. Only non digits are allowed in last name 
6. 'eMail' is not a valid email address. 

13.4.2.54 Test Case WP3-652: WP3-116 - Edit account data - check validators for 

letters only 

WP3-652 WP3-116 - Edit account data - check validators for letters 
only 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-116 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. Any logged in user of the Fupol system 
2. Edit user page is opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. enter only letters in the new first name 
2. enter only letters in the new last name 
3. enter only letters in the new email 
4. save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. - 
5. - 
6. 'eMail' is not a valid email address. 
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13.4.3 Campaign Management 

13.4.3.1 Test Case WP3-555: WP3-492 - no campaign assigned 

WP3-555 WP3-492 - no campaign assigned 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-492 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. create social media window 
2. click "save social media window" button 
3. fill out the mandatory fields 
4. let the social media unassigned 
5. check whether a campaign link on social media window 

page is visible 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window exists with at least one social 
media target 

2. save window is shown 
3. - 
4. click save 
5. no link is shown 

13.4.3.2 Test Case WP3-556: WP3-492 - assigned campaign 

WP3-556 WP3-492 - assigned campaign 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-492 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. create social media window 
2. click "save social media window" button 
3. fill out the mandatory fields 
4. select the campaign you are member from 
5. check campaign link on social media window page 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-555
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6. click campaign name 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window exists with at least one social 
media target 

2. save window is shown 
3. - 
4. click save 
5. the assigned campaign name is shown on the right side 

as a link 
6. the link associate to the linked campaign 

13.4.3.3 Test Case WP3-557: WP3-492 - reassign campaign 

WP3-557 WP3-492 - reassign campaign 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-492 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. create social media window 
2. click "save social media window" button 
3. fill out the mandatory fields 
4. select the campaign you are member from 
5. check the campaign link on the right side 
6. click campaign name 
7. verify in campaign 
8. go back to the social media window page and select your 

stored social media window 
9. edit social media window 
10. choose another campaign to assign to 
11. click save button 
12. check the campaign link on the right side 
13. click campaign name 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window exists with at least one social media 
target 

2. save window is shown 
3. - 
4. click save 
5. campaign name is shown as a link on the right side 
6. the link associate to the linked campaign 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-557
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7. the saved social media window is item of the social 
media window combobox 

8. stored social media window opens 
9. edit view of social media window is shown 
10. - 
11. social media window was saved 
12. campaign name has been changed to the new campaigns 

name and is shown as a link on the right side 
13. the link associate to the linked campaign 

13.4.3.4 Test Case WP3-558: WP3-493 - remove campaign assignment 

WP3-558 WP3-493 - remove campaign assignment 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-493 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. create social media window 
2. click "save social media window" button 
3. fill out the mandatory fields 
4. select the campaign you are member from 
5. verify in campaign 
6. return to the social media window you have stored 

before 
7. click the edit link on the right side, shown below the 

social media window description area 
8. remove campaign assignment and choose the default 

value ("Choose one" or "not assigned") 
9. click save 
10. check campaign link on the right side 
11. switch to formerly assigned campaign 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window exists with at least one social media 
target 

2. save window is shown 
3. - 
4. click save 
5. the saved social media window is item of the social 

media window combobox 
6. smw is shown 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-558
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7. social media window detail page is shown 
8. - 
9. smw detail page closes 
10. has been removed 
11. the removed social media window is not in the 

combobox of the assigned smw's 

13.4.3.5 Test Case WP3-559: WP3-493 - remove smw owner from campaign 

WP3-559 WP3-493 - remove smw owner from campaign 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-493 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. create social media window 
2. click "save social media window" button 
3. fill out the mandatory fields 
4. select the campaign you are member from 
5. verify in campaign 
6. sign out and re sign in with the campaigns owner 

account 
7. edit formerly assigned campaign and remove the user 

have been sign in with before 
8. save campaign 
9. check whether the social media window has been 

removed from the campaign 
10. sign out and re sign in with the smw owner account 
11. return to the social media window you have stored 

before 
12. check whether the smw is assigned 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window exists with at least one social 
media target 

2. save window is shown 
3. - 
4. click save 
5. the saved social media window is item of the social 

media window combobox 
6. - 
7. - 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-559
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8. - 
9. smw has been removed 
10. - 
11. smw is shown 
12. smw is unassigned 

13.4.3.6 Test Case WP3-562: WP3-495 - active campaigns 

WP3-562 WP3-495 - active campaigns 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-495 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. create a campaign 
2. create a social media window 
3. switch to campaign 
4. check social media window combobox 

Expected Outcome: 1. campaign has been created successfully 
2. smw has been created successfully 
3. - 
4. campaign shown in combobox 

13.4.3.7 Test Case WP3-705: WP3-321 - create a map to collect georeferenced 

opinions 

WP3-705 WP3-321 - create a map to collect georeferenced opinions 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-321 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
2. PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
3. view campaign window is shown 

Steps to 1. add opinion map 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-562
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Complete: 2. enter name 
3. enter describtion 
4. select a region for the opinion map which is inside of the 

predefined bounding box  
o input with draw mode 
o or with entering the coordinates in decimal 

degrees 
5. preview the selected opinion map 
6. save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. - 
2. - 
3. - 
4. - 
5. an orange box is shown for the opinion map 
6. the opinon map is created and view opinion map is 

shown 

13.4.3.8 Test Case WP3-712: WP-317 - campaign list - my campaigns 

WP3-712 WP-317 - campaign list - my campaigns 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-317 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 12 - Created Campaign -> campaign A 
 PRE 12 - Created Campaign -> campaign B 
 PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
 PRE 3 - Activated User 
 PRE 11 - Activated Communicator 
 facilitator already logged in 
 facilitator is team member of campaign A 
 CAMPAIGNS section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click show campaign list 
2. click my campaigns 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. list of campaign is shown - campaign A and campaign B 
are displayed 

2. only campaign A is shown (membership facilitator) 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-712
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13.4.3.9 Test Case WP3-713: WP-317 - campaign list - all campaigns 

WP3-713 WP-317 - campaign list - all campaigns 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-317 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 12 - Created Campaign -> campaign A 
 PRE 12 - Created Campaign -> campaign B 
 PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
 PRE 3 - Activated User 
 PRE 11 - Activated Communicator 
 facilitator already logged in 
 facilitator is team member of campaign A 
 CAMPAIGNS section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click show campaign list 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. list of campaign is shown - campaign A and campaign B 
are displayed 

13.4.3.10 Test Case WP3-714: WP3-138 - close campaign 

WP3-714 WP3-138 - close campaign 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-138 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
 team member already logged in 
 CAMPAIGN section is opened 
 campaign list is shown 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click on the campaigns name to get to the detail page 
2. click close campaign 
3. fill out result description 
4. fill out Achieved % 
5. click save 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-713
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6. confirm with OK 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. detail page is shown 
2. following labels with its data are shown  

o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o goals 

3. - 
4. - 
5. confirmation dialog is shown 
6. confirmation dialog closes and the campaign list must be 

loaded. furthermore the icon switches to the campaign 
closed symbol (clock with red cross in the right lower 
corner) 

13.4.3.11 Test Case WP3-715: WP3-138 - cancel closing campaign 

WP3-715 WP3-138 - cancel closing campaign 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-138 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
 team member already logged in 
 CAMPAIGN section is opened 
 campaign list is shown 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click on the campaigns name to get to the detail page 
2. click close campaign 
3. fill out result description 
4. fill out Achieved % 
5. click save 
6. confirm with Cancel 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. detail page is shown 
2. following labels with its data are shown  

o Title 
o Description 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-715
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o Start date 
o End date 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o goals 

3. - 
4. - 
5. confirmation dialog is shown 
6. confirmation dialog closes and the campaign list must be 

loaded. nothing has been changed 

13.4.3.12 Test Case WP3-716: WP3-138 - close campaign with achievment over 

100% 

WP3-716 WP3-138 - close campaign with achievment over 100% 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-717 

WP3-138 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
 team member already logged in 
 CAMPAIGN section is opened 
 campaign list is shown 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click on the campaigns name to get to the detail page 
2. click close campaign 
3. fill out result description 
4. fill out Achieved % with an value over 100% 
5. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. detail page is shown 
2. following labels with its data are shown  

o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o goals 

3. - 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-716
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4. - 
5. error notification "Achieved % must be between 0 and 

100" is shown 

13.4.3.13 Test Case WP3-717: WP3-138 - close campaign with achievment below 

0% 

WP3-717 WP3-138 - close campaign with achievment below 0% 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-718 

WP3-716 

WP3-138 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
 team member already logged in 
 CAMPAIGN section is opened 
 campaign list is shown 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click on the campaigns name to get to the detail page 
2. click close campaign 
3. fill out result description 
4. fill out Achieved % with an value below 0% 
5. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. detail page is shown 
2. following labels with its data are shown  

o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o goals 

3. - 
4. - 
5. error notification "Achieved % must be between 0 and 

100" is shown 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-717
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13.4.3.14 Test Case WP3-718: WP3-138 - campaigns detail page 

WP3-718 WP3-138 - campaigns detail page 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-717 

WP3-138 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
 team member already logged in 
 CAMPAIGN section is opened 
 campaign list is shown 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click on the campaigns name to get to the detail page 
2. click close campaign 
3. fill out result description 
4. fill out Achieved % with an value below 0% 
5. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. detail page is shown 
2. following labels with its data are shown  

o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o goals 

3. - 
4. - 
5. error notification "Achieved % must be between 0 and 

100" is shown 

13.4.3.15 Test Case WP3-719: WP-317 - campaign detail page 

WP3-719 WP-317 - campaign detail page 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-319 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-718
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Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
 facilitator already logged in 
 facilitator is team member of campaign A 
 CAMPAIGNS section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click show campaign list 
2. click on the campaigns name 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. list of campaign is shown - campaign A and campaign B 
are displayed 

2. the following campaign details are shown  
o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Facilitator 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o Goals 
o Social media windows 
o Close campaign link 
o Add Opinion Map link 

13.4.3.16 Test Case WP3-720: WP-317 - closed campaign detail page 

WP3-720 WP-317 - closed campaign detail page 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-319 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
 facilitator already logged in 
 facilitator is team member of campaign A 
 CAMPAIGNS section already opened 
 created campaign is already closed 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click show campaign list 
2. click on the campaigns name 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-720
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Expected 

Outcome: 

1. list of campaign is shown - campaign A and campaign B 
are displayed 

2. the following campaign details are shown  
o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Facilitator 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o Goals -> (percentage achieved is also shown) 
o Social media windows 
o Close campaign link 
o Add Opinion Map link 

13.4.3.17 Test Case WP3-721: WP-317 - edit campaign data 

WP3-721 WP-317 - edit campaign data 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-320 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
 facilitator already logged in 
 facilitator is team member of campaign A 
 CAMPAIGNS section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click show campaign list 
2. click on the campaigns name 
3. click edit 
4. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. list of campaign is shown - campaign A and campaign B 
are displayed 

2. the following campaign details are shown  
o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Facilitator 
o Initiator 
o Team members 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-721
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o Goals 
o Social media windows 
o Close campaign link 
o Add Opinion Map link 

3. following labels are switching in the edit mode  
o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Facilitator 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o Goals 

4. modifications have been changed 

13.4.3.18 Test Case WP3-722: WP-317 - cancel editing campaign data 

WP3-722 WP-317 - cancel editing campaign data 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-320 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
 facilitator already logged in 
 facilitator is team member of campaign A 
 CAMPAIGNS section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click show campaign list 
2. click on the campaigns name 
3. click edit 
4. click cancel 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. list of campaign is shown - campaign A and campaign B 
are displayed 

2. the following campaign details are shown  
o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Facilitator 
o Initiator 
o Team members 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-722
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o Goals 
o Social media windows 
o Close campaign link 
o Add Opinion Map link 

3. following labels are switching in the edit mode  
o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Facilitator 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o Goals 

4. nothing has been changed 

13.4.3.19 Test Case WP3-723: WP3-370 - check authentication of opinionmap 

WP3-723 WP3-370 - check authentication of opinionmap 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-370 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
 facilitator already logged in 
 opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open blog 
2. click on twitter logo 
3. open blog again 
4. click on facebook logo 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. check whether a facebook and a twitter logo is 
displayed 

2. redirection to twitter authentication page must be 
performed 

3. - 
4. redirection to facebook authentication page must be 

performed 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-723
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13.4.3.20 Test Case WP3-725: WP3-168 - cancel opinion creation using twitter 

credentials 

WP3-725 WP3-168 - cancel opinion creation using twitter credentials 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-168 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
 facilitator already logged in 
 opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open blog 
2. login using twitter credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter valid text 
5. click cancel 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. opinion has not been saved - pin has been removed 

13.4.3.21 Test Case WP3-726: WP3-168 - create opinion using twitter credentials 

WP3-726 WP3-168 - create opinion using twitter credentials 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-168 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
 facilitator already logged in 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-725
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 opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open blog 
2. login using twitter credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter valid text 
5. click save 
6. click on the opinions pin 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. opinion has been saved 
6. bubble pops up and shows the entered text 

13.4.3.22 Test Case WP3-727: WP3-168 - cancel opinion creation using facebook 

credentials 

WP3-727 WP3-168 - cancel opinion creation using facebook credentials 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-168 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
 facilitator already logged in 
 opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open blog 
2. login using facebook credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter valid text 
5. click cancel 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-727
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o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. opinion has not been saved - pin has been removed 

13.4.3.23 Test Case WP3-728: WP3-168 - create opinion check sanitizing 

WP3-728 WP3-168 - create opinion check sanitizing 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-168 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
 facilitator already logged in 
 opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open blog 
2. login using facebook credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter text using also javascript calls 
5. click save 
6. click on the opinions pin 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. opinion has been saved 
6. bubble pops up and shows the entered sanitized  text 

13.4.3.24 Test Case WP3-730: WP3-168 - edit opinion using facebook credentials 

WP3-730 WP3-168 - edit opinion using facebook credentials 

Test Type: Manual 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-728
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-730
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User Story: WP3-364 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
 facilitator already logged in 
 opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open blog 
2. login using facebook credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter valid text 
5. click save 
6. click on the opinions pin 
7. click edit link 
8. change the text 
9. click save 
10. click on the pin you have set 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. opinion has been saved 
6. bubble pops up and shows the entered text 
7. switches to insert mode 
8. - 
9. bubble closes and pin is shown 
10. changed text is displayed 

13.4.3.25 Test Case WP3-731: WP3-168 - cancel editing opinion using facebook 

credentials 

WP3-731 WP3-168 - cancel editing opinion using facebook credentials 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-364 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-731
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Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
 facilitator already logged in 
 opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open blog 
2. login using facebook credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter valid text 
5. click save 
6. click on the opinions pin 
7. click edit link 
8. change the text 
9. click save 
10. click on the pin you have set 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. opinion has been saved 
6. bubble pops up and shows the entered text 
7. switches to insert mode 
8. - 
9. bubble closes and pin is shown 
10. nothing has been changed 

13.4.3.26 Test Case WP3-732: WP3-168 - cancel editing opinion using twitter 

credentials 

WP3-732 WP3-168 - cancel editing opinion using twitter credentials 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-364 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-732
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 facilitator already logged in 
 opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open blog 
2. login using twitter credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter valid text 
5. click save 
6. click on the opinions pin 
7. click edit link 
8. change the text 
9. click save 
10. click on the pin you have set 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. opinion has been saved 
6. bubble pops up and shows the entered text 
7. switches to insert mode 
8. - 
9. bubble closes and pin is shown 
10. nothing has been changed 

13.4.3.27 Test Case WP3-733: WP3-168 - edit opinion using twitter credentials, 

remove whole text 

WP3-733 WP3-168 - edit opinion using twitter credentials, remove 
whole text 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-364 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
 facilitator already logged in 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-733
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 opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open blog 
2. login using twitter credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter valid text 
5. click save 
6. click on the opinions pin 
7. click edit link 
8. remove the whole text 
9. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. opinion has been saved 
6. bubble pops up and shows the entered text 
7. switches to insert mode 
8. - 
9. error notification "You can't save a pin without a 

message!" 

13.4.3.28 Test Case WP3-734: WP3-168 - edit opinion using facebook credentials, 

remove whole text 

WP3-734 WP3-168 - edit opinion using facebook credentials, remove 
whole text 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-364 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
 facilitator already logged in 
 opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to 1. open blog 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-734
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Complete: 2. login using facebook credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter valid text 
5. click save 
6. click on the opinions pin 
7. click edit link 
8. remove whole text 
9. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. opinion has been saved 
6. bubble pops up and shows the entered text 
7. switches to insert mode 
8. - 
9. error notification "You can't save a pin without a 

message!" 

13.4.3.29 Test Case WP3-735: WP3-168 - create opinion using facebook credentials 

WP3-735 WP3-168 - create opinion using facebook credentials 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-168 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
 facilitator already logged in 
 opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open blog 
2. login using facebook credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter valid text 
5. click save 
6. click on the opinions pin 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-735
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Expected 

Outcome: 

1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. opinion has been saved 
6. bubble pops up and shows the entered text 

13.4.3.30 Test Case WP3-736: WP3-168 - create opinion using facebook credentials, 

no text 

WP3-736 WP3-168 - create opinion using facebook credentials, no text 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-168 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
 facilitator already logged in 
 opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open blog 
2. login using facebook credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter no text 
5. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. error notification "You can't save a pin without a 

message!" 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-736
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13.4.3.31 Test Case WP3-737: WP3-168 - create opinion using twitter credentials, 

no text 

WP3-737 WP3-168 - create opinion using twitter credentials, no text 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-168 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
 facilitator already logged in 
 opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open blog 
2. login using twitter credentials 
3. right click within the opinions bounding box 
4. enter valid text 
5. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. blog is shown 
2. successful login 
3. popup with  

o signed in username 
o multiline text field for opinion 
o save button 
o cancel possibility on the right upper corner 

4. - 
5. error notification "You can't save a pin without a 

message!" 

13.4.3.32 Test Case WP3-738: WP3-392 - show opinion map list 

WP3-738 WP3-392 - show opinion map list 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-392 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-737
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-738
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 facilitator already logged in 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click CAMPAIGNS 
2. click on the campaigns name you have created for the 

test case 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. CAMPAIGNS section opens 
2. campaign detail page is shown  

o added opinion maps are shown as list 

13.4.3.33 Test Case WP3-739: WP3-363 - collected opinions on opinion map detail 

view 

WP3-739 WP3-363 - collected opinions on opinion map detail view 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-363 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
 facilitator already logged in 
 opinion map already inserted in blog 
 some opinions are already set 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click CAMPAIGNS 
2. click on the campaigns name you have created for the 

test case 
3. open the opinion map which has been added to the 

campaign 
4. scroll to the bottom of the page to see the map 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. CAMPAIGNS section opens 
2. campaign detail page is shown 
3. opinion map detail page is shown 
4. check whether  

o the opinion map boundingbox is shown 
o the inserted pins are shown 

13.4.3.34 Test Case WP3-741: WP3-368 - see only my opinions 

WP3-741 WP3-368 - see only my opinions 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-739
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-741
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Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-368 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
 facilitator already logged in 
 opinion map already inserted in blog 
 opinions from different users are already set 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click CAMPAIGNS 
2. click on the campaigns name you have created for the 

test case 
3. open the opinion map which has been added to the 

campaign 
4. click my-button in the visibility section 
5. confirm dialog with OK 
6. open the blog, authenticate and proof whether other 

opinions are shown 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. CAMPAIGNS section opens 
2. campaign detail page is shown 
3. opinion map detail page is shown 
4. dialog with text "Users can see all opinions, only their 

own opinions or no opinions at all. Do you want to switch 
to 'my' ?" appears 

5. visibility is set to "My" 
6. only the facebook account owners opinions are shown 

13.4.3.35 Test Case WP3-742: WP3-368 - cancel setting opinion visibility to My 

WP3-742 WP3-368 - cancel setting opinion visibility to My 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-368 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
 facilitator already logged in 
 opinion map already inserted in blog 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-742
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 opinions from different users are already set 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click CAMPAIGNS 
2. click on the campaigns name you have created for the 

test case 
3. open the opinion map which has been added to the 

campaign 
4. click my-button in the visibility section 
5. confirm dialog with Cancel 
6. open the blog, authenticate and proof whether other 

opinions are shown 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. CAMPAIGNS section opens 
2. campaign detail page is shown 
3. opinion map detail page is shown 
4. dialog with text "Users can see all opinions, only their 

own opinions or no opinions at all. Do you want to switch 
to 'my' ?" appears 

5. visibility is still "All" 
6. all opinions are still shown 

13.4.3.36 Test Case WP3-743: WP3-368 - lock opinion map gathering 

WP3-743 WP3-368 - lock opinion map gathering 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-369 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
 facilitator already logged in 
 opinion map already inserted in blog 
 opinions from different users are already set 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click CAMPAIGNS 
2. click on the campaigns name you have created for the 

test case 
3. open the opinion map which has been added to the 

campaign 
4. click lock-button in the locking state section 
5. confirm dialog with OK 
6. open the blog, authenticate and proof whether opinions 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-743
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can be modified, deleted or added 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. CAMPAIGNS section opens 
2. campaign detail page is shown 
3. opinion map detail page is shown 
4. dialog with text "Locked map prevents users from adding, 

editing or deleting opinions. Do you want to lock this 
opinion map?" appears 

5. locking state is set to "locked" 
6. add, edit and delete is no longer possible 

13.4.3.37 Test Case WP3-745: WP3-368 - cancel locking opinion map gathering 

WP3-745 WP3-368 - cancel locking opinion map gathering 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-369 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
 facilitator already logged in 
 opinion map already inserted in blog 
 opinions from different users are already set 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click CAMPAIGNS 
2. click on the campaigns name you have created for the 

test case 
3. open the opinion map which has been added to the 

campaign 
4. click lock-button in the locking state section 
5. confirm dialog with Cancel 
6. open the blog, authenticate and proof whether opinions 

can be modified, deleted or added 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. CAMPAIGNS section opens 
2. campaign detail page is shown 
3. opinion map detail page is shown 
4. dialog with text "Locked map prevents users from adding, 

editing or deleting opinions. Do you want to lock this 
opinion map?" appears 

5. locking state is still "unlocked" 
6. add, edit and delete is still possible 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-745
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13.4.3.38 Test Case WP3-747: WP3-366 - set opinionmap offline 

WP3-747 WP3-366 - set opinionmap offline 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-366 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
 facilitator already logged in 
 opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click CAMPAIGNS 
2. click on the campaigns name you have created for the 

test case 
3. open the opinion map which has been added to the 

campaign 
4. click offline-button in the Availability section 
5. confirm dialog with OK 
6. open the blog 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. CAMPAIGNS section opens 
2. campaign detail page is shown 
3. opinion map detail page is shown 
4. dialog with text "Users can see all opinions, only their 

own opinions or no opinions at all. Do you want to switch 
to 'my' ?" appears 

5. visibility is set to "Offline" 
6. notification "The map is no longer available" 

13.4.3.39 Test Case WP3-748: WP3-366 - cancel setting opinionmap offline 

WP3-748 WP3-366 - cancel setting opinionmap offline 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-366 

Sprint: Sprint 11 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
 facilitator already logged in 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-747
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-748
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 opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click CAMPAIGNS 
2. click on the campaigns name you have created for the 

test case 
3. open the opinion map which has been added to the 

campaign 
4. click offline-button in the Availability section 
5. confirm dialog with Cancel 
6. open the blog 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. CAMPAIGNS section opens 
2. campaign detail page is shown 
3. opinion map detail page is shown 
4. dialog with text "Users can see all opinions, only their 

own opinions or no opinions at all. Do you want to switch 
to 'my' ?" appears 

5. visibility is still "Online" 
6. map still visible 

13.4.3.40 Test Case WP3-749: WP3-418 - logout from facebook 

WP3-749 WP3-418 - logout from facebook 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-418 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
 facilitator already logged in 
 opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open blog 
2. click on facebook logo 
3. login in 
4. set pin 
5. logout 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. check whether a facebook and a twitter logo is 
displayed 

2. redirection to facebook authentication page must be 
performed 

3. - 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-749
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4. setting pin possible 
5. successful logout 

13.4.3.41 Test Case WP3-750: WP3-418 - logout from twitter 

WP3-750 WP3-418 - logout from twitter 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-418 

Sprint: Sprint 10 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
 facilitator already logged in 
 opinion map already inserted in blog 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open blog 
2. click on twitter logo 
3. login in 
4. set pin 
5. logout 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. check whether a facebook and a twitter logo is 
displayed 

2. redirection to twitter authentication page must be 
performed 

3. - 
4. setting pin possible 
5. successful logout 

13.4.3.42 Test Case WP3-762: WP3-362 - integrate a campaign's map on a 

homepage 

WP3-762 WP3-362 - integrate a campaign's map on a homepage 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-362 

Sprint: Sprint 9 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-750
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-762
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2. PRE 12 - Created Campaign 
3. PRE 13 - Created Opinion map 
4. view opinion map window is shown 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. set the map to unlocked 
2. set the map availability to online 
3. in the editable representation part take the iframe code 

example and embed it into blogger.com 
4. start the embedded iframe map at blogger.com 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. button is set to unlocked 
2. button is set online 
3. - 
4. the map is published and ready to collect opinions 

  

13.4.4 Client Management 

13.4.4.1 Test Case WP3-591: WP3-94 - create client with bounding box using input 

fields 

WP3-591 WP3-94 - create client with bounding box using input fields 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-94 

WP3-208 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Sprint 4 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click ADMINISTRATION 
2. click "Add client" 
3. enter a client name 
4. select default language 
5. enter coordinates for  

o NW corner latitude 
o NW corner longitude 
o SE corner latitude 
o SE corner longitude 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-591
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6. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. navigation tree including the administration 
opportunities is shown 

2. "Add client" page opens 
3. - 
4. language selected 
5. - 
6. add client page closes and client name is included in the 

clients option box 

13.4.4.2 Test Case WP3-592: WP3-94 - check error notifications on client creation 

page 

WP3-592 WP3-94 - check error notifications on client creation page 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-94 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click ADMINISTRATION 
2. click "Add client" 
3. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. navigation tree including the administration opportunities 
is shown 

2. "Add client" page opens 
3. following notifications are shown  

o Name required 
o Language required 
o northWestCornerLatitude required 
o northWestCornerLongitude required 
o southEastCornerLatitude required 
o southEastCornerLongitude required 

13.4.4.3 Test Case WP3-593: WP3-94 - create client with bounding box using draw 

mode 

WP3-593 WP3-94 - create client with bounding box using draw mode 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-592
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-593
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Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-94 

WP3-208 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Sprint 4 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click ADMINISTRATION 
2. click "Add client" 
3. enter a client name 
4. select default language 
5. click "switch to drawmode"-button 
6. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. navigation tree including the administration 
opportunities is shown 

2. "Add client" page opens 
3. - 
4. language selected 
5. possibility to scratch a bounding box 
6. add client page closes and client name is included in the 

clients option box 

13.4.4.4 Test Case WP3-594: WP3-94 - reset already drawn bounding box 

WP3-594 WP3-94 - reset already drawn bounding box 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-94 

WP3-208 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Sprint 4 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click ADMINISTRATION 
2. click "Add client" 
3. enter a client name 
4. select default language 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-594
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5. click "switch to drawmode"-button 
6. click reset 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. navigation tree including the administration opportunities 
is shown 

2. "Add client" page opens 
3. - 
4. language selected 
5. possibility to scratch a bounding box 
6. check:  

o whether shown bounding box has been removed 
o whether the values shown in the coordinate input 

fields have been removed 

13.4.4.5 Test Case WP3-595: WP3-94 - cancel client creation process 

WP3-595 WP3-94 - cancel client creation process 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-94 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click ADMINISTRATION 
2. click "Add client" 
3. click cancel button 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. navigation tree including the administration opportunities 
is shown 

2. "Add client" page opens 
3. client creation page closes and the user is redirected to 

the fupol start page (including the administration 
navigation on the left side) 

13.4.4.6 Test Case WP3-649: WP3-94 - create client with bounding box using input 

fields using preview 

WP3-649 WP3-94 - create client with bounding box using input fields 
using preview 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-94 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-595
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-649
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WP3-208 

Sprint: Sprint 2 

Sprint 4 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  signed in as system operator 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click ADMINISTRATION 
2. click "Add client" 
3. enter a client name 
4. select default language 
5. enter coordinates for  

o NW corner latitude 
o NW corner longitude 
o SE corner latitude 
o SE corner longitude 

6. click preview button 
7. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. navigation tree including the administration 
opportunities is shown 

2. "Add client" page opens 
3. - 
4. language selected 
5. - 
6. bounding box is shown 
7. add client page closes and client name is included in the 

clients option box 

13.4.4.7 Test Case WP3-653: WP3-92 - delete client 

WP3-653 WP3-92 - delete client 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-92 

Sprint: Sprint 5 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  system operator already signed in 
 ADMINISTRATION section opened 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-653
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Steps to 

Complete: 

1. select client in client-combobox 
2. click "View client" link 
3. click "Delete client" link 
4. confirm deletion dialog with OK 
5. verify whether client is deleted 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. all user from this client are shown 
2. clients detail page is shown (including bounding box) 
3. dialog with notification "Do you really want to delete the 

client tc?" 
4. dialog closes and show user list page is shown 
5. following possiblities:  

o client isn't in the combobox anymore 
o verification using database -> deleted column has 

value in form of a timestamp 

13.4.4.8 Test Case WP3-654:  WP3-92 - cancel client deletion 

WP3-654 WP3-92 - cancel client deletion 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-92 

Sprint: Sprint 5 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  system operator already signed in 
 ADMINISTRATION section opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. select client in client-combobox 
2. click "View client" link 
3. click "Delete client" link 
4. confirm deletion dialog with Cancel 
5. verify whether client is deleted 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. all user from this client are shown 
2. clients detail page is shown (including bounding box) 
3. dialog with notification "Do you really want to delete the 

client tc?" 
4. dialog closes and the client detail page is shown 
5. following possiblities:  

o client is part of the combobox 
o verification using database -> deleted column has 

null value 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-654
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13.4.4.9 Test Case WP3-655: WP3-207 - Check log in validator for active and 

unlocked user 

WP3-655 WP3-207 - Check log in validator for active and unlocked 
user 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-207 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 3 - Activated User 
2. User is unlocked 
3. Sign in page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. enter the known user name 
2. enter the known password 
3. sign in 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. - 
2. - 
3. log in successful  

o fupol start page is shown 

13.4.4.10 Test Case WP3-656: WP3-207 - Check log in validator for active and 

locked user 

WP3-656 WP3-207 - Check log in validator for active and locked user 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-207 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 3 - Activated User 
2. PRE 5 - Locked User 
3. Sign in page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. enter the known user name 
2. enter the known password 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-655
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-656
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3. sign in 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3.  
4. User is locked! Contact your system administrator!  

o Sign in failed 

13.4.4.11 Test Case WP3-657: WP3-93 - edit client data 

WP3-657 WP3-93 - edit client data 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-93 

Sprint: Sprint 5 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  system operator already signed in 
 ADMINISTRATION section opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. select client in client-combobox 
2. click "View client" link 
3. click edit button 
4. change values of  

o client name 
o default language 

5. click save button 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. all user from this client are shown 
2. clients detail page is shown (including bounding box) 

client name and default language labels are switching to 
input fields respectively a combo box  

3. - 
4. changed values are shown on the clients detail page 

13.4.4.12 Test Case WP3-658: WP3-207 - Check log in validator for inactive and 

locked user 

WP3-658 WP3-207 - Check log in validator for inactive and locked user 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-207 

Sprint: Sprint 3 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-657
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-658
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Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 3 - Activated User 
2. PRE 5 - Locked User 
3. Sign in page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. enter the known user name 
2. enter the known password 
3. sign in 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. - 
3. log in successful  

o fupol start page is shown 

13.4.4.13 Test Case WP3-659: WP3-93 - cancel edit client data 

WP3-659 WP3-93 - cancel edit client data 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-93 

Sprint: Sprint 5 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  system operator already signed in 
 ADMINISTRATION section opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. select client in client-combobox 
2. click "View client" link 
3. click edit button 
4. change values of  

o client name 
o default language 

5. click cancel button 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. all user from this client are shown 
2. clients detail page is shown (including bounding box) 
3. client name and default language labels are switching to 

input fields respectively a combo box 
4. - 
5. clients detail page is shown, nothing has been changed 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-659
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13.4.4.14 Test Case WP3-660: WP3-93 - edit client data leave name field blank 

WP3-660 WP3-93 - edit client data leave name field blank 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-93 

Sprint: Sprint 5 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  system operator already signed in 
 ADMINISTRATION section opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. select client in client-combobox 
2. click "View client" link 
3. click edit button 
4. change values as followed  

o delete value in the client name input field 
o default language 

5. click save button 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. all user from this client are shown 
2. clients detail page is shown (including bounding box) 

client name and default language labels are switching to 
input fields respectively a combo box  

3. - 
4. error notification "Name required" is shown, saving 

process interrupted 

 

  

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-660
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13.4.5 Social Media Management 

13.4.5.1 Test Case WP3-533: facilitator browses facebook content 

WP3-533 facilitator browses facebook content 

Test Type:  

User Story: WP3-300 

Sprint: Sprint 17 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete:  

Expected Outcome:  

13.4.5.2 Test Case WP3-534: facilitator browses twitter content 

WP3-534 facilitator browses twitter content 

Test Type:  

User Story: WP3-300 

Sprint: Sprint 17 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete:  

Expected Outcome:  

13.4.5.3 Test Case WP3-535:  communicator browses facebook content 

WP3-535 communicator browses facebook content 

Test Type:  

User Story: WP3-300 

Sprint: Sprint 17 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-533
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-534
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-535
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Steps to Complete:  

Expected Outcome:  

13.4.5.4 Test Case WP3-537: communicator browses twitter content  

WP3-537 communicator browses twitter content  

Test Type:  

User Story:  

Sprint: Sprint 17 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete:  

Expected Outcome:  

13.4.5.5 Test Case WP3-538: decisionmaker try to browse facebook content  

WP3-538 decisionmaker try to browse facebook content  

Test Type:  

User Story:  

Sprint: Sprint 17 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete:  

Expected Outcome:  

13.4.5.6 Test Case WP3-539: decisionmaker try to browse twitter content 

WP3-539 decisionmaker try to browse twitter content 

Test Type:  

User Story:  

Sprint: Sprint 17 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete:  

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-537
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-538
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-539
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Expected Outcome:  

13.4.5.7 Test Case WP3-547: WP3-491 - assign social media window to campaign 

WP3-547 WP3-491 - assign social media window to campaign 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-491 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. create social media window 
2. click "save social media window" button 
3. fill out the mandatory fields 
4. select the campaign you are member from 
5. verify in campaign 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window exists with at least one social 
media target 

2. save window is shown 
3. - 
4. click save 
5. the saved social media window is item of the social 

media window combobox 

13.4.5.8 Test Case WP3-548: WP3-491 - assign social media window to closed 

campaign 

WP3-548 WP3-491 - assign social media window to closed campaign 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-491 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. create social media window 
2. click "save social media window" button 
3. fill out the mandatory fields 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-547
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-548
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4. select the campaign you are member from 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window exists with at least one social 
media target 

2. save window is shown 
3. - 
4. assignment not possible because the campaign is not 

shown in the combo box 

13.4.5.9 Test Case WP3-549: WP3-491 - reassign assigned social media window to 

campaign 

WP3-549 WP3-491 - reassign assigned social media window to campaign 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-491 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. create social media window 
2. click "save social media window" button 
3. fill out the mandatory fields 
4. select the campaign you are member from 
5. verify in campaign 
6. go back to the social media window page and select 

your stored social media window 
7. edit social media window 
8. choose another campaign to assign to 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window exists with at least one social 
media target 

2. save window is shown 
3. - 
4. click save 
5. the saved social media window is item of the social 

media window combobox 
6. stored social media window opens 
7. edit view of social media window is shown 
8. - 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-549
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13.4.5.10 Test Case WP3-550: WP3-491 - campaign member uses social media 

window 

WP3-550 WP3-491 - campaign member uses social media window 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-491 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open campaign by clicking on the campaigns name 
2. choose social media window using the combobox 
3. check whether the social media window data is editable 
4. click redirection link to campaign 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. campaign detail view opens and shows the detail of the 
campaign including:  

o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Facilitator 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o Goals 
o Social media windows" 

2. after choosing the screen switches to the social media 
window page 

3. nothing is editable 
4. shown campaign is the assigned one and is displayed 

13.4.5.11 Test Case WP3-551: WP3-491 - client user uses social media window 

WP3-551 WP3-491 - client user uses social media window 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-491 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-550
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-551
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Steps to 

Complete: 

1. open campaign by clicking on the campaigns name 
2. choose social media window using the combobox 
3. check whether the social media window data is editable 
4. click redirection link to campaign 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. campaign detail view opens and shows the detail of the 
campaign including:  

o Title 
o Description 
o Start date 
o End date 
o Facilitator 
o Initiator 
o Team members 
o Goals 
o Social media windows" 

2. after choosing the screen switches to the social media 
window page 

3. nothing is editable 
4. switch back to campaign detail view successful 

13.4.5.12 Test Case WP3-552: WP3-491 - assign already assigned smw 

WP3-552 WP3-491 - assign already assigned smw 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-491 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. create social media window 
2. click "save social media window" button 
3. fill out the mandatory fields 
4. select the campaign you are member from 
5. create social media window 
6. click "save social media window" button 
7. fill out the mandatory fields 
8. check whether already chosen campaign is available in 

the combobox 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window exists with at least one social 
media target 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-552
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2. save window is shown 
3. - 
4. click save 
5. social media window exists with at least one social 

media target 
6. save window is shown 
7. - 
8. campaign is not available 

13.4.5.13 Test Case WP3-553: WP3-490 - storing search results 

WP3-553 WP3-490 - storing search results 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-490 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. create social media window 
2. add social media target with keywords that will deliver 

results. e.g.: fupol 
3. click "START SEARCH" button 
4. click "save social media window" button 
5. fill out the mandatory fields 
6. select the campaign you are member from 
7. switch to a database tool and check the in the public 

data base the tables triples and nodes 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window exists with at least one social 
media target 

2. smt was added successfully 
3. results page is shown 
4. save window is shown 
5. - 
6. click save 
7. search results are stored 

13.4.5.14 Test Case WP3-554: WP3-490 - no search results 

WP3-554 WP3-490 - no search results 

Test Type: Manual 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-553
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-554
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User Story: WP3-490 

Sprint: Sprint 15 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. create social media window 
2. add social media target with keywords that will deliver 

NO results. e.g.: 12345678909876543wertzui 
3. click "START SEARCH" button 
4. click "save social media window" button 
5. fill out the mandatory fields 
6. select the campaign you are member from 
7. switch to a database tool and check the in the public data 

base the tables triples and nodes 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window exists with at least one social media 
target 

2. smt was added successfully 
3. results page is shown with no results 
4. save window is shown 
5. - 
6. click save 
7. search results are not stored 

13.4.5.15 Test Case WP3-563: WP3-475 - check FOAF 

WP3-563 WP3-475 - check FOAF 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-475 

Sprint: Sprint 14 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete:  

Expected Outcome:  

13.4.5.16 Test Case WP3-564: WP3-475 - check SIOC 

WP3-564 WP3-475 - check SIOC 

Test Type: Manual 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-563
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-564
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User Story: WP3-475 

Sprint: Sprint 14 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete:  

Expected Outcome:  

13.4.5.17 Test Case WP3-565: WP3-475 - check DUBLIN CORE 

WP3-565 WP3-475 - check DUBLIN CORE 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-475 

Sprint: Sprint 14 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete:  

Expected Outcome:  

13.4.5.18 Test Case WP3-566: WP3-302 - add one facebook target 

WP3-566 WP3-302 - add one facebook target 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-302 

Sprint: Sprint 13 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 
2. select facebook in combobox and click "select new 

target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. check facebook social media target data 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window opens 
2. facebook panel expands 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-565
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-566
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3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the 

screen data is shown in the following order:  
o facebook logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" 

are shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

13.4.5.19 Test Case WP3-567: WP3-302 - combine social media targets - two 

facebook targets 

WP3-567 WP3-302 - combine social media targets - two facebook targets 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-302 

Sprint: Sprint 13 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 
2. select facebook in combobox and click "select new 

target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. select facebook in combobox and click "select new 

target" 
6. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
7. click "add to target list" 
8. check social media target data 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window opens 
2. facebook panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the 

screen 
5. facebook panel expands 
6. - 
7. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the 

screen below the first social media target 
8. data is shown in the following order:  

o facebook logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-567
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are shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

13.4.5.20 Test Case WP3-568: WP3-302 - add one twitter and one facebook target 

WP3-568 WP3-302 - add one twitter and one facebook target 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-302 

Sprint: Sprint 13 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 
2. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. check twitter social media target data 
6. select facebook in combobox and click "select new 

target" 
7. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
8. click "add to target list" 
9. check facebook social media target data 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window opens 
2. twitter panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the 

screen 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o twitter logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" 

are shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

6. facebook panel expands 
7. - 
8. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the 

screen below the first social media target 
9. data is shown in the following order:  

o facebook logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-568
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are shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

13.4.5.21 Test Case WP3-569: WP3-302 - add one twitter target 

WP3-569 WP3-302 - add one twitter target 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-302 

Sprint: Sprint 13 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 
2. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. check twitter social media target data 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window opens 
2. twitter panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the 

screen 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o twitter logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" 

are shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

13.4.5.22 Test Case WP3-570: WP3-302 - combine social media targets - two 

twitter targets 

WP3-570 WP3-302 - combine social media targets - two twitter targets 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-302 

Sprint: Sprint 13 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-569
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-570
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Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 
2. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. check twitter social media target data 
6. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
7. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
8. click "add to target list" 
9. check twitter social media target data 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window opens 
2. twitter panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the 

screen 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o twitter logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" 

are shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

6. twitter panel expands 
7. - 
8. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the 

screen below the first social media target 
9. data is shown in the following order:  

o twitter logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" 

are shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

13.4.5.23 Test Case WP3-571: WP3-302 - search with one facebook target 

WP3-571 WP3-302 - search with one facebook target 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-302 

Sprint: Sprint 13 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-571
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Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 
2. select facebook in combobox and click "select new 

target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. check facebook social media target data 
6. click "START SEARCH" button 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window opens 
2. facebook panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the 

screen 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o facebook logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" 

are shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

6. only facebook results are shown 

13.4.5.24 Test Case WP3-572: WP3-302 - search with one twitter target 

WP3-572 WP3-302 - search with one twitter target 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-302 

Sprint: Sprint 13 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 
2. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. check twitter social media target data 
6. click "START SEARCH" button 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window opens 
2. twitter panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-572
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screen 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o twitter logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" 

are shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon" 

6. only twitter results are shown 

13.4.5.25 Test Case WP3-573: WP3-302 - search with twitter and facebook target 

WP3-573 WP3-302 - search with twitter and facebook target 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-302 

Sprint: Sprint 13 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 
2. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. check twitter social media target data 
6. select facebook in combobox and click "select new 

target" 
7. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
8. click "add to target list" 
9. check facebook social media target data 
10. click "START SEARCH" button 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window opens 
2. twitter panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the 

screen 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o twitter logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" 

are shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

6. facebook panel expands 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-573
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7. - 
8. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the 

screen below the first social media target 
9. data is shown in the following order:  

o facebook logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" 

are shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

10. twitter and facebook results are shown 

13.4.5.26 Test Case WP3-574: WP3-302 - right side layout with different targets 

WP3-574 WP3-302 - right side layout with different targets 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-302 

Sprint: Sprint 13 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 
2. select facebook in combobox and click "select new 

target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. select facebook in combobox and click "select new 

target" 
6. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
7. click "add to target list" 
8. select facebook in combobox and click "select new 

target" 
9. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
10. click "add to target list" 
11. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
12. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
13. click "add to target list" 
14. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
15. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
16. click "add to target list" 
17. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
18. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
19. click "add to target list" 
20. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-574
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21. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
22. click "add to target list" 
23. check layout 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window opens 
2. facebook panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the 

screen 
5. facebook panel expands 
6. - 
7. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the 

screen 
8. facebook panel expands 
9. - 
10. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the 

screen 
11. twitter panel expands 
12. - 
13. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the 

screen 
14. twitter panel expands 
15. - 
16. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the 

screen 
17. twitter panel expands 
18. - 
19. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the 

screen 
20. twitter panel expands 
21. - 
22. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the 

screen 
23. facebook and twitter panels must have the same size 

13.4.5.27 Test Case WP3-575: WP3-302 - no twitter keywords 

WP3-575 WP3-302 - no twitter keywords 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-302 

Sprint: Sprint 13 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-575
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Preconditions:  

Steps to Complete: 1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 
2. select twitter in combobox and click "select new 

target" 
3. enter nothing in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window opens 
2. twitter panel expands 
3. - 
4. Notification "Any keywords required" on top of the 

page 

13.4.5.28 Test Case WP3-576: WP3-302 - no facebook keywords 

WP3-576 WP3-302 - no facebook keywords 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-302 

Sprint: Sprint 13 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 
2. select facebook in combobox and click "select new 

target" 
3. enter nothing in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window opens 
2. facebook panel expands 
3. - 
4. Notification "Any keywords required" on top of the 

page 

13.4.5.29 Test Case WP3-577: WP3-302 - no facebook keywords - submit via 

return key 

WP3-577 WP3-302 - no facebook keywords - submit via return key 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-302 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-576
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Sprint: Sprint 13 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 
2. select facebook in combobox and click "select new 

target" 
3. enter nothing in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. submit by pressing the return key 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window opens 
2. facebook panel expands 
3. - 
4. Notification "Any keywords required" on top of the page 

-> ONLY ONE NOTIFICATION 

13.4.5.30 Test Case WP3-578: WP3-302 - no twitter keywords - submit via return 

key 

WP3-578 WP3-302 - no twitter keywords - submit via return key 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-302 

Sprint: Sprint 13 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 
2. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter nothing in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. submit by pressing the return key 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window opens 
2. twitter panel expands 
3. - 
4. Notification "Any keywords required" on top of the page 

-> ONLY ONE NOTIFICATION 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-578
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13.4.5.31 Test Case WP3-579: WP3-302 - save one facebook target - no campaign, 

no scheduler 

WP3-579 WP3-302 - save one facebook target - no campaign, no 
scheduler 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-302 

Sprint: Sprint 13 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 
2. select facebook in combobox and click "select new 

target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. check facebook social media target data 
6. click "Save social media window" 
7. check "Social Media Window" save page 
8. enter title 
9. enter description 
10. click save 
11. reopen social media window by selecting it in the 

combobox 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window opens 
2. facebook panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the 

screen 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o facebook logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" 

are shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon 

6. Save social media window page is shown 
7. check:  

o Social media target list is shown on the right side 
o no edit and/or delete icons are visible 

8. - 
9. - 
10. social media window is saved and has been added to the 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-579
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combo box in navigation tree 
11. check whether the targets are shown on the right side 

13.4.5.32 Test Case WP3-580: WP3-302 - save one twitter target - no campaign, 

no scheduler 

WP3-580 WP3-302 - save one twitter target - no campaign, no scheduler 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-302 

Sprint: Sprint 13 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click SOCIAL MEDIA 
2. select twitter in combobox and click "select new target" 
3. enter a keyword in the "Any keywords" input field 
4. click "add to target list" 
5. check twitter social media target data 
6. click "Save social media window" 
7. check "Social Media Window" save page 
8. enter title 
9. enter description 
10. click save 
11. reopen social media window by selecting it in the 

combobox 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media window opens 
2. twitter panel expands 
3. - 
4. the panel closes and is shown on the right side of the 

screen 
5. data is shown in the following order:  

o twitter logo 
o first 20 characters of the field ""Any keywords"" 

are shown 
o edit icon 
o delete icon" 

6. Save social media window page is shown 
7. check:  

o Social media target list is shown on the right side 
o no edit and/or delete icons are visible" 

8. - 
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9. - 
10. social media window is saved and has been added to the 

combo box in navigation tree 
11. check whether the targets are shown on the right side 

13.4.5.33 Test Case WP3-661: WP3-108 - Add facebook account 

WP3-661 WP3-108 - Add facebook account 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-108 

Sprint: Sprint 5 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 system administrator already signed 
 ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose facebook in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. enter valid account credentials 
5. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Client Id 
o Secret Id 

4. - 
5. In the section "Your social media accounts" a line with a 

facebook logo and the given title is shown 

13.4.5.34 Test Case WP3-662: WP3-108 - Add twitter account 

WP3-662 WP3-108 - Add twitter account 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-108 

Sprint: Sprint 5 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-661
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Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 system administrator already signed 
 ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose twitter in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. enter valid account credentials 
5. click save 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Consumer Key 
o Consumer Secret 
o Access Token Key 
o Access Token Secret 

4. - 
5. In the section "Your social media accounts" a line with a 

twitter logo and the given title is shown 

13.4.5.35 Test Case WP3-663: WP3-108 - Add facebook account, leave input fields 

blank 

WP3-663 WP3-108 - Add facebook account, leave input fields blank 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-108 

Sprint: Sprint 5 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 system administrator already signed 
 ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose facebook in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. leave input fields blank 
5. click save 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-663
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Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Client Id 
o Secret Id 

4. - 
5. following error notifications are shown  

o Title required 
o Client Id required 
o Secret Id required 

13.4.5.36 Test Case WP3-664: WP3-108 - Add twitter account, leave input fields 

blank 

WP3-664 WP3-108 - Add twitter account, leave input fields blank 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-108 

Sprint: Sprint 5 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 system administrator already signed 
 ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose twitter in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. leave input fields blank 
5. click save 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Consumer Key 
o Consumer Secret 
o Access Token Key 
o Access Token Secret 

4. - 
5. following error messages are displayed  

o Title required 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-664
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o Consumer Key required 
o Consumer Secret required 
o Access Token Key required 
o Access Token Secret required 

13.4.5.37 Test Case WP3-665: WP3-108 - cancel adding facebook account 

WP3-665 WP3-108 - cancel adding facebook account 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-108 

Sprint: Sprint 5 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 system administrator already signed 
 ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose facebook in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. leave input fields blank 
5. click cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Client Id 
o Secret Id 

4. - 
5. input fields are invisible, nothing has been added 

13.4.5.38 Test Case WP3-666: WP3-108 - cancel adding twitter account 

WP3-666 WP3-108 - cancel adding twitter account 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-108 

Sprint: Sprint 5 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-665
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Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 system administrator already signed 
 ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to Complete: 1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose twitter in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. leave input fields blank 
5. click cancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Consumer Key 
o Consumer Secret 
o Access Token Key 
o Access Token Secret 

4. - 
5. input fields are invisible, nothing has been added 

13.4.5.39 Test Case WP3-667: WP3-244 - Validating only a valid Facebook account 

WP3-667 WP3-244 - Validating only a valid Facebook account 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-244 

Sprint: Sprint 6 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. System Administrator is logged in 
3. Social Media Account Management is shown 
4. Valid Facebook Account has been added 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click check in the section "Your social media accounts" 
beneath the valid facebook account 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. green check symbol appears 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-667
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13.4.5.40 Test Case WP3-668: WP3-244 - Validating only a valid Twitter account 

WP3-668 WP3-244 - Validating only a valid Twitter account 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-244 

Sprint: Sprint 6 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. System Administrator is logged in 
3. Social Media Account Management is shown 
4. Valid Twitter Account has been added 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click check in the section "Your social media accounts" 
beneath the valid Twitter account 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. green check symbol appears 

13.4.5.41 Test Case WP3-669: WP3-244 - Validating all valid Social Media accounts 

WP3-669 WP3-244 - Validating all valid Social Media accounts 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-244 

Sprint: Sprint 6 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. System Administrator is logged in 
3. Social Media Account Management is shown 
4. Valid Social Media Accounts (Facebook/Twitter) are 

added 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click check in the section "Your social media accounts" 
check all 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. green check symbol appears beneath all valid social 
media accounts 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-668
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13.4.5.42 Test Case WP3-669: WP3-244 - Validating all valid Social Media accounts 

WP3-669 WP3-244 - Validating all valid Social Media accounts 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-244 

Sprint: Sprint 6 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. System Administrator is logged in 
3. Social Media Account Management is shown 
4. Valid Social Media Accounts (Facebook/Twitter) are 

added 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click check in the section "Your social media accounts" 
check all 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. green check symbol appears beneath all valid social 
media accounts 

13.4.5.43 Test Case WP3-669: WP3-244 - Validating all valid Social Media accounts 

WP3-669 WP3-244 - Validating all valid Social Media accounts 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-244 

Sprint: Sprint 6 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. System Administrator is logged in 
3. Social Media Account Management is shown 
4. Valid Social Media Accounts (Facebook/Twitter) are 

added 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click check in the section "Your social media accounts" 
check all 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. green check symbol appears beneath all valid social 
media accounts 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-669
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13.4.5.44 Test Case WP3-669: WP3-244 - Validating all valid Social Media accounts 

WP3-669 WP3-244 - Validating all valid Social Media accounts 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-244 

Sprint: Sprint 6 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. System Administrator is logged in 
3. Social Media Account Management is shown 
4. Valid Social Media Accounts (Facebook/Twitter) are 

added 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click check in the section "Your social media accounts" 
check all 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. green check symbol appears beneath all valid social 
media accounts 

13.4.5.45 Test Case WP3-670: WP3-108 - pre-check of facebook account 

credentials, blank input fields, notfications check 

WP3-670 WP3-108 - pre-check of facebook account credentials, blank 
input fields, notfications check 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-108 

Sprint: Sprint 5 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 system administrator already signed 
 ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose facebook in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. leave input fields blank 
5. click check 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-669
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Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Client Id 
o Secret Id 

4. - 
5. following error notifications are shown  

o Title required 
o Client Id required 
o Secret Id required 

13.4.5.46 Test Case WP3-671: WP3-244 - Checking an invalid Facebook account 

WP3-671 WP3-244 - Checking an invalid Facebook account 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-244 

Sprint: Sprint 6 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. System Administrator is logged in 
3. Social Media Account Management is shown 
4. Invalid Facebook Account has been added 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click check in the section "Your social media accounts" 
beneath the invalid facebook account 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. red cross symbol appears  
o error message "Invalid OAuth access token 

signature." 

13.4.5.47 Test Case WP3-672: WP3-108 - pre-check of twitter account credentials, 

blank input fields, notfications check 

WP3-672 WP3-108 - pre-check of twitter account credentials, blank input 
fields, notfications check 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-108 

Sprint: Sprint 5 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-671
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Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 system administrator already signed 
 ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose twitter in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. leave input fields blank 
5. click check 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Consumer Key 
o Consumer Secret 
o Access Token Key 
o Access Token Secret 

4. - 
5. following error messages are displayed  

o Title required 
o Consumer Key required 
o Consumer Secret required 
o Access Token Key required 
o Access Token Secret required 

13.4.5.48 Test Case WP3-673: WP3-244 - Checking an invalid Twitter account 

WP3-673 WP3-244 - Checking an invalid Twitter account 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-244 

Sprint: Sprint 6 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. System Administrator is logged in 
3. Social Media Account Management is shown 
4. Invalid Twitter Account has been added 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-673
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Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click check in the section "Your social media accounts" 
beneath the invalid Twitter account 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. red cross symbol appears  
o error message "This method requires 

authentication." 

13.4.5.49 Test Case WP3-674: WP3-108 - pre-check of facebook account 

credentials 

WP3-674 WP3-108 - pre-check of facebook account credentials 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-108 

Sprint: Sprint 5 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 system administrator already signed 
 ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose facebook in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. enter valid account credentials 
5. click check 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Client Id 
o Secret Id 

4. - 
5. the icon switches from a question mark to a green 

check sign 

13.4.5.50 Test Case WP3-675: WP3-108 - pre-check twitter account credentials 

WP3-675 WP3-108 - pre-check twitter account credentials 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-108 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-674
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Sprint: Sprint 5 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 system administrator already signed 
 ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose twitter in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. enter valid account credentials 
5. click check 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Consumer Key 
o Consumer Secret 
o Access Token Key 
o Access Token Secret 

4. - 
5. the icon switches from a question mark to a check sign 

13.4.5.51 Test Case WP3-676: WP3-108 - pre-check invalid twitter account 

credentials 

WP3-676 WP3-108 - pre-check invalid twitter account credentials 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-108 

Sprint: Sprint 5 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 system administrator already signed 
 ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose twitter in the combobox 
3. click add 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-676
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4. enter invalid account credentials 
5. click check 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Consumer Key 
o Consumer Secret 
o Access Token Key 
o Access Token Secret 

4. - 
5. following actions will be performed  

o the icon switches from a question mark to a red 
cross 

o error notification "Invalid OAuth access token 
signature." is shown 

13.4.5.52 Test Case WP3-677: WP3-108 - pre-check invalid facebook account 

credentials 

WP3-677 WP3-108 - pre-check invalid facebook account credentials 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-108 

Sprint: Sprint 5 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
 system administrator already signed 
 ADMINISTRATION section already opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click "Show accounts" 
2. choose facebook in the combobox 
3. click add 
4. enter invalid account credentials 
5. click check 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. social media account management page opens 
2. - 
3. following input fields are visible  

o Title 
o Client Id 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-677
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o Secret Id 
4. - 
5. following actions will be performed  

o the icon switches from a question mark to a red 
cross 

o error notification "Invalid OAuth access token 
signature." is shown 

13.4.5.53 Test Case WP3-678: WP3-279 - Checking list of invalid Social Media 

accounts 

WP3-678 WP3-279 - Checking list of invalid Social Media accounts 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-279 

Sprint: Sprint 6 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. PRE 8 - Invalid Facebook account 
3. PRE 10 - Invalid Twitter account 
4. System Administrator is logged in 
5. Social Media Account Management is shown 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click check in the section "Your social media accounts" 
check all 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. red cross symbol appears beneath list of all invalid social 
media accounts  

o under the invalid Twitter account the following 
error message appears:  

 "This method requires authentication." 
o under the invalid Facebok account the following 

error message appears:  
 "Invalid OAuth access token signature." 

13.4.5.54 Test Case WP3-680: WP3-245 - edit twitter account 

WP3-680 WP3-245 - edit twitter account 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-245 

Sprint: Sprint 6 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-678
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Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit beneath Twitter account 
2. change  

o title 
o consumer key 
o consumer secret 
o access token key 
o access token secret 

3. click save 
4. click edit beneath Twitter account 

Expected Outcome: 1. edit window appears with  
o title 
o consumer key 
o consumer secret 
o access token key 
o access token secret 

2. edit window closes 
3. edit window appears  

o changes are made 

13.4.5.55 Test Case WP3-681: WP3-245 - edit facebook account 

WP3-681 WP3-245 - edit facebook account 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-245 

Sprint: Sprint 6 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit beneath facebook account 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-681
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2. change  
o title 
o client id 
o secret id 

3. click save 
4. click edit beneath facebook account 

Expected Outcome: 1. edit window appears with  
o title 
o client id 
o secret id 

2. edit window closes 
3. edit window appears  

o changes are made 

13.4.5.56 Test Case WP3-682: WP3-245 - chancel editing twitter account 

WP3-682 WP3-245 - chancel editing twitter account 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-245 

Sprint: Sprint 6 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit beneath Twitter account 
2. change  

o title 
o consumer key 
o consumer secret 
o access token key 
o access token secret 

3. click cancel 
4. click edit beneath Twitter account 

Expected Outcome:  

13.4.5.57 Test Case WP3-684: WP3-245 - cancel editing facebook account 

WP3-684 WP3-245 - cancel editing facebook account 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-682
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Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-245 

Sprint: Sprint 6 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. click edit beneath facebook account 
2. change  

o title 
o client id 
o secret id 

3. click cancel 
4. click edit beneath facebook account 

Expected Outcome:  

13.4.5.58 Test Case WP3-685: WP3-246 - delete facebook account 

WP3-685 WP3-246 - delete facebook account 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-246 

Sprint: Sprint 6 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click delete beneath facebook account 
2. Press OK 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. popup appears with:  
o "Do you really want to delete the social media 

account 'title of the account'? 
2. the account is deleted 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-685
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13.4.5.59 Test Case WP3-686: WP3-246 - cancel deleting facebook account 

WP3-686 WP3-246 - cancel deleting facebook account 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-246 

Sprint: Sprint 6 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click delete beneath facebook account 
2. Press Cancel 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. popup appears with:  
o "Do you really want to delete the social media 

account 'title of the account'? 
2. the account is not deleted 

13.4.5.60 Test Case WP3-687: WP3-246 - delete twitter account 

WP3-687 WP3-246 - delete twitter account 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-246 

Sprint: Sprint 6 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click delete beneath twitter account 
2. Press OK 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. popup appears with:  
o "Do you really want to delete the social media 

account 'title of the account'? 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-686
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2. the account is deleted 

13.4.5.61 Test Case WP3-688: WP3-246 - chancel deleting twitter account 

WP3-688 WP3-246 - chancel deleting twitter account 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-246 

Sprint: Sprint 6 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
3. System administrator is logged in 
4. Social Media Account Management page is shown 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click delete beneath twitter account 
2. Press Chancel 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. popup appears with:  
o "Do you really want to delete the social media 

account 'title of the account'? 
2. the account is not deleted 

13.4.5.62 Test Case WP3-689: WP3-279 - Checking list of valid Social Media 

accounts 

WP3-689 WP3-279 - Checking list of valid Social Media accounts 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-279 

Sprint: Sprint 6 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
4. System Administrator is logged in 
5. Social Media Account Management is shown 

Steps to 1. click check in the section "Your social media accounts" 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-688
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-689
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Complete: check all 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. green check symbol appears beneath list of all valid 
social media accounts 

13.4.5.63 Test Case WP3-690: WP3-247 - show list of all Facebook/Twitter 

accounts and their current status 

WP3-690 WP3-247 - show list of all Facebook/Twitter accounts and their 
current status 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-247 

Sprint: Sprint 5 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
4. PRE 8 - Invalid Facebook account 
5. PRE 10 - Invalid Twitter account 
6. System Administrator is logged in 
7. Social Media Management page with all listed social 

media accounts 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click check all in the section social media accounts 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. list of all social media accounts and their current status 
is shown  

o green check for valid account 
o red cross for invalid account 

13.4.5.64 Test Case WP3-699: WP3-282 - define new Twitter keyword search 

WP3-699 WP3-282 - define new Twitter keyword search 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-282 

Sprint: Sprint 7 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-690
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-699
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Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
3. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
4. social media window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. select twitter as social media site 
2. select new target 
3. enter any keywords <test> for twitter search 
4. add to target list 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. dialog for any keywords 
3. - 
4. <test> is listed in the social media target list 

13.4.5.65 Test Case WP3-700: WP3-286 - define new Facebook keyword search 

WP3-700 WP3-286 - define new Facebook keyword search 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-286 

Sprint: Sprint 7 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
4. social media window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. select facebook as social media site 
2. select new target 
3. enter any keywords <test> for facebook search 
4. add to target list 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. dialog for any keywords 
3. - 
4. <test> is listed in the social media target list 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-700
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13.4.5.66 Test Case WP3-701: WP3-282 - chancel defining new Twitter keyword 

search 

WP3-701 WP3-282 - chancel defining new Twitter keyword search 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-282 

Sprint: Sprint 7 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
3. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
4. social media window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. select twitter as social media site 
2. select new target 
3. enter any keywords <test> for twitter search 
4. chancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. dialog for any keywords 
3. - 
4. <test> is not listed in the social media target list 

13.4.5.67 Test Case WP3-702: WP3-286 - chancel defining new Facebook keyword 

search 

WP3-702 WP3-286 - chancel defining new Facebook keyword search 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-286 

Sprint: Sprint 7 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
4. social media window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. select facebook as social media site 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-701
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-702
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2. select new target 
3. enter any keywords <test> for facebook search 
4. chancel 

Expected Outcome: 1. - 
2. dialog for any keywords 
3. - 
4. <test> is not listed in the social media target list 

13.4.5.68 Test Case WP3-703: WP3-298 - social media content is ordered by 

timestamp 

WP3-703 WP3-298 - social media content is ordered by timestamp 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-298 

Sprint: Sprint 7 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
3. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
4. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
5. social media window site is shown 
6. added social media window 
7. added facebook and twitter with any keywords in the 

social media target list 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. start search 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. a list of facebook or twitter content ordered by timestamp  
o current timestamps are sorted with the new 

entries at the front and the older ones at the back 

13.4.5.69 Test Case WP3-704: WP3-301 - search social media content by social 

media target list 

WP3-704 WP3-301 - search social media content by social media target 
list 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-301 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-703
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-704
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Sprint: Sprint 7 

Assignee: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Reporter: Kagitcioglu Hakan 

Status: Template 

Preconditions: 1. PRE 1 - Activated System Administrator 
2. PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
3. PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
4. social media window is shown 

Steps to Complete: 1. select twitter as social media site 
2. select new target 
3. enter any keywords <test1> for twitter search 
4. add to target list 
5. enter any keywords <test2> for facebook search 
6. start search 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. - 
2. dialog for any keywords 
3. - 
4. <test1> is listed in the social media target list 
5. <test2> is listed in the social media target list 
6. search results are listed with <test1> 
7. search results are listed with <test2> 

13.4.5.70 Test Case WP3-707: WP3-298 - social media content facebook as 

facilitator 

WP3-707 WP3-298 - social media content facebook as facilitator 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-298 

Sprint: Sprint 7 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
 PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
 facilitator already logged in 
 SOCIAL MEDIA section already opened 
 social media facebook target already added 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click START SEARCH button 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-707
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Expected 

Outcome: 

1. look whether  
o facebook logo is displayed 
o the timestamp is displayed 
o the social media content is sorted by timestamp 

of creation 
o only facebook content is displayed 

13.4.5.71 Test Case WP3-708: WP3-298 - social media content facebook as 

communicator 

WP3-708 WP3-298 - social media content facebook as communicator 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-298 

Sprint: Sprint 7 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 11 - Activated communicator 
 PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
 communicator already logged in 
 SOCIAL MEDIA section already opened 
 social media facebook target already added 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click START SEARCH button 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. look whether  
o facebook logo is displayed 
o the timestamp is displayed 
o the social media content is sorted by timestamp 

of creation 
o only facebook content is displayed 

13.4.5.72 Test Case WP3-709: WP3-298 - social media content twitter as 

communicator 

WP3-709 WP3-298 - social media content twitter as communicator 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-298 

Sprint: Sprint 7 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-708
https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-709
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Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 11 - Actviated communicator 
 PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
 communicator already logged in 
 SOCIAL MEDIA section already opened 
 social media twitter target already added 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click START SEARCH button 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. look whether  
o twitter logo is displayed 
o the timestamp is displayed 
o the social media content is sorted by timestamp 

of creation 
o only twitter content is displayed 

13.4.5.73 Test Case WP3-710: WP3-298 - social media content twitter as facilitator 

WP3-710 WP3-298 - social media content twitter as facilitator 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-298 

Sprint: Sprint 7 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
 PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
 communicator already logged in 
 SOCIAL MEDIA section already opened 
 social media twitter target already added 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click START SEARCH button 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. look whether  
o twitter logo is displayed 
o the timestamp is displayed 
o the social media content is sorted by timestamp 

of creation 
o only twitter content is displayed 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-710
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13.4.5.74 Test Case WP3-711: WP3-298 - social media content facebook and 

twitter as facilitator 

WP3-711 WP3-298 - social media content facebook and twitter as 
facilitator 

Test Type: Manual 

User Story: WP3-298 

Sprint: Sprint 7 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
 PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
 PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
 facilitator already logged in 
 SOCIAL MEDIA section already opened 
 social media twitter target already added 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click START SEARCH button 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. look whether  
o twitter logo is displayed 
o facebook logo is displayed 
o the timestamp is displayed 
o the social media content is sorted by timestamp 

of creation 
o twitter and facebook content is displayed 

13.4.5.75 Test Case WP3-751: WP3-426 - store social media window with facebook 

keywords 

WP3-751 WP3-426 - store social media window with facebook keywords 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-426 

Sprint: Sprint 12 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
 PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
 facilitator already signed in 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-711
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 SOCIAL MEDIA section opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click "Add social media window" 
2. add social media target for facebook 
3. click "Save social media window" 
4. enter following inputs  

o title 
o description 

5. click save 
6. check displayed social media window data 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. new social media window opens 
2. social media target has been added 
3. save page opens 
4. - 
5. save page has been left and social media window is 

shown 
6. title and description are displayed, furthermore  

o an edit link and 
o a delete link is shown 

13.4.5.76 Test Case WP3-752: WP3-426 - cancel storing social media window with 

facebook keywords 

WP3-752 WP3-426 - cancel storing social media window with facebook 
keywords 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-426 

Sprint: Sprint 12 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
 PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
 facilitator already signed in 
 SOCIAL MEDIA section opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click "Add social media window" 
2. add social media target for facebook 
3. click "Save social media window" 
4. enter following inputs  

o title 
o description 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-752
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5. click cancel 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. new social media window opens 
2. social media target has been added 
3. save page opens 
4. - 
5. save page has been left and social media window is 

shown, link "Add social media window" is still shown 

13.4.5.77 Test Case WP3-753: WP3-426 - cancel storing social media window with 

twitter keywords 

WP3-753 WP3-426 - cancel storing social media window with twitter 
keywords 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-426 

Sprint: Sprint 12 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
 PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
 facilitator already signed in 
 SOCIAL MEDIA section opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click "Add social media window" 
2. add social media target for twitter 
3. click "Save social media window" 
4. enter following inputs  

o title 
o description 

5. click cancel 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. new social media window opens 
2. social media target has been added 
3. save page opens 
4. - 
5. save page has been left and social media window is 

shown, link "Add social media window" is still shown 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-753
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13.4.5.78 Test Case WP3-754: WP3-426 - store social media window with twitter 

keywords 

WP3-754 WP3-426 - store social media window with twitter keywords 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-426 

Sprint: Sprint 12 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
 PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
 facilitator already signed in 
 SOCIAL MEDIA section opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click "Add social media window" 
2. add social media target for twitter 
3. click "Save social media window" 
4. enter following inputs  

o title 
o description 

5. click save 
6. check displayed social media window data 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. new social media window opens 
2. social media target has been added 
3. save page opens 
4. save page has been left and social media window is 

shown 
5. title and description are displayed, furthermore  

o an edit link and 
o a delete link is shown 

13.4.5.79 Test Case WP3-755: WP3-426 - store social media window with twitter 

and facebook keywords 

WP3-755 WP3-426 - store social media window with twitter and 
facebook keywords 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-426 

Sprint: Sprint 12 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-754
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Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
 PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
 facilitator already signed in 
 SOCIAL MEDIA section opened 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. click "Add social media window" 
2. add social media target for twitter 
3. add social media target for facebook 
4. click "Save social media window" 
5. enter following inputs  

o title 
o description 

6. click save 
7. check displayed social media window data 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. new social media window opens 
2. social media target for twitter has been added 
3. social media target for facebook has been added 
4. save page opens 
5. - 
6. save page has been left and social media window is 

shown 
7. title and description are displayed, furthermore  

o an edit link and 
o a delete link is shown 

13.4.5.80 Test Case WP3-756: WP3-445 - show stored social media windows 

WP3-756 WP3-445 - show stored social media windows 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-445 

Sprint: Sprint 12 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
 PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
 PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
 facilitator already signed in 
 SOCIAL MEDIA section opened 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-756
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 social media window already stored 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. choose social media window in combo box 
2. click "Show social media window" 
3. click edit link 
4. change some data of the social media window 
5. click save 
6. check modified data 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. - 
2. social media window is shown 
3. edit page opens 
4. - 
5. edit page closes and the social media window detail 

page opens 
6. modified data has been saved successful 

13.4.5.81 Test Case WP3-757: WP3-445 - cancel editing social media window data 

WP3-757 WP3-445 - cancel editing social media window data 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-445 

Sprint: Sprint 12 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
 PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
 PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
 facilitator already signed in 
 SOCIAL MEDIA section opened 
 social media window already stored 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. choose social media window in combo box 
2. click "Show social media window" 
3. click edit link 
4. change some data of the social media window 
5. click save 
6. check modified data 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. - 
2. social media window is shown 
3. edit page opens 
4. - 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-757
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5. edit page closes and the social media window detail 
page opens 

6. modified data has been saved successful 

13.4.5.82 Test Case WP3-758: WP3-446 - delete social media window 

WP3-758 WP3-446 - delete social media window 

Test Type: Automated 

User Story: WP3-446 

Sprint: Sprint 12 

Assignee: Kamenicky Alexander 

Reporter: Kamenicky Alexander 

Status: Template 

Preconditions:  PRE 2 - Activated Facilitator 
 PRE 7 - Valid Facebook account 
 PRE 9 - Valid Twitter account 
 facilitator already signed in 
 SOCIAL MEDIA section opened 
 social media window already stored 

Steps to 

Complete: 

1. choose social media window in combo box 
2. click "Show social media window" 
3. click delete 
4. confirm dialog with OK 

Expected 

Outcome: 

1. - 
2. social media window is shown 
3. notification "Do you really want to delete the social 

media window!" is shown 
4. social media window has been deleted 

https://atlas.cellent.at/jira/browse/WP3-758
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14 Glossary 

Following is a glossary of the most important terms regarding quality assurance and 

testing. Most definitions are originating from the ISTQB glossary. 

Term Acronym Meaning in this Project 
Abstract test case - See high level test case. 

Acceptance criteria - The exit criteria that a component or system must satisfy in 

order to be accepted by a user, customer, or other authorized 

entity [IEEE 610]. 

Acceptance testing - Formal testing with respect to user needs, requirements, and 

business processes conducted to determine whether or not a 

system satisfies the acceptance criteria and to enable the user, 

customers or other authorized entity to determine whether or 

not to accept the system [after IEEE 610]. 

Accessibility testing - Testing to determine the ease by which users with disabilities 

can use the component or system [Gerrard]. 

Accuracy - The capability of the software product to provide the right or 

agreed results or effects with the needed degree of precision 

[ISO 9126]. See also functionality testing. 

Actual result - The behaviour produced / observed when a component or 

system is tested under specified conditions. 

Actual outcome - See actual result. 

Agile software 

development 

- A group of software development methodologies based on 

iterative incremental development, where requirements and 

solutions evolve through collaboration between self-organizing 

cross-functional teams. 

Baseline - A specification or software product that has been formally 

reviewed or agreed upon, that thereafter serves as the basis 

for further development, and that can be changed only 

through formal change control process [after IEEE 610]. 

Best practice - A superior method or innovative practice that contributes to 

the improved performance of an organization under given 

context, usually recognized as ´best` by other peer 

organizations. 

Big-bang testing - A type of integration testing in which software elements, 

hardware elements, or both are combined all at once into a 

component or an overall system, rather than in stages [after 

IEEE 610]. See also integration testing. 

Black-box testing - Testing, either functional or non-functional, without reference 

to the internal structure of the component or system. 

Blocked test case - A test case that cannot be executed because the preconditions 

for its execution are not fulfilled. 
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Bottom-up testing - An incremental approach to integration testing where the 

lowest level components are tested first, then used to facilitate 

the testing of higher level components. This process is 

repeated until the component at the top of the hierarchy is 

tested. 

See also integration testing. 

Boundary value 

analysis 

- A black box test design technique in which test cases are 

designed based on boundary values. See also boundary value. 

Campaign  -  A campaign is an important container domain object in FUPOL 

that is used to group all activities and their associated data 

that are related to a policy research task. 

Capture/playback 

tool 

- A type of test execution tool where inputs are recorded during 

manual testing in order to generate automated test scripts that 

could be executed later (i.e. replayed). These tools are often 

used to support automated regression testing. 

Capture/Replay tool - See capture/playback tool. 

Cloud Computing - The delivery of computing as a service rather than a product, 

whereby shared resources, software, and information are 

provided to computers and other devices as a utility (like the 

electricity grid) over a network. FUPOL will deliver its services 

using cloud computing to all interested parties over web 

services. 

Condition - An logical expression that can be evaluated as True or False, 

e.g. A>B. See also test condition. 

Cost of quality - The total costs incurred on quality activities and issues and 

often split into prevention costs, appraisal costs, internal failure 

costs and external failure costs. 

Code coverage - An analysis method that determines which parts of the 

software have been executed (covered) by the test suite and 

which parts have not been executed, e.g. statement coverage, 

decision coverage or condition coverage. 

Completition criteria - See exit criteria. 

Complexity - The degree to which a component or system has a design 

and/or internal structure that is difficult to understand, 

maintain and verify. See also cyclomatic complexity. 

Compliance - The capability of the software product to adhere to standards, 

conventions or regulations in laws and similar prescriptions 

[ISO 9126]. 

Compliane testing - The process of testing to determine the compliance of the 

component or system. 

Component - A minimal software item that can be tested in isolation. 

Component 

integration testing 

- The testing of individual software components [after IEEE 

610]. 

Component testing - The testing of individual software components [after IEEE 

610]. 

Concurrency testing - Testing to determine how the occurrence of two or more 

https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Campaign
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activities within the same interval of time, achieved either by 

interleaving the activities or by simultaneous excution, is 

handled by the component or system [after IEEE 610]. 

Configuration - The composition of a component or system as defined by the 

number, nature, and interconnections of its constituent parts. 

Configuration item - An aggregation of hardware, software or both, that is 

designated for configuration management and treated as a 

single entity in the configuration management process [IEEE 

610]. 

Configuration 

management 

- A discipline applying technical and administrative direction and 

surveillance to: identify and document the functional and 

physical characteristics of a configuration item, control changes 

to those characteristics, record and report change processing 

and implementation status, and verify compliance with 

specified requirements [IEEE 610]. 

Consistency - The degree of uniformity, standardization, and freedom from 

contradiction among the documents or parts of a component 

or system [IEEE 610]. 

COTS - Acronymn for Commercial Off-The-Shelf software. See off-the-

shelf software. 

Coverage - The degree, expressed as a percentage, to which a specified 

coverage item has been exercised by a test suite. 

Coverage tool - A tool that provides measures of what structural elements 

have been exercised by the test suite. 

Crawling Job  - A crawling job is an automated task in FUPOL that is 

performed by a social media crawler in order to collect content 

from social media sites. 

Cyclomatic 

complexity 

- The number of independent paths through a program. 

Cyclomatic complexity is defined as: L – N + 2P, where 

- L = the number of edges/links in a graph 

- N = the number of nodes in a graph 

- P = the number of disconnected parts of the graph (e.g. a 

called graph or subroutine) [After McCabe] 

Daily build - A development activity where a complete system is compiled 

and linked every day (usually overnight), so that a consistent 

system is available at any time including all latest changes. 

Data  - Data are values of a qualitative or quantitative variables, 

belonging to a set of items/themes ("facts of the world"). As 

an abstract concept data can be viewed as the lowest level of 

abstraction from which information and then knowledge are 

derived. 

Debugger - See debugging tool. 

Debugging - The process of finding, analyzing and removing the causes of 

failures in software. 

https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Crawling+Job
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Data
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Information
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Knowledge
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Debugging tool - A tool used by programmers to reproduce failures, investigate 

the state of programs and find the corresponding defect. 

Debuggers enable programmers to execute programs step by 

step, to halt a program at any program statement and to set 

and examine program variables. 

Defect - A flaw in a component or system that can cause the 

component or system to fail to perform its required function, 

e.g. an incorrect statement or data definition. A defect, if 

encountered during execution, may cause a failure of the 

component or system. 

Defect density - The number of defects identified in a component or system 

divided by the size of the component or system (expressed in 

standard measurement terms for that product, e.g. lines-of-

code or function points). 

Defect management - The process of recognizing, investigating, taking action and 

disposing of defects. It involves recording defects, classifying 

them and identifying the impact [after IEEE 1044]. 

Defect management 

tool 

- A tool that facilitates the recording and status tracking of 

defects and changes. They often have workflow-oriented 

facilities to track and control the allocation, correction and re-

testing of defects and provide reporting facilities. See also 

incident management tool. 

Defect masking - An occurence in which one defect prevents the detection of 

another [after IEEE 610]. 

Defect tracking tool - See defect management tool. 

Documentation 

testing 

- Testing the quality of the documentation, e.g. user guide or 

installation guide. 

Driver - A software component or test tool that replaces a program 

that takes care of the control and/or the calling of a 

component or system [after TMap]. 

Entry criteria - the set of generic and specific conditions for permitting a 

process to go forward with a defined task, e.g. test phase. The 

purpose of entry criteria is to prevent a task from being done 

which would entail more (wasted) effort compared to the 

effort needed to remove the failed entry criteria [Gilb and 

Graham]. 

Entry point - An executable statement or process step which defines a point 

at which a given process is intended to begin. 

Error - Human action that produces an incorrect result [after IEEE 

610]. 

Eurostat - A directorate-general of the European Commission located in 

Luxembourg. Its main responsibilities are to provide statistical 

information to the institutions of the European Union (EU) and 

to promote the harmonisation of statistical methods across its 

member states and candidates for accession as well as EFTA 

countries. 

Exit criteria - The set of generic and specific conditions, agreed upon with 
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the stakeholders, for permitting a process to be officially 

completed. The purpose of exit criteria is to prevent a task 

from being considered completed when there are still 

outstanding parts of the task which have not been finished 

[after Gilb and Graham]. 

Note: Exit criteria are used to report against and to plan when 

to stop testing. 

Expected result - The behavior predicted by the specification, or another source, 

of a component or system under specified conditions. See also 

test oracle. 

Experiebce-based 

test design 

technique 

- Procedure to derive and/or select test cases based the tester’s 

experience, knowledge and intuition. 

Exploratory testing - An informal test design technique where that the tester 

actively controls the design of the tests as those tests are 

performed and uses information gained while testing to design 

new and better tests [after Bach]. 

Facebook - A social networking service and website launched in February 

2004, owned and operated by Facebook, Inc. 

Facilitator  - A facilitator is a user role in FUPOL with the main task of 

creating, managing and closing campaigns. 

Failure - Deviation of the component or system from its expected 

delivery, service or result [after Fenton]. 

Failure mode - The physical or functional manifestation of a failure. For 

example, a system in failure mode may be characterized by 

slow operation, incorrect outputs, or complete termination of 

execution [IEEE 610]. 

False-fail result - A test result in which a defect is reported although no such 

defect actually exists in the test object. 

Failure priority - Determination of how pressing it is to correct the cause of a 

failure by taking into account failure severity, necessary correc 

tion work and the effects on the whole development and test 

process. 

False-pass result - A test result which fails to identify the presence of a defect 

that is actually present in the test object. 

Feature - An attribute of a component or system specified or implied by 

requirements documentation (for example reliability, usability 

or design constraints) [after IEEE 1008]. 

Functional 

requirement 

- A requirement that specifies a function that a system or 

system component must be able to perform [IEEE 610]. See 

also functionality. 

Functional testing - Testing based on an analysis of the specification of the 

functionality of a component or system. See also black box 

testing. 

Geographical 

Information System 

GIS A system designed to capture, store, manipulate, analyze, 

manage, and present all types of geographical data. Note that 

https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Facilitator
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Campaign
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the acronym GIS is sometimes used for geographical 

information science or geospatial information studies to refer 

to the academic discipline or career of working with geographic 

information systems, too, but within WP3 GIS means the 

system. 

High level test case - A test case without concrete (implementation level) values for 

the input data and expected results. Logical operators are 

used; instances of the actual values are not yet defined and/or 

available. See also low level test case. 

Hypertext Transfer 

Protocol 

http An application protocol for distributed, collaborative, 

hypermedia information systems. HTTP is the foundation of 

data communication for the World Wide Web. 

Idea Management 

System  

IMS  An Idea Management System is a computer software that 

supports the practice of gathering and evaluating ideas in a 

structured fashion, with a goal of selecting the best ideas with 

the greatest bottom-line potential for implementation. 

Information  - Information, in its most restricted technical sense, is an 

ordered sequence of symbols that can be interpreted by the 

receiver as a message and finally be used to gain knowledge. 

Incident - Any event occurring during testing that requires investigation 

[after IEEE 1008]. 

Incident 

management 

- The process of recognizing, investigating, taking action and 

disposing of incidents. It involves logging incidents, classifying 

them and identifying the impact [after IEEE 1044]. 

Incident 

management tool 

- A tool that facilitates the recording and status tracking of 

incidents found during testing. They often have workflow-

oriented facilities to track and control the allocation, correction 

and re-testing of incidents and provide reporting facilities. See 

also defect management tool. 

Incremental 

development model 

- A development life cycle where a larger project is broken into a 

series of increments, each of which delivers a portion of the 

functionality in the overall project requirements. The 

requirements are prioritized and delivered in priority order in 

the appropriate increment. In some (but not all) versions of 

this life cycle model, each subproject follows a ‘mini V-model’ 

with its own design, coding and testing phases. 

Incremental testing - Testing where components or systems are integrated and 

tested one or some at a time until all the components or 

systems are integrated and tested. 

Informal review - A review not based on a formal (documented) procedure. 

INSPIRE - An EU initiative to establish an infrastructure for spatial 

information in Europe that will help to make spatial or 

geographical information more accessible and interoperable for 

a wide range of purposes supporting sustainable development. 

Interface testing - An integration test type that is concerned with testing the 

interfaces between components or systems. 

Input - A variable (whether stored within a component or outside it) 

https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Idea+Management+System
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Idea+Management+System
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Information
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Knowledge
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that is read by a component. 

Integration - The process of combining components into larger assemblies. 

Integration testing - Testing performed to expose defects in the interfaces and in 

the interactions between integrated components or systems. 

See also component integration testing, system integration 

testing. 

Invalid testing - Testing using input values that should be rejected by the 

component or system. See also error tolerance, negative 

testing. 

Java Transaction 

API 

JTA A Java API for transaction handling. JTA is one of the Java 

Enterprise Edition (Java EE) APIs, enables distributed 

transactions to be done across multiple X/Open XA resources 

in a Java environment. 

Knowledge  - Knowledge is a familiarity with someone or something, which 

can include information, facts, descriptions, or skills acquired 

through experience or education. Briefly said knowledge is 

what we know. 

Load testing - A type of performance testing conducted to evaluate the 

behavior of a component or system with increasing load, e.g. 

number of parallel users and/or numbers of transactions to 

determine what load can be handled by the component or 

system. See also performance testing, stress testing. 

Logical test case - See high level test case. 

Metric - A measurement scale and the method used for measurement 

[ISO 14598]. 

Module - See component. 

Module testing - See component testing. 

Negative testing - Tests aimed at showing that a component or system does not 

work. Negative testing is related to the testers’ attitude rather 

than a specific test approach or test design technique, e.g. 

testing with invalid input values or exceptions [after Beizer]. 

Non-functional 

requirement 

- A requirement that does not relate to functionality, but to 

attributes of such as reliability, efficiency, usability, 

maintainability and portability. See also quality objective. 

Non-functional 

testing 

- Testing the attributes of a component of system that do not 

relate to functionality, e.g. reliability, efficiency, usability, 

maintainability and portability. 

Pair testing - Two persons, e.g. two testers, a developer and a tester, or an 

enduser and a tester, working together to find defects. 

Typically, they share one computer and trade control of it 

while testing. 

Pass - A test is deemed to pass if its actual result matches its 

expected result. 

Pass/Fail criteria - Decision rules used to determine whether an test item 

(function) or a feature passes or failed a test [IEEE 829]. 

Pair proramming - A software development approach whereby lines of code 

(production and/or test) of a component are written by two 

https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Knowledge
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Information
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programmers sitting at a single computer. This implicitly 

means an ongoing real-time code review is performed. 

Path - A sequence of events, e.g. executable statements, of a 

component or system from an entry point to an exit point. 

Path testing - A white box test design technique in which test cases are 

designed to execute paths. 

Path coverage - The percentage of paths that have been exercised by a test 

suite. Note: 100% path coverage implies 100% LCSAJ 

coverage. 

Peer review - A review of a software work product by collegues of the 

producer of the product for the purpose of identifying defects 

and improvements. Examples are inspection, technical review 

and walkthrough. 

Performance - The degree to which a system or component accomplishes its 

designated functions within given constraints regarding 

processing time and throughput rate [after IEEE 610]. See also 

efficiency. 

Performance testing - The process of testing to determine the performance of a 

software product. See also efficiency testing. 

Performance testing 

tool 

- A tool to support performance testing that usually has two 

main facilities: load generation and test transaction 

measurement. Load generation can simulate either multiple 

users or high volumes of input data. During execution, 

response time measurements are taken from selected 

transactions and these are logged. Performance testing tools 

normally provide reports based on test logs and graphs of load 

against response times. 

Postcondition - Environmental and state conditions that must be fulfilled after 

the execution of a test or test procedure. 

Precondition - Environmental and state conditions that must be fulfilled 

before the component or system can be executed with a 

particular test or test procedure. 

Project risk - A risk related to management and control of the (test) project, 

e.g. lack of staffing, strict deadlines, changing requirements, 

etc. See also risk. 

Problem - See defect. 

Quality - (1) The degree to which a component, system or process 

meets specified requirements and/or user/ customer or user 

needs or expectations [after IEEE 610]. 

(2) The degree to which a set of inherent characteristics fulfills 

requirements [ISO 9000:2000]. 

Quality management - Coordinated activities to direct and control an organization with 

regard to quality. Direction and control with regard to quality 

generally includes the establishment of the quality policy and 

quality objectives, quality planning, quality control, quality 

assurance and quality improvement [ISO 9000]. 
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Quality gate - A special milestone in a project. Quality gates are located 

between those phases of a project strongly depending on the 

outcome of a previous phase. A quality gate includes a formal 

check of the documents of the previous phase. 

RDF Site Summary RSS A family of web feed formats used to publish frequently 

updated works—such as blog entries, news headlines, audio, 

and video—in a standardized format.   An RSS document 

(which is called a "feed", "web feed", or "channel") includes 

full or summarized text, plus metadata such as publishing 

dates and authorship. RSS is sometimes dubbed as "Really 

Simple Syndication". 

Regression testing - Testing of a previously tested program following modification 

to ensure that defects have not been introduced or uncovered 

in unchanged areas of the software, as a result of the changes 

made. 

Note: It is performed when the software or its environment is 

changed. 

Release note - A document identifying test items, their configuration, current 

status and other delivery information delivered by development 

to testing, and possibly other stakeholders, at the start of a 

test execution phase [after IEEE 829]. 

Reliability testing - The process of testing to determine the reliability of a software 

product. 

Requirement - A condition or capability needed by a user to solve a problem 

or achieve an objective that must be met or possessed by a 

system or system component to satisfy a contract, standard, 

specification, or other formally imposed document [after IEEE 

610]. 

Requirements-based 

testing 

- An approach to testing in which test cases are designed based 

on test objectives and test conditions derived from 

requirements, e.g. tests that exercise specific functions or 

probe non-functional attributes such as reliability or usability. 

Resource 

Description 

Framework  

RDF The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a family of 

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) specifications originally 

designed as a metadata data model. It has come to be used as 

a general method for conceptual description or modeling of 

information that is implemented in web resources, using a 

variety of syntax formats. 

Result - The consequence/outcome of the execution of a test. It 

includes outputs to screens, changes to data, reports and 

communication messages sent out. 

See also actual result, expected result. 

Re-testing - Testing that runs test cases that failed the last time they were 

run, in order to verify the success of corrective actions. See 

also regression testing. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RSS#cite_note-Netsc99-1
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Resource+Description+Framework
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Resource+Description+Framework
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Resource+Description+Framework
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Review - An evaluation of a product or project status to ascertain 

discrepancies from planned results and to recommend 

improvements. Examples include management review, informal 

review, technical review, inspection, and walkthrough [after 

IEEE 1028]. 

Reviewer - The person involved in the review that identifies and describes 

anomalies in the product or project under review. Reviewers 

can be chosen to represent different viewpoints and roles in 

the review process. 

Risk - A factor that could result in future negative consequences; 

usually expressed as impact and likelihood. 

Risk-based testing - An approach to testing to reduce the level of product risks and 

inform stakeholders of their status, starting in the initial stages 

of a project. It involves the identification of product risks and 

the use of risk levels to guide the test process. 

Root cause - A source of a defect such that if it is removed, the occurance 

of the defect type is decreased or removed [CMMI]. 

Root cause analysis - An analysis technique aimed at identifying the root causes of 

defects. By directing correcting measures at root causes, it is 

hoped that the likelihood of defect recurrence will be 

minimized. 

Scalability - The capability of the software product to be upgraded to 

accommodate increased loads [after Gerrard]. 

Scalability testing - Testing to determine the scalability of the software product. 

Scripting language - A programming language in which executable test scripts are 

written, used by a test execution tool (e.g. a capture/replay 

tool). 

Scripted testing - Test execution carried out by following a previously 

documented sequence of tests. 

Security - Attributes of software that bear on its ability to prevent 

unauthorised access, whether accidental or deliberate, to 

programs and data [ISO9126]. See also functionality. 

Security testing - Testing to determine the security of the software product. See 

also functionality testing. 

Severity - The degree of impact that a defect has on the development or 

operation of a component or system [after IEEE 610]. 

Scrum - An iterative incremental framework for managing projects 

commonly used with agile software development. See also 

agile software development. 

Site acceptance 

testing 

- Acceptance testing by users/customers at their site, to 

determine whether or not a component or system satisfies the 

user/customer needs and fits within the business processes, 

normally including hardware as well as software. 

Smoke test - A subset of all defined/planned test cases that cover the main 

functionality of a component or system, to ascertaining that 

the most crucial functions of a program work, but not 

bothering with finer details. 
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Note: A daily build and smoke test is among industry best 

practices. See also intake test. 

Software quality - The totality of functionality and features of a software product 

that bear on its ability to satisfy stated or implied needs [after 

ISO 9126]. 

Specification - A document that specifies, ideally in a complete, precise and 

verifiable manner, the requirements, design, behavior, or other 

characteristics of a system or component, and, often, the 

procedures for determining whether these provisions have 

been satisfied [afterIEEE 610]. 

Specification-based 

testing 

- See black box testing. 

Static analysis - Analysis of software artifacts, e.g. requirements or code, 

carried out without execution of these software development 

artifacts. Static analysis is usually carried out by means of a 

supporting tool. 

Static code analysis - Analysis of program source code carried out without execution 

of that software. 

Static code analyzer - A tool that carries out static code analysis. The tool checks 

source code, for certain properties such as conformance to 

coding standards, quality metrics or data flow anomalies. 

Static testing - Testing of a component or system at specification or 

implementation level without execution of that software, e.g. 

reviews or static analysis. 

Stress testing - A type of performance testing conducted to evaluate a system 

or component at or beyond the limits of its anitcipated or 

specified work loads, or with reduced availability of ressources 

such as access to memory or servers [after IEEE 610]. See 

also performance testing, load testing. 

Stress testing tool - A tool that supports stress testing. 

Stub - A skeletal or special-purpose implementation of a software 

component, used to develop or test a component that calls or 

is otherwise dependent on it. It replaces a called component 

[after IEEE610]. 

System - (1) A collection of components organized to accomplish a 

specific function or set of functions [IEEE 610]. 

(2) Set of interrelated of interacting elements [ISO 

9000:2000]. 

System of systems - Multiple heterogeneous, distributed systems that are 

embedded in networks at multiple levels and in multiple 

interconnected domains, addressing large-scale inter-

disciplinary common problems and purposes, usually without a 

common management structure. 

System integration 

testing 

- Testing the integration of systems and packages; testing 

interfaces to external organisations (e.g. Electronic Data 
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Interchange, Internet). 

System testing - The process of testing an integrated system to verify that it 

meets specified requirements [Hetzel]. 

Statistical Data and 

Metadata eXchange 

SDMX An initiative to foster standards for the exchange of statistical 

informatio. It started in 2001 and aims at fostering standards 

for Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange (SDMX). 

Social Media 

Content  

- Social media content is content (text) and associated meta-info 

(that describes the content's origin and details about the 

crawling task) that has been collected from a Social Media 

Target during a Crawling Job. 

Social Media Target  - A social media target is an access coordinate that refers to a 

social media site and the way that FUPOL shall collect the data 

from there. 

Social Media 

Window  

- A social media window is both a concept and an important 

domain object in FUPOL. As a concept the term refers to the 

idea that a Facilitator is interested in accessing several social 

media sites in a convenient way ("single window to social 

media"). The domain object is a container for social media 

access and the associated results (content). 

Social Media Site SMS An online service, platform, or site that focuses on facilitating 

the building of social networks or social relations among 

people who, for example, share interests, activities, 

backgrounds, or real-life connections. 

SPARQL Protocol 

and RDF Query 

Language 

SparQL An RDF query language, that is, a query language for 

databases, able to retrieve and manipulate data stored in 

Resource Description Framework format.  

Spatial Data - Entities with topological, geometric, or geographic properties. 

Test - A set or one of more test cases [IEEE 829]. 

Test approach - The implementation of the test strategy for a specific project. 

It typically includes the decisions made that follow the (test) 

project’s goal and the risk analysis, starting points regarding 

the test process, the test design techniques to be applied, exit 

criteria and test types to be performed. 

Test automation - The use of software to perform or support test activities, e.g. 

test management, test design, test execution and results 

checking. 

Testability - The capability of the software product to enable modified 

software to be tested [ISO 9126]. See also maintainability. 

Testable 

requirements 

- The degree to which a requirement is stated in terms that 

permit establishment of test designs (and subsequently test 

cases) and execution of tests to determine whether the 

requirements have been met [after IEEE 610]. 

Test basis - All documents from which the requirements of a component or 

system can be inferred. The documentation on which the test 

cases are based. If a document can be amended only by way 

of formal amendment procedure, then the test basis is called a 

frozen test basis [after TMap]. 

https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Social+Media+Content
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Social+Media+Content
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Social+Media+Target
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Social+Media+Target
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Crawling+Job
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Social+Media+Target
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Social+Media+Window
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Social+Media+Window
https://atlas.cellent.at/confluence/display/glos/Facilitator
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sparql#cite_note-0
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Test case - A set of input values, execution preconditions, expected results 

and execution postconditions, developed for a particular 

objective or test condition, such as to exercise a particular 

program path or to verify compliance with a specific 

requirement [after IEEE 610]. 

Test case 

specification 

- A document specifying a set of test cases (objective, inputs, 

test actions, expected results, and execution preconditions) for 

a test item [after IEEE 829]. See also test specification. 

Test case suite - See test suite. 

Test completion 

criteria 

- See exit criteria. 

Test condition - An item or event of a component or system that could be 

verified by one or more test cases, e.g. a function, transaction, 

feature, quality attribute, or structural element. 

Test coverage - See coverage. 

Test criteria - The criteria that a system or component must meet in order to 

pass a given test [IEEE 610.12]. See also: acceptance criteria; 

pass-fail criteria. 

Test cycle - Execution of the test process against a single identifiable 

release of the test object. 

Test data - Data that exists (for example, in a database) before a test is 

executed, and that affects or is affected by the component or 

system under test. 

Test design - (1) See test design specification. 

(2) The process of transforming general testing objectives into 

tangible test conditions and test cases. 

Test driven 

development 

- A way of developing software where the test cases are 

developed, and often automated, before the software is being 

developed to run those test cases. 

Test driver - See driver. 

Tester - A skilled professional who is involved in the testing of a 

component or system. 

Test execution - The process of running a test on the component or system 

under test, producing actual result(s). 

Test harness - A test environment that comprises of stubs and drivers needed 

to execute a test. 

Test implementation - The process of developing and prioritizing test procedures, 

creating test data and, optionally, preparing test harnesses and 

writing automated test scripts. 

Test infrastructure - The organizational artifacts needed to perform testing, 

consisting of test environments, test tools, office environment 

and procedures. 

Testing - The process consisting of all life cycle activities, both static and 

dynamic, concerned with planning, preparation and evaluation 

of software products and related work products to determine 

that they satisfy specified requirements, to demonstrate that 
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they are fit for purpose and to detect defects. 

Test input - The data received from an external source by the test object 

during test execution. The external source can be hardware, 

software or human. 

Test item - The individual element to be tested. There usually is one test 

object and many test items. See also test object. 

Test level - A group of test activities that are organized and managed 

together. A test level is linked to the responsibilities in a 

project. Examples of test levels are component test, 

integration test, system test and acceptance test [after TMap]. 

Test manager - The person responsible for project management of testing 

activities and resources, and evaluation of a test object. The 

individual who directs, controls, administers, plans and 

regulates the evaluation of a test object. 

Test management - The planning, estimating, monitoring and control of test 

activities, typically carried out by a test manager. 

Test management 

tool 

- A tool that provides support to the test management and 

control part of a test process. It often has several capabilities, 

such as testware management, scheduling of tests, the logging 

of results, progress tracking, incident management and test 

reporting. 

Test objective - A reason or purpose for designing and executing a test. 

Test pass - See pass. 

Test plan - A document describing the scope, approach, resources and 

schedule of intended test activities. It identifies amongst 

others test items, the features to be tested, the testing tasks, 

who will do each task, degree of tester independence, the test 

environment, the test design techniques and test 

measurement techniques to be used, and the rationale for 

their choice, and any risks requiring contingency planning. It is 

a record of the test planning process [after IEEE 829]. 

Test planning - The activity of establishing or updating a test plan. 

Test process 

improvement 

manifesto 

- A statement that echoes the agile manifesto, and defines 

values for improving the testing process. The values are: 

- flexibility over detailed processes 

- best Practices over templates 

- deployment orientation over process orientation 

- peer reviews over quality assurance (departments) 

- business driven over model driven. [Veenendaal08] 

Test progress report - A document summarizing testing activities and results, 

produced at regular intervals, to report progress of testing 

activities against a baseline (such as the original test plan) and 
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to communicate risks and alternatives requiring a decision to 

management. 

Test report - See test summary report. 

Test 

reproduceability 

- An attribute of a test indicating whether the same results are 

produced each time the test is executed. 

Test result - See result. 

Test run - Execution of a set of test cases on a specific version of the test 

object. 

Test run log - See test log. 

Test schedule - A list of activities, tasks or events of the test process, 

identifying their intended start and finish dates and/or times, 

and interdependencies. 

Test script - Commonly used to refer to a test procedure specification, 

especially an automated one. 

Test suite - A set of several test cases for a component or system under 

test, where the post condition of one test case is often used as 

the precondition for the next one. 

Test specification - A document that consists of a test design specification, test 

case specification and/or test procedure specification. 

Test stage - See test level. 

Test strategy - A high-level description of the test levels to be performed and 

the testing within those levels for an organization or 

programme (one or more projects). 

Test summary report - A document summarizing testing acivities and results. It also 

contains an evaluation of the corresponding test against exit 

criteria [after IEEE 829]. 

Test tool - A software product that supports one or more test activities, 

such as planning and control, specification, building initial files 

and data, test execution and test analysis [TMap]. See also 

CAST. 

Test type - A group of test activities aimed at testing a component or 

system one or more interrelated quality attributes. A test type 

is focused on a specific test objective, i.e. reliability test, 

usability test, regression test etc., and may take place on one 

or more test levels or test phases. [after TMap]. 

Top-down testing - An incremental approach to integration testing where the 

component at the top of the component hierarchy is tested 

first, with lower level components being simulated by stubs. 

Tested components are then used to test lower level 

components. The process is repeated until the lowest level 

components have been tested. See also integration testing. 

Traceablity - The ability to identify related items in documentation and 

software, such as requirements with associated tests. See 

horizontal traceability, vertical traceability. 

Twitter - An online social networking service and microblogging service 

that enables its users to send and read text-based messages of 

up to 140 characters, known as "tweets". 
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Unit - See component. 

Unit test framework - A tool that provides an environment for unit or component 

testing in which a component can be tested in isolation or with 

suitable stubs and drivers. It also provides other support for 

the developer, such as debugging capabilities [Graham]. 

Unreachable code - Code that cannot be reached and therefore is impossible to 

execute. 

User-based quality - A view of quality, wherein quality is the capacity to satisfy 

needs, wants and desires of the user(s). A product or service 

that does not fulfill user needs is unlikely to find any users. 

This is a context dependent, contingent approach to quality 

since different business characteristics require different 

qualities of a product. [after Garvin] 

See also manufacturing-based quality, product-based quality, 

transcendent-based quality, valuebased quality. 

Use case - A sequence of transactions in a dialogue between an actor and 

a component or system with a tangible result, where an actor 

can be a user or anything that can exchange information with 

the system. 

User acceptance 

testing 

- See acceptance testing. 

User scenario 

testing 

- See user case testing 

Validation - Confirmation by examination and through provision of 

objective evidence that the requirements for a specific 

intended use or application have been fulfilled [ISO 9000]. 

Verification - Confirmation by examination and through the provision of 

objective evidence that specified requirements have been 

fulfilled [ISO 9000]. 

Version control - See configuration control. 

Web Crawler - A computer program that browses the WWW in a methodical, 

automated manner or in an orderly fashion 

Web Log Blog A discussion or information site published on the world wide 

web consisting of discrete entries ("posts") typically displayed 

in reverse chronological order so the most recent post appears 

first. 

White box testing - Testing based on an analysis of the internal structure of the 

component or system. 

Web Map Tile 

Service 

WMTS Web Map Tile Service (WMTS) is a geographical data service, 

specified by the Open Geospacial Consortium (OGC). WMTS 

defines a web service for accessing map-tiles. 
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15 Appendix I: Real-Life Test Data 

In order to collect real-life data for system test, system integration test and to 

support the evaluation of the analysis algorithms and the visualization real-life data 

will be collected. The following section summarizes social media sources that are 

relevant to the pilot cities. We'll use them during the internal tests. 

 

We've selected the following pilot cities for our WP3 tests: 

 Prato, as they're leading WP7 and we have a tight integration with them. 

Furthermore Paolo Boscolo is rooted in their ICT department which makes 

collaboration easy. 

 Zagreb, as we have good access to their PR department. Zagreb is 

systematically (but manually) analysing traditional media daily. As there are 

many radio broadcasters in Zagreb we'll try to collect content originating from 

the broadcasters, extract topics from that and compare the results to that of 

the manual media analysis. 

 Yantai, as we get plenty of content (web mails, no "social media" content in 

the sense of Facebook, Twitter, ...; the content is of high quality, though) 

from there. This content is pre-categorized which makes it easy to compare 

our own categorizations with those that were done manually by the 

municipality's staff. Furthermore Yantai forces us to use proprietory 

geographical data. 
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15.1 Prato 

15.1.1 Social Media Data 

Social media test data in Prato will be taken from several public sites, most notably 

Twitter accounts and Facebook group pages of decision makers, government 

agencies, various organizations and individuals. 

Furthermore there's a blog available that is maintained by the municipality and 

several RSS streams. 

Twitter  https://twitter.com/NotiziediPrato 

 https://twitter.com/VisitPrato 

 https://twitter.com/welcometoprato 

 https://twitter.com/ICavalieriRugby 

 https://twitter.com/IlSilliDiPrato 

 https://twitter.com/SlowFoodPrato 

 https://twitter.com/CCIAAPrato 

 https://twitter.com/tvprato 

 https://twitter.com/IlSitoDiPrato 

 https://twitter.com/Provincia_Prato 

 https://twitter.com/caritaspo 

 https://twitter.com/pallagrossa1 

 https://twitter.com/VABPRATO 

 https://twitter.com/ConfcommercioPO 

 https://twitter.com/PRATOCURATA 

 https://twitter.com/avisprato 

 https://twitter.com/IlTirrenoPrato 

 https://twitter.com/pinpoloprato 

 https://twitter.com/pratocentroimpi 

 https://twitter.com/crocedoroprato 

Facebook  http://www.facebook.com/areadiprato 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Comune-di-Prato/154468881274339 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/La-piazzetta-di-Prato-Comune/60080676349 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Commissione-Pari-Opportunit%C3%A0-della-

Provincia-di-Prato/114206531971630 

 http://www.facebook.com/Prato.toscana 

 http://www.facebook.com/contemporaneafestival.prato 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/AC-PRATO/100731830028571 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Prato/103979746304999 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Prato/83270465321 

 http://www.facebook.com/pratonelmondo 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Notizie-di-Prato/163950744388 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/La-Nazione-Prato/134610409934767 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Prato-nel-Mondo-ufficiale/126463127406991 

 http://www.facebook.com/PinPoloPrato 

https://twitter.com/NotiziediPrato
https://twitter.com/VisitPrato
https://twitter.com/welcometoprato
https://twitter.com/ICavalieriRugby
https://twitter.com/IlSilliDiPrato
https://twitter.com/SlowFoodPrato
https://twitter.com/CCIAAPrato
https://twitter.com/tvprato
https://twitter.com/IlSitoDiPrato
https://twitter.com/Provincia_Prato
https://twitter.com/caritaspo
https://twitter.com/pallagrossa1
https://twitter.com/VABPRATO
https://twitter.com/ConfcommercioPO
https://twitter.com/PRATOCURATA
https://twitter.com/avisprato
https://twitter.com/IlTirrenoPrato
https://twitter.com/pinpoloprato
https://twitter.com/pratocentroimpi
https://twitter.com/crocedoroprato
http://www.facebook.com/areadiprato
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Comune-di-Prato/154468881274339
http://www.facebook.com/pages/La-piazzetta-di-Prato-Comune/60080676349
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Commissione-Pari-Opportunit%C3%A0-della-Provincia-di-Prato/114206531971630
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Commissione-Pari-Opportunit%C3%A0-della-Provincia-di-Prato/114206531971630
http://www.facebook.com/Prato.toscana
http://www.facebook.com/contemporaneafestival.prato
http://www.facebook.com/pages/AC-PRATO/100731830028571
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Prato/103979746304999
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Prato/83270465321
http://www.facebook.com/pratonelmondo
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Notizie-di-Prato/163950744388
http://www.facebook.com/pages/La-Nazione-Prato/134610409934767
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Prato-nel-Mondo-ufficiale/126463127406991
http://www.facebook.com/PinPoloPrato
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 http://www.facebook.com/pages/AVIS-Provinciale-di-Prato/241565195884926 

 http://www.facebook.com/Prato.Confartigianato 

 http://www.facebook.com/CameradiCommerciodiPrato 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Nucleo-Protezione-Civile-Associazione-

Nazionale-Carabinieri-Prato/230984174012 

 http://www.facebook.com/cameratastrumentalecittadiprato 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Provincia-di-Prato/370378811874 

 http://www.facebook.com/museodeltessuto 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Villa-Fiorelli/86567939557 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/U-O-Protezione-Civile-Croce-dOro-

Prato/61303174615 
 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Gruppo-Giovani-Imprenditori-

Prato/348660870027 

 http://www.facebook.com/icavalierirugby 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Officina-Giovani/118235754920061 

 http://www.facebook.com/radioinsieme 

Blogs  www.pratoblog.it 

RSS  www.lanazione.it/prato 

 www.tvprato.it 

 www.welcome2prato.com 

 www.notiziediprato.it 

15.1.2 Geographic Data 

Open street maps data for Prato is quite good, both in coverage and detail. For most 

test purposes this will be sufficient. Additional requirements might come in from 

simulation, though. The same applies to land coverage data. 

15.1.3 Statistical Data 

As all pilot cities located in the EC there's plenty of statistical data available in 

Eurostat compatible format. As with geographical data additional requirements might 

be imposed by simulation tests. 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/AVIS-Provinciale-di-Prato/241565195884926
http://www.facebook.com/Prato.Confartigianato
http://www.facebook.com/CameradiCommerciodiPrato
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Nucleo-Protezione-Civile-Associazione-Nazionale-Carabinieri-Prato/230984174012
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Nucleo-Protezione-Civile-Associazione-Nazionale-Carabinieri-Prato/230984174012
http://www.facebook.com/cameratastrumentalecittadiprato
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Provincia-di-Prato/370378811874
http://www.facebook.com/museodeltessuto
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Villa-Fiorelli/86567939557
http://www.facebook.com/pages/U-O-Protezione-Civile-Croce-dOro-Prato/61303174615
http://www.facebook.com/pages/U-O-Protezione-Civile-Croce-dOro-Prato/61303174615
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Gruppo-Giovani-Imprenditori-Prato/348660870027
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Gruppo-Giovani-Imprenditori-Prato/348660870027
http://www.facebook.com/icavalierirugby
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Officina-Giovani/118235754920061
http://www.facebook.com/radioinsieme
http://www.pratoblog.it/
http://www.lanazione.it/prato
http://www.tvprato.it/
http://www.welcome2prato.com/
http://www.notiziediprato.it/
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15.2 Zagreb 

15.2.1 Social Media Data 

Social media test data in Zagreb will be taken from several public sites, most notably 

Twitter accounts and Facebook group pages of decision makers, government 

agencies, various organizations and individuals. Furthermore there are some Google 

blogs available. 

Zagreb has very active radio broadcasters that publish news and other content on 

Twitter. 

Twitter  https://twitter.com/DubravaNews 

 https://twitter.com/dubrava_hr 

 https://twitter.com/fmsdpnzi    

 https://twitter.com/search?q=antena%20zagreb&src=typd 

 https://twitter.com/novimedijiHRT 

 https://twitter.com/otvoreniradio 

 https://twitter.com/radio_101 

 https://twitter.com/narodniradio 

 https://twitter.com/RMCroatia 

 https://twitter.com/SoundsetPlavi 

 https://twitter.com/RadioSljeme 

 https://twitter.com/radio_martin 

 https://twitter.com/TotalniFm 

 https://twitter.com/RadioStudent1 

 https://twitter.com/CIBONA 

 https://twitter.com/GNKDinamo 

 https://twitter.com/KHL_MedvescakZG 

 https://twitter.com/kk_cibona 

 https://twitter.com/RKZagreb 

 https://twitter.com/zagreb_tourist 

 https://twitter.com/idemvan 

 https://twitter.com/ZGfilmfestival 

 https://twitter.com/VipZagrebJazz 

 https://twitter.com/Zagrebkom 

 https://twitter.com/FantasticZagreb 

 http://www.youtube.com/FantasticZagreb 

 https://twitter.com/#!/Animafest_Zg 

 https://twitter.com/zagrebdox 

Facebook  http://www.facebook.com/zagreb.croatia 

 http://www.facebook.com/zagrebancija 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/VRAP%C4%8CEGAJNICESTENJEVECKUSTO

%C5%A0IJA/284060914503 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/TRNJE-NAJBOLJI-KVART/234766024983 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Tre%C5%A1njevka/116384841752335 

https://twitter.com/DubravaNews
https://twitter.com/dubrava_hr
https://twitter.com/fmsdpnzi
https://twitter.com/search?q=antena%20zagreb&src=typd
https://twitter.com/novimedijiHRT
https://twitter.com/otvoreniradio
https://twitter.com/radio_101
https://twitter.com/narodniradio
https://twitter.com/RMCroatia
https://twitter.com/SoundsetPlavi
https://twitter.com/RadioSljeme
https://twitter.com/radio_martin
https://twitter.com/TotalniFm
https://twitter.com/RadioStudent1
https://twitter.com/CIBONA
https://twitter.com/GNKDinamo
https://twitter.com/KHL_MedvescakZG
https://twitter.com/kk_cibona
https://twitter.com/RKZagreb
https://twitter.com/zagreb_tourist
https://twitter.com/idemvan
https://twitter.com/ZGfilmfestival
https://twitter.com/VipZagrebJazz
https://twitter.com/Zagrebkom
https://twitter.com/FantasticZagreb
http://www.youtube.com/FantasticZagreb
https://twitter.com/#%21/Animafest_Zg
https://twitter.com/zagrebdox
http://www.facebook.com/zagreb.croatia
http://www.facebook.com/zagrebancija
http://www.facebook.com/pages/VRAP%C4%8CEGAJNICESTENJEVECKUSTO%C5%A0IJA/284060914503
http://www.facebook.com/pages/VRAP%C4%8CEGAJNICESTENJEVECKUSTO%C5%A0IJA/284060914503
http://www.facebook.com/pages/TRNJE-NAJBOLJI-KVART/234766024983
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Tre%C5%A1njevka/116384841752335
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 http://www.facebook.com/stenjevcanka?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/novizagreb.istok?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/maksimir/82640582209 

 http://www.facebook.com/klub.mladih.tehnicara?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/zenskainicijativa.hnstresnjevkasjever?ref=ts&fref=t

s 

 http://www.facebook.com/zelenalista.tresnjevkajug?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/sdp.orahovica?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/SDP-Stenjevec-

jug/181971878557436?ref=ts&fref=ts 
 http://www.facebook.com/sdp.podsljeme.7?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/MO-SDP-Donja-Dubrava/366895096667395 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Mlade%C5%BE-Hdz-a-Tre%C5%A1njevka-

Sjever/104332929723693 

 http://www.facebook.com/mladezhdzapescenicazitnjak.pescenica?ref=ts&fref

=ts 
 http://www.facebook.com/mladezhdz.novizagrebzapad?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/#!/milan.bandic.hrvatska   

 http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100004523382784&ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/mhdz.podsljeme?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/mhdz.gornjigradmedvescak?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/hss.pescenicazitnjak?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/hspzagreb.donjigrad?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/hsp.tresnjevkasjever?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/hsp.podsusedvrapce?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/HSP-%C4%8Crnomerec/196652143737858 

 http://www.facebook.com/hspantestarcevic.podsljeme?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/HSLS-%C4%8Crnomerec-Grad-

Zagreb/163440960344484 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/HRVATSKI-LABURISTI-

PODSLJEME/114414751972586 
 http://www.facebook.com/laburisti.stenjevec 

 http://www.facebook.com/laburisti.donjadubrava.zg 

 http://www.facebook.com/hns.tresnjevkajug?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/hns.tresnjevkasjever?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/hns.podsljeme?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/hns.pescenicazitnjak?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/hns.novizagrebzapad?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/hdz.podsljeme?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/hcsp.gornjadubrava?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Forum-mladih-SDP-a-

Podsljeme/121676087917123 

 http://www.facebook.com/fmsdpts?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Forum-mladih-SDP-a-Novi-Zagreb-

istok/161014960592354?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/uciliste.sesvete?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/kksesvete 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Nk-Radnik-Sesvete/425833810771503 

 http://www.facebook.com/pages/Boksa%C4%8Dki-Klub-

Sesvete/105099109588110 
 http://www.facebook.com/rujanfest 

 http://www.facebook.com/ZagrebFilmFestival 

 http://www.facebook.com/gkcrnomerec?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 http://www.facebook.com/kud.sesvete?ref=ts&fref=ts 

 https://www.facebook.com/AntenaZG?ref=ts&fref=ts 

http://www.facebook.com/stenjevcanka?ref=ts&fref=ts
http://www.facebook.com/novizagreb.istok?ref=ts&fref=ts
http://www.facebook.com/pages/maksimir/82640582209
http://www.facebook.com/klub.mladih.tehnicara?ref=ts&fref=ts
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 http://zmergo.wix.com/jedandan 

 http://www.zelena-cistka.org/ 

 www.ekologija.hr 

 http://www.ekologija.com.hr/ 

 http://www.zastita-prirode.hr/ 

 http://www.zastitaokolisa.org/ 

 http://www.idemvan.hr/kultura/ 

Forum  http://www.ringeraja.hr/forum/Dijete/forumid_206/tt.htm 

 http://www.forum.hr/forumdisplay.php?f=35 

 http://www.forum.hr/forumdisplay.php?f=48 

 http://www.forum.hr/forumdisplay.php?f=13 

 http://www.forum.hr/forumdisplay.php?f=14 

 http://www.forum.hr/forumdisplay.php?f=8 

 http://www.forum.hr/forumdisplay.php?f=107 

 http://www.forum.hr/forumdisplay.php?f=33 

 http://www.forum.hr/forumdisplay.php?f=64 

Youtube  http://www.youtube.com/user/JutroNaOtvorenom?feature=mhee 

 http://www.youtube.com/user/RadioMarijaHR?feature=mhee 

 http://www.youtube.com/TheNKDinamoZagreb 

 http://www.youtube.com/user/MEDVESCAKZagreb 

 http://www.youtube.com/user/ZAGREBTOURIST 

 http://www.youtube.com/zagrebfilmfestival 

 http://www.youtube.com/user/thespotmusic 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U6foScah56Q 

 http://fantasticzagreb.tumblr.com/ 

 http://www.youtube.com/user/ZagrebDox 

http://www.zagreb-touristinfo.hr/
http://www.kulturauzagrebu.hr/hr/news.php
http://www.centarcesarec.hr/
http://www.mojmaksimir.com/
http://www.czk-novi-zagreb.hr/
http://www.cmr.hr/
http://www.kic.hr/
http://www.kcp.hr/index.asp
http://www.mcuk.hr/en/
http://www.ns-sesvete.hr/kultura.aspx
http://www.ns-dubrava.hr/
http://www.cekate.hr/
http://www.pou.hr/kultura
http://www.likovni-centar.htnet.hr/index.html
http://www.zagrebfilmfestival.com/
http://www.vipzagrebjazzfestival.com/index.html
http://www.zagreb-festival.org/
http://public.carnet.hr/pif-festival/
http://www.zagrebtheatrefestival.hr/
http://www.fantastic-zagreb.com/hr/
http://www.animafest.hr/
http://zagrebdox.net/
http://www.oikon.hr/
http://www.cvs-zagreb.org/
http://zmergo.wix.com/jedandan
http://www.zelena-cistka.org/
http://www.ekologija.hr/
http://www.ekologija.com.hr/
http://www.zastita-prirode.hr/
http://www.zastitaokolisa.org/
http://www.idemvan.hr/kultura/
http://www.ringeraja.hr/forum/Dijete/forumid_206/tt.htm
http://www.forum.hr/forumdisplay.php?f=35
http://www.forum.hr/forumdisplay.php?f=48
http://www.forum.hr/forumdisplay.php?f=13
http://www.forum.hr/forumdisplay.php?f=14
http://www.forum.hr/forumdisplay.php?f=8
http://www.forum.hr/forumdisplay.php?f=107
http://www.forum.hr/forumdisplay.php?f=33
http://www.forum.hr/forumdisplay.php?f=64
http://www.youtube.com/user/JutroNaOtvorenom?feature=mhee
http://www.youtube.com/user/RadioMarijaHR?feature=mhee
http://www.youtube.com/TheNKDinamoZagreb
http://www.youtube.com/user/MEDVESCAKZagreb
http://www.youtube.com/user/ZAGREBTOURIST
http://www.youtube.com/zagrebfilmfestival
http://www.youtube.com/user/thespotmusic
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U6foScah56Q
http://fantasticzagreb.tumblr.com/
http://www.youtube.com/user/ZagrebDox
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For validating test we want to extract topics and summaries from social media data 

originating by local broadcasters (radio, tv) and compare them to the manual press 

analysis results. 

Furthermore we set up a social media target for keywords regarding autism, limited 

to the geographic region of Zagreb. 

15.2.2 Geographic Data 

Open street maps data for Zagreb is of average quality, but sufficient for the FUPOL 

Core Platform's purposes. Again, additional requirements might come in from 

simulation, though. The same applies to land coverage data. 

15.2.3 Statistical Data 

Availability of statistical data in a Eurostat compatible format is still not complete, as 

Zagreb is currently building up EC-compliant structures. In case the simulator teams 

need additional data we will have to fall back to some proprietary data format. 
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15.3 Yantai 

15.3.1 Social Media Data 

Social media usage by Yantai's municipality is not common. Media like Facebook and 

Twitter are not available in China due to legislative restrictions, but in most cases 

there are chinese equivalents with comparable functionality available that are in use 

by many Chinese citizens. However there's no significant social media presence by 

Yantai's municipality besides the usual city portal and other - more or less static - 

web pages. 

The main channels that the municipality uses to communicate with citizens in a 

comaprable way is by use of web-based "email" (technically it's a form on a web 

page that stores the data in a database for further processing; no email is sent, 

though). Citizens can use this service to get in contact with the municipality's 

agencies. The data communication scheme is point-to-point and the traffic data is 

not published. In order to allow less well-equipped citizens to access the service 

there's an alternative communication channel abailable by telephone. A call center 

agent then enters the citizen's inquiry in the web form, so technically all data, 

whether it's been input by "email" or by telephone is in the same database. The 

incoming data is categorized and forwarded to the relevant agency until the issue is 

solved. The municipality informs the citizen about the result using the same channel 

that the citizen used to get in contact (web mail or phone). 

Users have to identify themselves using the following data: 

 Name 
 Adress 
 Phone number and/or email adress 

All identifying data is not validated, but as the citizen would like to get an answer in 

almost any cases a valid phone number or email adress is submitted. Furthermore 

the IP adress is recorded. 
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When using the web mail form the user has to identify the type of inquiry (question, 

suggestion, ...) and the subject (tax, housing, ...). The latter will be used to select 

the most appropriate receiver (some agency). 

This kind of point-to-point communication seems to be quite common in Yantai and 

is implemented on several web pages: 

 Mayor's mailbox 
 Voice of Yantai 
 Public opinion website 

Not all of these web sites are under control by Yantai Integrated Information Center 

in the sense that the mail data is stored on their servers, but at least there's web 

access to the data. 

For validating tests we will use real-life data originating from Yantai's citizens and try 

to extract topics and summaries. 

Furthermore we want to extract topics from all tweets containing the keyword 

"Yantai" on Twitter. Analysis has shown that most content originates from abroad, 

but there's still some tweets written in Yantai (about one per minute), usually written 

by expatriates that work in Yantai. 

Technically we have to set up social media windows that are capable of crawling 

data from Yantai. For convenience we decided to use email for that purpose: 
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Our partner Yantai Integrated Information Center stores the web mail's contents in a 

database for later processing. In order to support the data transfer to FUPOL the 

mail's data shall be pushed into an email server, too. 

The emails shall be constructed in the following way: 

Property Content Remarks 
Sender synthetic mail 

adress identifying 

the citizen 

In order to preserve the citizen's privacy we recommend that the 

citizen's id (phone, email) is converted into some one-way-hash 

which subsequently is being used as the mail's identifier, i.e. ... 

 Email = "someone@mail.com" will be converted to 

(hash(someone@mail.com) + "@citizen.gv"), finally 
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"a12j43a345f24c@citizen.gv" 

 Phone = "12345612345" will be concerted to 

(hash(12345612345@mail.com) + "@citizen.gv"), finally 
"d4c3d9887c63e@citizen.gv" 

Of course the generated email adress must be syntactically valid for 

the mail server and the mail server must be set up in a way that 

permits relaying. 

Note that it's still not a valid email adress as there's no receiver for 

that available in real live. It's just here to satisfy the mail server and 

to identify the uniqueness of the citizen while at the same time 

protecting his privacy. 

Receiver The corresponding 

mailbox's adress 

One mailbox per site (i.e. a mailbox for "Mayor's Mailbox" and 

another one for "Voice of Yantai" etc. 

In order to use idea management later we recommend to go even 

further: create a mailbox for suggestions that can later be 

forwarded to the Feedback Community Platform. 

Title The title from the 

webpage (header 

line) 

I.e. "Didn't receive my documents yet" 

Body The content from 

the webpage 

I.e. "Dear municipality, unfortunately I haven't received my 

daughter's certificate of birth yet, although it's been a month now 

since I placed the inquiry. Could you please investigate ? Yours 

sincerely Wang" 

FUPOL will be set up to fetch these emails based on some schedule (i.e. once per 

day) and they will be forwarded as social media content to analysis and visualization. 

This approach has the following advantages: 

 It's flexible and extensible: we can add as many channels as we like 
 It uses a standard protocol (POP3/IMAP) 
 There's no need to implement a proprietary API both for YIIC and WP3 
 It can be used both for synthetic data and real-life data 
 It can be used both for real-time data and for historic data 
 In order to increase the security level additional network-based mechanisms 

can be used (i.e. VPN tunnels between YIIC's mail server and FUPOL) 
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16 Appendix II: Test Automation Framework 

This appendix describes our system test framework that we have developed as part 

of D3.3. 

 Much of the following content is from D3.2 chapter 11 (Quality Scenarios), but we 

updated it to reflect the latest changes.  

In order to support the iterative and incremental development process (Scrum) a 

high level of test automation is mandatory. Therefore the WP3-team developed an 

extensive set of automated tests (targeted at different test levels). 

This chapter provides an overview of the test automation framework that is targetted 

against system tests (black box testing based on the specification in deliverable 

D3.1). 
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16.1 Graphical Overview 

 

16.1.1 Remote Control Server 

To manage the compatibility of the supported browsers, the test framework uses 

Selenium Remote Server. Selenium RC works like a proxy server and all the test 

cases have only to be written once while we can execute them on all supported 

browsers. Furthermore it is great for testing complex AJAX-based web user interfaces 

as part of out continuous integration process (using Jenkins). Furthermore there's a 

very helpful GUI for working with the test case implementations (Selenium IDE) 

should we want to write tests in a more expressive programming language than the 

Selenese HTML table format. 
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16.1.2 Selenium - TestNG 

TestNG is a testing framework inspired from JUnit and NUnit but introducing some 

new functionality that make it more powerful and easier to use, such as: 

 Annotations. 
 Run your tests in arbitrarily big thread pools with various policies available (all 

methods in their own thread, one thread per test class, etc...). 
 Test that your code is multithread safe. 
 Flexible test configuration. 
 Support for data-driven testing (with @DataProvider). 
 Support for parameters. 
 Powerful execution model (no more TestSuite). 
 Supported by a variety of tools and plug-ins (Eclipse, IDEA, Maven, etc...). 
 Embeds Bean Shell for further flexibility. 
 Default JDK functions for run-time and logging (no dependencies). 
 Dependent methods for application server testing. 

TestNG is designed to cover all categories of tests:  unit, functional, end-to-end, 

integration, etc... 

16.1.3 Configuration 

To minimize the failure rate the configuration of the test framework has been 

refactored. In the past only a xml configuration file exist. In the course of the 

refactoring the used configuration is controlled by the used environment. The folder 

src/main/resources has the following sections: 

 data (used for data generation) 
 properties 
 spring 

o config 
o database 

 root folder (configuration.xml) 
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16.1.3.1 Configuration File 

To be able to use the test automation framework, the file configuration.xml.template 

must be copied and renamed in configuration XML. The configuration.xml file is on 

the ignore list of the svn repository. 
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For easier handling of the test automation suite the configuration has been moved 

into a configuration file (configuration.xml). The file is structured by the following 

sections. 

Common Section 

<common> 
    <environment>fupol_4</environment> 
    <waitSettings>30000</waitSettings> 
</common> 

 

Tag Content 

environment flag for the environment to be tested 

waitSettings timeout in milliseconds 

 

Testautomation section 

<testautomation> 
    <browser>firefox</browser> 
</testautomation> 

 

Tag Content 

browser supported browser types - prerequisite is that the selected browser is 

installed on the system that executes the test 

 firefox 
 iexplorer 
 safari 
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Used to launch the browser, e.g. "*firefox" or "c:\\program files\\internet 

explorer\\iexplore.exe" -> the asterisk will be added by the framework 

 

Application section 

<application> 
    <sysopConsole> 
        <appContext>fupol-client-administration</appContext> 
        <username>admin</username> 
        <password>admin1</password> 
    </sysopConsole> 
    <client> 
        <appContext>fupol-client</appContext> 
    </client> 
</application> 

 

Tag Content 

appContext Used to select the application that the test suite is targeted against 

 

Social Media Section 

This section describes the social media credentials that will be used by for testing the 

social media content crawling process. 

<SocialMedia> 
    <facebook> 
        <credentials> 
            <applicationID>38899755114xxx</applicationID> 
            <secret>b722d302f1a1486b293bc14387f4xxxx</secret> 
        </credentials> 
    </facebook> 
    <twitter> 
        <credentials> 
            <consumerKey>2otsRtnrjQBt8HAYsez6MA</consumerKey> 
            <consumerSecret>Kg0f6CgNwGJim0YvLojGJbq5Hy6k01WEYbzFZixxxx</con

sumerSecret> 
            <accessTokenKey>520656173-

b62tLOzFkCI5LBOrwsaE4useW1w5L9ufGrHuxxxx</accessTokenKey> 
            <accessTokenSecret>X0F4EprTbfYnFYbq3GSUn8AM0R8bglw8Ywp8xxxx</ac

cessTokenSecret> 
        </credentials> 
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    </twitter> 
</SocialMedia> 

16.1.3.2 WFS-Properties 

For each environment a separate property file is needed. The decision which file the 

framework will handle is controlled in the configuration file. 

 

If the property fupol.common.environment is set to fupol_4 the wfsFupol4.properties 

file will be loaded. 

 

  

wfs.url=http://fupol-

4.cellent.at:8080/geoserver/ows?service=wfs&version=1.0.0&request=GetC

apabilities 
wfs.layer=fupolgis:bbox 
app.id=356162474461125 
app.secret=6faf42dc33c6166179816e799f795ac3 
consumer.key=2otsRtnrjQBt8HAYsez6MA 
consumer.secret=Kg0f6CgNwGJim0YvLojGJbq5Hy6k01WEYbzFZiDrzs 
host.url=fupol-4.cellent.at 
host.port=8080 
selenium.url=localhost 
selenium.port=4444 

 

Tag Content 
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wfs.url location of the needed geoserver 

wfs.layer layer name used inside the geoserver 

app.id application id connected to facebook for using the facebook api 

app.secred secret key for the app id 

consumer.key consumer key connected to twitter for using the twitter api 

host.url server URL for the AUT (application under test) 

host.port port for host.url server 

selenium.url location where the selenium server will be exectuted 

selenium.port port for selenium.url 

16.1.3.3 Application Context 

Bean Locations 

<beans  xmlns="http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans" 

    xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xmlns:context="http://www.springframework.org/schema/context" 

    xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans 

http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans/spring-beans-3.0.xsd 

http://www.springframework.org/schema/context 

http://www.springframework.org/schema/context/spring-context-3.0.xsd"> 

  

    <!-- still using wfs.properies file because testNG is executed outside 

of tomcat --> 

    <context:property-placeholder 

location="classpath*:properties/wfsFupol4.properties"/> 

  

    <!-- Database Configuration --> 

    <import 

resource="classpath*:spring/database/TestAutomationDataSourceFupol4.xml" /> 

    <import 

resource="classpath*:spring/database/TestAutomationHibernate.xml" /> 

  

    <!-- Client Beans Declaration --> 

    <import 

resource="classpath*:spring/config/TestClientBeansDeclarations.xml" /> 

  

</beans> 

Data Source 

<beans xmlns="http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans" 

    xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

    xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans 

http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans/spring-beans-3.0.xsd 

http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
http://www.springframework.org/schema/context
http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans
http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans/spring-beans-3.0.xsd
http://www.springframework.org/schema/context
http://www.springframework.org/schema/context/spring-context-3.0.xsd
http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance
http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans
http://www.springframework.org/schema/beans/spring-beans-3.0.xsd
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http://www.springframework.org/schema/tx 

http://www.springframework.org/schema/tx/spring-tx-3.0.xsd 

http://www.springframework.org/schema/aop 

http://www.springframework.org/schema/aop/spring-aop-3.0.xsd 

http://www.springframework.org/schema/jee 

http://www.springframework.org/schema/jee/spring-jee-3.0.xsd"> 

  

    <bean id="testDataSource" 

        class="org.springframework.jdbc.datasource.DriverManagerDataSource"

> 

        <property name="driverClassName" 

value="org.hibernate.dialect.PostgreSQLDialect" /> 

        <property name="url" 

            value="jdbc:postgresql://srv-db-

2.internal.activesolution.at:5432/fupol" /> 

        <property name="username" value="fupol_owner" /> 

        <property name="password" value="Tester@12" /> 

    </bean> 

      

    <bean id="testDataSourceClientAdministration" 

        class="org.springframework.jdbc.datasource.DriverManagerDataSource"

> 

        <property name="driverClassName" 

value="org.hibernate.dialect.PostgreSQLDialect" /> 

        <property name="url" 

            value="jdbc:postgresql://srv-db-

2.internal.activesolution.at:5432/fupol_administration" /> 

        <property name="username" value="fupol_administration_owner" /> 

        <property name="password" value="Tester@12" /> 

    </bean>     

</beans> 

http://www.springframework.org/schema/tx
http://www.springframework.org/schema/tx/spring-tx-3.0.xsd
http://www.springframework.org/schema/aop
http://www.springframework.org/schema/aop/spring-aop-3.0.xsd
http://www.springframework.org/schema/jee
http://www.springframework.org/schema/jee/spring-jee-3.0.xsd
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16.2 Usage 

Starting Single Tests Manually 

All available tests reside in the folder src/test/java. Many IDEs (i.e. Eclipse) support 

the execution of single TestNG tests. 

  

Starting All Tests At Once 

For executing the whole test suite using eclipse, the user has to select the package 

src/test/java. The IDE (and the TestNG plugin) will trigger all contained tests 

sequentially. 
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Jenkins Nightly Build 

The test automation framework is included in the daily (nightly) build as one of the 

later building steps. After building and deploying the project on the test automation 

environment, the tests are started and included in the result of the daily build. 

16.2.1 FUPOL Test Automation Core Framework 

The extensive selenium/testNG framework has been further extended in order to 

best support our test automation requirements.. 

Every test class is derived from the generic FupolSeleneseTestBase. 
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This class implements the following methods: 

Method name Description 
prepareTestExecution()  instantiating logger 

 database handling 

o resets the test data base or 

o initializes the data base (FUPOL client and 
FUPOL client administration) using the sql 

scripts stored in the svn for initial setup 
procedures 

stoppingFramework(ITestContext)  closing the browser window 

 shutting down the selenium server 

runSeleniumServerLocal(String 

seleniumPort) 

in case of an local selenium execution, it starts up the 

selenium server on the localhost 

openBrowser() Before every test this method checks whether the 

prerequisites for the next test case are satisfied. In case of 

an error during test case execution a procedure is started 

to clean up respectively prepare for the next test case 

closeBrowserWindow() In case of an error during a test case execution, this 

method closes JavaScript dialogs or executes a sign out 

(session termination). 

For keeping the test framework object oriented, several helper classes were 

implemented. The following diagram shows the dependencies of a test case: 
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16.2.2 FUPOL-Service Project 

For preparing the test data for a test case in reasonable time, the FUPOL service 

project is used by the test automation framework. 

The following example shows the necessary calls for generating a client with system 

administrator, user and social media accounts. Note the section where the test data 

is set up. 

navigation = new AdministratorNavigation(itc); 
auth = new Authentication(); 
waiter = new Waiter(itc); 
Boolean activationState = true; 
Boolean lockingState = false; 
clientName = "checkTwitterAccClient1"; 
adminUserName = "checkTwitterAccAdmin1"; 
adminPassword = "test123"; 
socialMediaAccountTitle = "TA_Twitter01"; 

  
createService.createClient(clientName, Locale.ITALIAN, 22.22F, 11.34F, 

11.65F, 22.99F); 

  
createService.addSystemAdministrator( 
  createService.getClient(), 
  adminUserName, 
  "Max", 
  "Admin", 
  "test@fupol.eu", 
  adminPassword, 
  activationState, 
  lockingState); 

  
createService.addTwitterAccount( 
  createService.getClient(), 
  socialMediaAccountTitle, 
  Configuration.getConfiguration().getString(TWITTER_CREDENTIALS + 

TWITTER_CONSUMER_KEY), 
  Configuration.getConfiguration().getString(TWITTER_CREDENTIALS + 

TWITTER_CONSUMER_SECRET), 
  Configuration.getConfiguration().getString(TWITTER_CREDENTIALS + 

TWITTER_ACCESS_TOKEN_KEY), 
  Configuration.getConfiguration().getString(TWITTER_CREDENTIALS + 

TWITTER_ACCESS_TOKEN_SECRET)); 
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auth.clientSignIn(itc, adminUserName, adminPassword); 
navigation.navigateToAdministration(); 
navigation.navigateToShowSocialMediaAccounts(); 
assertTrue(selenium.isElementPresent("class=image_questionmark")); 
selenium.click("id=check_" + socialMediaAccountTitle); 
waiter.waitForCheck(socialMediaAccountTitle); 
assertTrue(selenium.isElementPresent("class=image_yes")); 
auth.clientSignOut(itc); 

16.2.3 Reporting Tool 

TestNG supports several result reporting tools. After the test run a test execution 

report is generated and offered in the form of a HTML page. 

The following screenshot shows such a test result report: 
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16.3 User Data Generator 

In order to support our large test user base (we expect about 100 users from various 

pilot cities) we implemented a data generator that is able to create all required user 

accounts on all server stages. This data generator uses the same mechanism as the 

automated system tests. The data source for the user to be created is a file in csv 

format. The data files can be found in src/main/resources/data. 

 

  

 


